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$1.25
$2.00 Four Button Kids
$1.50 Four and Five Button Kids 1.00
$1.00 Five Button EmbroidereMids 69c
79c
$1.25 7 Hook Lace Kids
Kids
59c
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$1.00 Long
Mousquetaire
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THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
a year; if paid in
advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every
part of tile State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
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LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Me., Feb. 8, 1880.
I
111 AM]
|7PM 111 P~M
Barometer 29.927 20,808 29.793 29.801 29.820
Thermo’r. 22.4
31.0
34.0
32.8
32.»
Dew Point: 19.7
20.3
27.1
|22.6
27.8
78.9
Humidity. |88.7 109.8 169.7
80.7
Wind.ISW
S
ISW
SW
SW
11
10
0
Velocity... 16
;10
Weather.. I Cloudy'Fair
| Clear Clear Clear
Mean daily bar. ..29.8491 Maximum ther35.9
Mean daily ther. .30.1
Minimum ither... .19.3
Mean daily d’w pt.24.0
Max.vel.wind... .10 SW
Mean daily hum..79.7
(Totalprecip.00

__Portland,
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Nothing can equal the sense of
security felt by those who procure
insurance ou property Hale to loss or damage by lire. Do
not economize by taking the risk
of insuring yourself.
The best
companies may be had through
this agency.

troper
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M

(Feb. 8, 1880, 10.00 F. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
iThermo’ter

Wind
r___
®

After a lire and a consequent
loss of property, Insurance, no
mntter what tne underwriter’s
price was. looks cheap to the person whose property has been destroyed,and who was not provided
wllJt proper indemnity.
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27
32
34
34
41
35
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New York... 30.04
30.09
30.05
30.05
30.00
Charleston... 30.09
Jacksonville. 30.00
Savannah,Ga 30.08
New Orleans 29.98
Cincinnati, O 29.97
Memphis. 29.89
30.01
Buffalo, N.Y. 29.93
Cleveland.... 29.91
Detroit. 29.87
Oswego. 29.91
Alpena,Mich 29.81
Chicago, Ills. 29.74
Dulutli, Minn 29.82
Marquette... 29.78
Milwaukee. 29.70
St. Louis. Mo 29.74
St.Paul,Minn 29.59
Omaha, Neb. 29.62
Bismarck,Da 29.89
SU Vincent.. 30.01

40
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49
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39
50
42
40
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33
39
45
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32
40
30
12
42
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Denver.129.93

Cheyenne....;29.90
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NW Cl Clear
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Norfolk, Va.
Philadelphia.
Washington..
Atlanta, Ga„
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Mt. Wash’t’n 80.14
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First class business is solicited
and can be placed in this agency
at the lowest rates, consistent with
the hazard involved in the risk
assumed, while anything with a
tinge of moral hazard is not
wanted, aud is respectfully declined boforc presentation.
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14 Clear
10 Clear
9 Clear
7 Clear

Lt Clear
11 Clear
10 Clear
Lt Clear
0 Clear
20 Clear
Lt Cloudy
Lt Clear
30 Cloudy

28 Cloudy
18
28

ICloudy

[Cloudy

B. A. Kinnev,
Private. Signal Corps, U. S. A.,
Temporarily In charge.

LOST !

MAINE.
Fire in

$959.50

Farmington Falls.
Farmington, Feb. 8.—The farm house of
Iteuel Goodwin near Farmington Falls was
burned last night with nearly all the furni-

And Is the total amount of all
tosses at this agency by the fires of
Inst week, which have all been

The house was insured for $800 and
furniture $300. Loss $1,000 or $1,200. The
house was formerly the home of the late
Rev. J. S. Swift.
ture.

First-class
adjusted and settled.
business only solicited.

WM.
fob3

Y. M. C. A.
ISh klani>, Peb. sr^St a public meeting
last evening Hon. 0. G. Hall, President G.
S. Avery, and General Secretary Lowell of
_

ALLE1, JR.
snlw

the Y. M. C. A., delivered addresses setting
forth tlie work of the associations, after
which in a short time over two thousand dollars were subscribed by business men to
form a Y. M. C. A. In Rockland and put it

INSURANCE.

on

W.l). LITTLE & CO.,
31 EXCHANGE
ENlablisheil in

Chimney

1843.

BeQabla Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
•lass American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.

insurance $800.

Cause,

Patrons of

ATLANTIC

Overseer—0. (5. Whitney.
Lecturer—Erastus Lermond.
Steward—E. L. Craudou.
Assistaut Steward—Wm. Make.

Insnre Against Marine Risks Only.
at tlieir office,

Copeland.

1884....§3,958.030.44

off 1st

Policies not marked

January,

benefit the fanning interest here.

1.447,750.70

1884.

Serious Fire In Biddeford.

Total Marine Premiums..§5,505,790.14

Saco, Feb.—W. II. & L. G. Hanson’s
steam saw mill in Biddeford was burned late tonight. The basement was occupied
by S. W. Roberts’ grist mill and the upper
story was used as a working shop by HoopAll a total loss.
er Brothers.

Premiums marked oft from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884..§4,040,271.04
Lease* paid during same period. 2,109,919.20

ASSETS:

$ 12,938/289.38.

Death of a Native of Maine.

Hilt Per Pent. Interest on amount Out*
standing Script Paid on and after Pel). 3, 1885.

Washington', Feb. 8.—S. V. Noyes, doorkeeper of the Senate press gallery died this
morning after a long and painful illness. He
His brother, Mr.
was a native of Maine.
Crosby S. Noyes is editor of the Washington Star.

Witidead to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

40 PER CENT.
Ijeas&6 PAIR IR

_

AFTER PROOF.

THIRTYJAYS

NEWFOUNDLAND.

i. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vlee President,
W. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

J. W. MUNGER &

Newfoundland arrived from St. Johns after
experiencing a very severe passage. Her
decks and rigging were covered with ice as

CORRESPONDENTS,
19 1-2 Exchange St.

Portland,
feb3’85

Cancellation of the Appointment of
Sir Ambrose Shaa as Covernor.
Halifax, N. S., Feb. 8.—The steamer

GO.,

she came into port. She brings advices to
the effect that the cancellation of Sir Ambrose Shea’s appointment as governor lias
greatly excited the Catholic population and

dlmeodllm&w6w

ST. JULIAN

HOTEL,

greatly embittered the already strained

One of tlie best Houses in the city. Room. Furnished nnd Unfurnished.

BEALS m THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Particular attention paid to the traveling public.
Roams from *1 to S3 u week. And rooms to
let by the day, week or month, to meet the wants
of all.

R. W.

|

Insulted the Creek Flag.
Constantinople, Feb. 8.—Under a pretext of searching Greek vessels in this har-

Proprietor.

—1

bor for munitions of war, the Turks have
insulted the Greek flag, and it is feared that
the act may he accepted at Athens as intentional and that it will aggravate the seriousness of the situation.

HEADACHE!
rZ!Positively Cured by®
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Matters In France.

They also relieve Dis-®
Dyspepsia,®
and Too®
Hearty Eating. A por-ffl

Pahis, Feb. 8.—In the Chamber of Deputies to-day, a motion to impeach the members of the Ferry cabinet was rejected by 268

tress from
I u d i g e s tion
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Mouth, Coated Tongue,®
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_j andTiles. The rmallest and easiest to take.®
40
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a vial,
e
dose.
one
T>ill
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re-

lations between Catholics and Protestants.
Sir Ambrose would have been the first native ever appointed governor and the first
Catholic since the days of Cabot. The (>range government and Orange body made
most strenuous efforts to get the appointment set aside and finally succeeded. As
previously reported. Sir George \V. Des
Veux, governor of Fiji, has been appointed
in Shea’s place.

Cor. Middle and Plum Sts.

elections hero
elected.

to-day,

The Senate by 164 to 105 has resolved to
place the elementary schools exclusively under lay control.
Pams, Feb. 8.—M. Rochefort tendered his
resignation in the Chamber of Deputies today because of the rejection by that body of
the proposition to exend amnesty to political

offenders.
M. Soubeyrau moved that the government
resume negotiations with the powers to effect a bona fide practical and reasonable
.,

notice.
undersigned, surviving partners of the firm
of Hoyt, l'ogg & Donliani, will continue the
business at the old stand No. 193 Middle St., under the same tirm name. Thanking our friends
for their liberal patronage in the past, we solicit a
oonttnuanee of Uie same for the future.

monetary system.

THE

The small pox lias been stamped out on the Indian reservation In Tyendinaga. in Ontario, the
people of the neighborhood, except one family,
were released from quarantine yesterday.
H Gea, Wei. Wallace (tea -t Me seetdWOE i»JFhH

DONHA*

Portland, Ja*. 28.

]88b.

1an29eod2w

|

udelphta yesterday.

the Prob-

ble Action of the Senate.

Concerning the
Suffragists.

Cosslp

MORNING, FEBRUARY 9,

[Special to the Pbess.]
Washington, Feb. 8.—The bill for the relief of Fitz John Porter was made a special
order for Thursday next.
It will Be called
up immediately after the morning hour, and

Thursday, Saturday, Monday

discussed on

and Tuesday. Friday is by special order set
aside for the consideration of private bills,
that

so

day

cannot be

infringed

upon.

The previous question will be called on
Tuesday, the lGth, at 3 o’clock. The bill
will undoubtedly pass both houses and receive the signature of the President. A tiresome re-hash of the old arguments for and
against the measure Is expected both in the
House and Senate when it comes up there.
Both the Maine Senators and the Representatives will vote solidly against it.
Pillsbury’s Case.
It is the expectation that the nomination of
Ebeii F. Pillsbury will be unfavorably reported to the Senate Tuesday. His opponents say that not a Republican Senator will
be found to vote for his confirmation, and
this w ill probably be the case. The Washington Post (Deni.), however, claims that
Pillsbury lias succeeded In explaining satisfactorily his connection with the Garcelon
count-out, and that his case will be favoraThe Woman

Suffragists.

The eighteenth annual convention of the
Hational Woman Suffrage Association will
be held in this city on the 17th, 18th and 19th
of February, and among others Elizabeth
Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony are
expected to address the meeting. Miss Anthony said in a recent interview that while
they did not expect to get their amendment
allowing women to vote, through the present
Congress, they believe they will get what

ii.__a. s_

t_

mi.

___

—
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SENATE.

following;
By Mr. Hoar, from the cominittae on privileges
and elections, a bill fixing the time for the meet-,
tug of Congress In 1887, and every second year
thereafter, on the first Monday in October, and

in 1889 and ever second year thereafter on the
second Monday of November.
Mr. Ingalls, from the committee on rules, reported adversely on Mr. Platt’s resolution providing for consideration of executive nominations in
open session, but at Mr. Platt’s desire, and Mr.
Ingalls not objecting, the resolutions were placed
on the calendar.
Mr. Ingalls offered a resolution, which was
agreed to, directing the committee on finance to
inquire into the propriety of making such an
amendment to the Revised Statutes as mty be
necessary to require the issue of United States
notes of the denominations of one ami two dollars"
Mr. Eustis offered a resolution directing the finance committee to inquire whether it had been
the custom for the assistant treasurer at New Orleans to receive deposits of standard silver dollars from shippers of said coin, and to issue to
their correspondents at New Orleans receipts for
silver, subject to count, and to issue silver certificates after the count of said dollars so deposited
had beeiLmade, and whether the said custom, if
it had prevailed, bad been changed by instruction
of tlie Treasurer of the United States, and the
reasons therefor; also whether such custom was
now in force at any otiier sub-treasury; also,

hearing

a

judiciary
introduced by Mr.

committee upon the bill
Reed of Maine.
Personal.

G. H. Blake of Bangor, Sidney Dill of
Portland and N. II. Hubbard were here re-

cently.
Another Postmaster for Maine.

territory

The Postmaster General today appointed
the following fourtli class postmaster for

Maine:
At Belmont—liubie F. Alexander.
To

Pay

the National Debt.

Mr. McMullen of
Washington, Feb.
Tennessee introduced into the House today
a bill to provide for the payment of the surplus in the Treasury upon the bonded indebtedness and stop interest. It reiterates
that there are $180,000,000 of bonds subject
to call and $179,000,000 surplus in the Treasury and requires the Secretary of the Treasury to pay all in excess of the $75,000,000 on
the bonds due and pay the surplus hereafter

accumulating

for the same purpose.

Alcoholic Drinks and Narcotics.
Senator Blair, from the committee on education, reported favorably a bill providing
that the nature of alcoholic drinks and narcotics and special instruction as to their effects upon the human system, in connection
with the several divisions |of the subject of
physiology and hygiene, shall be included in
the branches of study taught in the common
schools in the District of Columbia and the
Territories, in the military and naval academies of the United States, and in the Indian
and colored schools in the Territories.

FOREICN
nurv oviiHior

TRADE.

oitncrvii

Promote

riuj/uaco

iu

It,

Also Encourage An Increase of the
American Merchant Marine.

Washington, Feb. 8.—Senator Cameron
introduced a bill today to promote the foreign trade of the United States and encourage an increase of the American Merchant
Marine. It declares in its preamble that
prior to 1855 traffic between the United

States and foreign countries was chiefly carried on by American vessels, and that since
that time the increase in such traffic has been
enormous, yet the amount carried by American vessels has actually diminished; that
this diversion of traffic to [foreign vessels is
due to a.variety of causes which cannot be
overcome by unaided individual efforts; that
the existence of a large and effective merchant marine under its own flag :and manned by trained seamen always available for
naval operations is essential|to the safety and

prosperity
the important com-

highest commercial growth

and

of this natioD; that all
mercial nations of the world have
tr»

PYtPTlfl

til air

found it

CfflVAmniPTlt.

flUfl

iffg cheap and regular transportation to
markets not now so reached will enlarge the
demand for the excess of products of all the
American industries. The bill provides;
of this act
Section 1.—That the provisions
shall apply only to vessels having American register and conforming to tlie classification hereinafter given, and which shall be owned and controlled bv American citizens or associations thereof,
formed under tlie United
or by corporations
States law or under the laws of any of the States.
Sect. 2.—That no vessel shall be entitled to
tlie benefit of flits act unless it belongs to one of
the following classes, and is or shall until other
regulations are provided by law, be built in couformity with rules equal to tlie British Lloyds, or
tlie French Bureau Veritas. Class ], section A.—
Sailing vessels of metal or wood, or partly of
both, engaged in freight traffic only and of licit
less than one thousand tons, United States gross
register measurement. Section B.—Vessels of
metal or wood, or partly of both, propelled bysteam or power applied through machinery and
engaged in freight traffic only and of not less than
one thousand five hundred tons United States
gross register measurement. Class 2, section A.—
V essels of metal or wood or partly of both, propelled by steam or some form of power applied
through machinery and engaged in betli freight
and passenger traffic having an average sea speed

of not less than 10 knots per hour and of not less
than one thousand live hundred tons United
Secmeasurement.
States
register
gross
tion B—Vessels similar to those described in
Section A of Class 2, but having an average sea
speed of not less than 14 knots per hour and of
not less than 3,000 tons United States gross register measurement, ami first class cabin capacity
for not less than one hundred persons. Section
C—Vessels similar to those described in Section B
of Class 2, but having an average sea speed of
not less than 18 knots per hour, and of not less
than 4.000 tons United States gross register

measurement and first class cabin capacity for not
less than 200 persons.
Sect. 3—Tliat every such vessel shall be entitled to and shall receive from tlie Secretary of
tlie Treasury tlie respective rates of compensation hereinafter described and shall as part
consideration therefor carry without further
charge whatever mail matter shall he delivered
to said vessel under such regulations as the Postmaster General shall from time to time prescribe;
provided, however, that said vessel shall only be
required to take mail matter received at ports of
the United States from which it clears, to foreign
ports it expects to call; and for whatever may be
received at said foreign ports and carried to the
port; or ports of its destinatition there shall lie
The United States gova further consideration.
ernment shall have the right to purchase or
charter any such vessel for a price, the sum to
he fixed by agreement between the owners and
the Secretary of the department purchasing or
chartering said vessels, aDd In case ef disagreement to be fixed by tw o appraisers, one to be appointed by each of said parties, with the power in
said appraisers to choose a third in case of disa-

greement.

Sect. 4—That the rates of compensation shall
as follows for eaeli nautical mile now bethe port of the United States aud any
foreign port, including both tlie outward and inward passage. The mileage between tlie ports
visited shall be computed by the shortest routes
sailing, and
through tlie water by the great circle
there shall be paid at the end of eaeli of such
voyages. Class 1, section A,—For each one hundred tons U. S. gross register measurement, four
cents: Class 1 .Section B,- For eaeli one hundred
tons U.S. gross register measurement, four cents;
Class 2, Section A,—For each one hundred tons
U.S gross register measurement, four and fourtenths cents: Class 2, Section B,—For each one
hundred tons U. S. gross register measurement,
four and eight-tenths cents; Class 2, Section t ,—
For each one hundred tons U. S. gross register
measurement, five and three-tenths oeets.
SECT. 5—That all payments shall be made
of accounts
forms
with
vouchers
upon
under
regulations
and
and
verifications,
to be prescribed by tlie Secretary of the Treasafter
January
ury, and for all voyages beginning
1,1887, and whatever moneys may be needed to
make such payments are hereby appropriated.
No payment for ocean pert scivices snail be
made after January 1,1887, to any vessel other
than those covered by this act, excepting Incase
where, aud only so long, as such vessels cannot
give service «s efficient as that given by other
vessels.
Tables of the great circle distances
shall be computed by the naval observatory and
furnished by the Secretary of the Treasury, who
shall publish them and forward them to the solieetors of the various ports of entry of the United
States for fhe use of vessel ewuers aud wasters,
he put
tween

uii'ic

was an

wcnvai wico ai>

iuici|uaw

the New Orleans sub-treasury, and if not what
Increase was necessary there to enable the subtreasurer to carry out the law.
The hour of two arriving, Mr. Blair interposed
for the purpose of calling up the education bill,
and Mr. Hoar gave notice that on the disposal of
that measure lie would call up the bankruptcy
bill.
Mr. Platt gave notice that after action on the
educational bill lie would endeavor to secure the
consideration of the bill for the admission of tiie

Washington.

of

Consideration of Mr. Eustis’ resolution was
then resumed, the education bill retaining its
place as unfinished business.
As to the exchanging of silver certificates for
silver dollars, Mr. Sherman thought that a proper
exchange should be made by the treasury, as the
banks did not ordinarily have accommodations
for keeping large masses of silver dollars. If the
banks were compelled to thus hoard rilver dollars
it would bring discredit on these coins. It should
be the right of the groceryman, or any citizen, to
go to the sub-treasury and deposit Ins silver dollars there, and get silver certificates instead. It
was not right of the government to refuse to give
him that accommodation.
Mr. Morrill—Can he ask for their reasons if they

refuse. (Laughter).
Mr. Sherman—The question of reasons does
not arise here. We can call for reason for any official act. The real question in the matter is that
we cannot call on the President for the reason
why he removed a person. I believe that no senator denies that the Senate, as a legislative body,
can call for the reason for any act of the executive
department. When a question was raised during
Mr. Hayes’ administration, President Hayes did
what President Cleveland lips done. He said, as
a co-ordinate branch of the government he was
not to give liis reasons for his official act. I think
that is right; but that we have the right to seek
information of any department of the government I do not think there is any doubt whatever.
We do not claim to exercise any power whatever
over the discretion of the President.
We admit
even that we do not ask for his reason: but we
have the power to control our own discretion and
we have the right to all information we can get
from the executive departments to enlighten us,
while at the same time we should be to the President always courteous, and if he should give any
reason for withholding a paper, for example, because it was marked “confidential/’ I should not
vou believe that the Senate lias
the right to call ‘on tile President to furnish the
Senate facts or information on which he acted in

"*Slr.‘tftigh—Do

making removals or suspension?
Mr. Sherman—If that information is on file in
any department of this government, it is his duty
to 'furnish it to us.
Mr. Pugh—Have you tile light to make this call
on the President for such information as to enable
the Senate to review his actions in making a removal?
Mr. Sherman—It is not a question what we have
a right to review, but wliat information we have a
right to get from the executive department. What
we will do with these papers, whether we will
steal them, or burn them, or destroy them, we do
not allow the executive department to put any
enquiries to us. We would not put any enquiries
to tile President of the United States because the
independence of that great office demands he
should not be inquired of for his reasons; demands he should be treated with respect. But
every paper on which he acts, on any duty what-

ever-,

legislative,

is ours, as well as
his papers filed with him to induce the removal of
officers. These are the very papers we ought to
consider in a question of appointment; whether
we shall use them for one purpose or another is
From the beginnot now a matter of dispute.
ning of this government till now these
arcfiives have been as open to the houses of Congress as to any other department of the government. The law has been kept on the books unbroken and unimpeached, by which the head of a
great department may not only be compelled to
bring all the paperaJn his department, private or
public, but may be compelled, personally, to come
before either house to be examined, cross-exam
hied and re-examined. I state to the senators, as
I have told some of you probably, that you are
making a false issue here that will some day reI would not recognize that
turn to plague you.
anv paper in the government is beyond the right
executive

or

public

right to them. They are charged in the House on
Representatives with the power of impeaching
where motives may be inquired into, and with
this power to impeach every officer of the United
States are they not armed with the power of ascertaining the facts? They legislate on every
question coining uuder the jurisdiction of the
United States. Have they not the power to inquire of a department as to matters that may aftheir action in the passage of a law ? So, in
the Senate, we have a bro ader power, because we
have the power to try impeachments; we are a
court of last resort; we are executive officials, also, because we participate to a great extent w‘th

fect

can be made in
No
the President.
this government except by and with the consent
Hew is that consent to be ob
of the Semite.
tained? Is it by suppressien of papers or denial
of information? Is it bv narrow and false—for I

appointment

Is it by denying
of
No:
a
century?? No.
maintain
and
to
uphold to
1 lie utmost the power of the Senate for information, stopping only at the bounds of courtesy,
of
the
law
which
gentlemanly propriety

may

say

false—pretexts?

the'

customs

We

ought

impose

on

men,
may

not

to
an
press
inquiry
the dignity and honor

impair
But short
branch of the government.
of that, and only short of that, we are enttiled to
all the information contained ill the department.
where
it
of another

The debate then closed and the resolution of
Mr. Eustes went over till tomorrow.
At 4.10 the Senate went into executive session
and w hen at (5 o’clock the doors were reopened
the Senate adjourned.
HOUSE.
Under the call of States the following Hills, etc.,
were introduced and referred :
To prevent monopoly in the operation of the
patent laws of the United States.
To authorize the pilrchase of foreign built ships
bv citizens of the United States, and to permit the
same to be registered as vessels of the United
States.
By Mr. Mitchell of Connecticut, to provide for
an assistant civil service examiner.
By Mr. Willis of Kentucky, to regulate preferences and exemptions as to insolvent commercial
debtors.
By Mr. Blanchard of La calling on the Secretary
of the Treasury for a statement of moneys or
funds seized and collected by Generals Butler and
Banks while in command of the Department of
the Gulf during the war, together with the disposition of tlie moneys and funds so seized and ap
preprinted by the United States.
By Mr. Reed of Maine, (by request) to pay arrears Of pensions from 1828 to 1832, to eliildien
of revolutionary soldiers.
Bv Mr. Brown of Penn., relating to the coinage
of silver dollars and issuing of certificates-thereon
and on silver bullion, and providing for depositing of the same as security for national bank circulation.
Mr. Milllken presented the petition of two hundred citizens for a light house at Crabtree Ledge,
in Frenchman’s Bay. Collector Davis of Bangor,
endorses the petition. Mr. Milliken also introduced a bill appropriating ten thousand dollars to
establish this light house.
Mr. Breckinridge of Ark., from the committee
on ways and means, reported a bill relating to the
importation of mackerel during the spawning season.
House calender.
Mr. Dockerv of Mo., from the committee on accounts, reported adversely the joint resolution
abolishing all mileage fees and authorizing each
member of Congress to employ a clerk. Placed
on the calendar.
Tlie House then, at 4.10, went into committee
ol the whole on tlie half gallon liquor tax bill.
Mr. Weaver of Iowa, took the floor with a
speech upon tlie financial question, and an attack
upon tlie national banking system. There were
four tilings relating to finance which this Congress
must enact: First, it must provide for the unrestricted coinage of American silver; second, a law
must be passed for the issue of treasury notes to
take the place of banknotes; third, a larger portion of the surplus in tlie treasury must be paid
out on llqumation of the interest bearingl public
debt; fourth, it must forbid bylaw any further
discrimination against silver com.
The committee then rose and the House at 6.15

adjourned.
CENERAL NEWS.
Malignant diphteria has broken out in Hull
Thirty cases and ten deaths have been
reported there within a few days, and death 111
Quebec.

many cases ensued within 24 houi-s.
In the Boston board of aldermen last night, Edward A. White was nominated for fire commissioner.
Treasurer Chase of the King Philip mill at Fall
River, Mass., refuses to accede to the weavers’
demand for a 20 per cent, advance, and they nave
decided to continue the strike.
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The Crowd Fired Uoon-One Man
Killed and Several Wounded.

Washington, Feb.

8.
The Chair laid before the Senate a communication from the Secretary of the Treasury in compliance with an inquiry as to the amou nt of stiver
bunion purchased each month since July 1st,
1885; also a communication from the Secretary
of the Navy in compliance with the law, showing
the number of clerks, etc., in the Navy Department ; also a memorial of the legislature of Mississippi favoring the Eads ship railway scheme.
The papers were appropriately referred.
Senator Hale introduced bills to provide for the
deposit of savings of seamen in the navy; to authorize the Secretary of the Navy to provide libraries for the use of the "rews of vessels of war;
and to authorize the granting of an outfit of clothing to enlisted men of the navy.
A number of petitions were presented from various assemblies of the Knights of Labor, praying
for the opening up to settlement of the Oklahoma
lands, and the granting of lands in severalty to
Indians; also, petitions praying that a constitutional amendment he submitted by Congress to
the several States, forbidding disfranchisement
on account of sex.
Among the measures favorably reported from
committees and placed on the calendar were the
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No Action Yet Taken by the Authorities at Washington.
Poktland, Ore.,

The Poliee Brushed

Away

Like Men

of Straw,

Feb. 8.—The anti-Chi-

agitation has broken out afresh at
It was
Seattle, Washington Territory.
thought by many, when the United States
troops were withdrawn from Seattle, that
the agitation tvas dead; and, as the weeks
nese

went by without the commission of any
overt act, this opinion was strengthened. As
events show, however, the feeling was not

dormant, and agitators have been quietly laying plans all the while.
An effort was made to put these plans into
execution yesterday, though with what suceven

An anti-Chinese
cannot be stated.
held Saturday evening, at which
a committee was appointed for the ostensible
purpose of visiting Chinatown and ascer-

Beaten and Compelled to Release All
Prisoners.

Hotels, Club Houses and Residences
Raided and Ruined.

cess

meeting was

John

Bright’s Old Home

taining whether the city sanitary regulations
were properly observed by the Chinese. This
committee commenced its work at 7 o’clock
Sunday morning, headed by Acting Chief of
Police Murphy and accompanied by an enormous crowd which had apparently come to-

gether by previous understanding, they
proceeded to Chinatown. The mode of procedure was simple. The committee would
approach a house inhabited by Chinamen

and knock at the door. When the occupants
had appeared they would be questioned concerning their observance of the city’s sani-

tary regulations. While such conversation
was going on the crowd would enter the

house and begin loading the contents on a
wagon which had appeared just before. It
useless for the Chinamen to resist, and
they generally submitted with as good grace
When their movable goods
as possible.
were loaded in the wagon they were also
and driven to Ocean dock,
on
board
placed
where the steamer Queen of the Pacific was
lying, ready to sail for San Francisco.
Not the slightest w'arning of this movement had been given, and the authorities
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time the United

aH'tfie
States

troops

Avere withas possible,

drawn, responded as quickly
but by the time they Avere ready for action

there seemed to be nothing for them to do.
About 400 Chinamen were huddled together
in a Avarehouse on the dock, and an immense
crowd prevented them from returning to
their homes. A majority of them showed
an inclination to remain as they were, and
seemed thoroughly coAved and eager to get
The officers of the
away from Seattle.
steamer, however, refused to receive the
Chinamen w ithout tickets. A collection was
raised and enough Avas subscribed to pay the
passage of about one hundred. These were
received on board, each one expressing a desire to go. The steamer should have sailed
at 1 p. m., but was detained in the hope that
some arrangement Avould be made for the
passage of the remaining Chinamen, who
Avere huddled on the dock unable to return
to their homes, and perfectly willing to go.
About 5 o’clock in the afternoon the militia
marched doivn to Chinatown and took possession. This action was desired by a feiv
merchants avIio had been alloAved to remain
temporarily. At 0 p. m. a Avrit of habeas
corpus Avas issued charging that the Chinese
Avere illegally restrained of their liberty on
board the steamer. The writ was made returnable at 10 o’clock last evening. In the
meantime the steamer was enjoined from

sailing.

The situation at 9 o’clock last evening was
uncertain. A dismal rain Avas falling, and
*.1.-.1,
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men who were not on board
were huddled together on the

'Pin

Chinn

the steamer
dock. Two
home guards

companies of militia and 100
patroling the streets. The authorities

were
were

determined that no Chinaman should
leave unwillingly. The Mayor of Seattle
has sent an urgent request to Vancouver for
United States troops, and telegrams have
been sent to Washington.
It was believed by many that the movement originated in Tacoma, as many prominent agitators from that place as w'ell as
reporters for both Tacoma papers arrived at
Seattle Saturday. Mayor Weisbach of Tncoma is also at Seattle, and it is freely
asserted that he is engineering the movement.
A despatch from Vancouver says that
General Gibbon, who is in command at that
place, has answered Governor Squire that he
can not send troops to Seattle without direct
orders from the President, and such orders
have not yet been received by him.
A report that the Knights of Labor headed
the mob to expel the Chinese seems to have
While there were members
no foundation.
of the organization in the mob, there is no
evidence whatever that the Knights as an
organization were connected with the movement.

[LATER.]
Seattle, W. T., Feb. 8.—At

an early hour
this morning the militia and home guards
marched to Ocean dock where the Chinamen
Warrants
were confined and took charge.
had previously been issued for the arrest of
the prominent agitators and before daylight
the work of arresting them began and by
•eight o’clock all the leaders were in jail.
They were, however, immediately bailed
out. All the Chinamen on board the steamer were marched to the custom house by the
militia, in answer to the writ of habeas corpus sw orn out yesterday and no opposition
was made to this movement.
J udge Green informed each Chinaman he
was at perfect liberty to go or stay as he
chose but a vast majority chose to leave and
they .were accordingly escorted to the steamer while those who elected to stay were escorted to their homes.
Up to this time there had been no bloodshed although the streees were crowded. At
noon, however, an attack was made on the
home guards by a few' hot heads.
The
guards were finally ordered to fire and they
responded with a volley. Four men fell, one
of them being killed and three wounded.
They were Bernard Mullane, killed; .lames
Murphy, shot through the arm; John Smith,
shot in the right arm and another man
name unknown fatally wounded, being shot
through the head. The militia formed a hollow square and held the mob at bay for fully
an hour and the crowd then slowly melted
Intense excitement prevails and
away.
there is danger of further trouble and business is generally suspended.
The Queen of
the Pacific sailed at one p. m. with 19.r> Chi-

board.
Portlaad Oregon, Feb. s.—Two hundred
and fifty traops will probably leave Vancouver tonight for Seattle.
Washington, Feb. 8.—No action has been
taken by the War Department in regard to
the anti-Chinese troubles at Seattle, Washington Territory. The President has not yet
been called on for troops and consequently
has not ordered any to be sent there.
namen on

Extensive Forgeries of a Newfound*
land Merchant.
St. Johns, N. F., Feb. 8.—John Gibbs, a
prominent merchant here, has fled leaving
evidence of heavy forgeries, besides being a
defaulter to one of the banks for about £14,ooo. He had been in the habit of procuring
money by means of forged indorsements on
notes, using the names of several well know n
persons. About the beginning of January
he went to

England, and a few days ago suspicion was aroused and an investigation
made into his affairs. It resulted in the discovery of a number of notes in two local
banks bearing false endorsements. The larone was for £3,500.
The banks that
ave suffered are the Union and Commercial,
both Newfoundland institutions.
Gibbs is
supposed to be still in England.
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Almost

Total Wreck.

Not One Person Killed

or

Reported

Seriously Injured.
The Mob

was

force generally sided with the crowd, and
made no effoit to stay the work of removal.
Sheriff McGraw was soon on the scene and
commanded the mob to disperse, but they
paid no attention to him. When he would
collect a few citizens and attempt to interfere, the crowd would cease operations at
that point, but carry them on without cessation m another quarter. This continued for
several
hours, Sheriff McGraw, Judge
Greene and the Mayor making such efforts
as they could in behalf of law and order,
but without avail.
About 10 o’clock Governor Squire, who is
in the city, issued the following proclamation:
To the PeoiAe of Washington Territory:
Whereas, it is represented to me by the Mayor
of the city of Seattle as follows:
Hon. If". C. Squire:
Sir,—The Chinese residents of the city of Seattle
are being unlawfully removed from this city by a
mob unlawfully gathered together. The authority of the city is not sufficient to keep the peace
and preserve order. I appeal to you for aid and
Henry L. Yesler, Mayor.
assistance.
Now therefore, I, Watson C. Squire, Governor
of Washington Territory, do hereby publish a
reclamation warning all persons to desist from a
reacli of the peace, and ordering that peaceably
disposed persons shall retire to their homes, except such persons as are disposed to assist the
sheriff and the duly constituted civil authority in
nuiiutaining law and order; and I request all persons who are disposed to assist in maintaining
order to enroll themselves under the sheriff immediately for that purpose.
Furthermore, I order the military forces of this
city to immediately place themselves under arms,
anil that the commanding officers of such companies report forthwith to the sheriff of King
county for the purpose of rendering him military
assistance if need be in maintaining the law.
AVatson C. Squire, Governor.
The proclamation was read to the crowd
and was received Avitli a howl of defiance. It
had absolutely no pacifying effect. An
attempt Avas then made to ring the fire bells,
but they tvere soon silenced. Two local

CENTS.

THREE

PRICE

1886.

WILD WORK.

and they shall be used in computing all dues under this act.
SECT. C—That after January, 1905, the rates
of compensation named in the fourth section
hereof shall be reduced annually by 10 per cent,
of said rates, so that by January 1, 1915, such
eompensation shall entirely cease.

Woman

in some form to develop and protect their
ocean carrying trade, and that a revival of
American shipping will open a much needed
field of employment to many, and by provid-

Toinona—Mrs. J. L. Copeland.
Flora—Mrs. J. L. Morse.
Lady Steward—Mrs. E. E. Crandon.
The grange starts with 23 charter members
and bids fair to be an organization that will

Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
January, 1884 to 31st December,

Pillsbury’s Nomination and

narmcaarv

Chaplain—H. S. Stackpole.
Treasurer—.!. I). Morse.
Secretary-J. L.
Gate Keeper—M. II. rierson.

New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
epou policies to merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.

on

Industry.

Master—it. 11. uimnce.

OF NEW YORK.

Premiums

defective chimney-.

Thom Aston, Feb. 8.—A grange of the
Patrons of Industry called George’s River
Grange, lias been instituted in Thomaston.
The officers installed are as below:

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

Company will take risks

a

Chair Factory Burned.
Lewiston, Feb. 8.—The chair factory of
Keene & Brown at North Turner was burned
this afternoon. The building was owned byBenjamin Keene. The fire took from the
chimney. Loss about $5,000; no insurance.
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This

Did It.

Ciierkyitelr, Feb. 8.—A dwelling liovse
at .Milll)ridge, owned by the estate of Alfred
Douglass was burned with a portion of the
contents early this morning. Loss $1,100;

STREET,

Telephone 701.

its feet.
A Defective

How the Flti John Porter Bill Will be
Disposed Of.

bly reported.
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London, Feb. 8.—The “starving mechanics” of London held a mass meeting today in
Trafalgar Square around jtlie Nelson monument, and it resulted in a riot. The proceedings were opened with an assemblage of 10,000 men. The police were present in large
numbers. The socialistic element of London
greatly predominated in the crowd, which
was also managed by well-known Socialists,
and extraordidary vigilance was ordered to
Conspicpreserve the peace at all hazards.
uous among the leaders of the multitude was
Mr. Bums, who ran as the Socialist candidate in Nottingham in the recent election.
He sneered at the police and acted generally
as if he wished to bring about a conflict between them and the people.
Finally he ascended the pedestal of the Nelson column
for the purpose of delivering a harangue.
He was well aware that this act would not
be tolerated and the police politely ordered
him to get down. This he refused to do,
appealing to the crowd to resist the “interference with the exercise of popular rights.”

The officers, however, were determined, and
they pushed their way through the excited
and surging mass of humanity, and by force
moved Burns from the pedestal.
By this time the crowd had vastly increased
and the streets adjacent were packed with
surging mobs. The stir on the elevated spot
where the Burns incident took place was

easily perceptible
area covered by the

almost the entire
concourse, and the sight
over

of helmets and uniform in the struggle was
accepted as a visible proof of the commence
ment of a fight. This sight was respondedto with a general and fearful howl, and an
attempted rush from all directions to the
point of interest.
Burns had now been removed some distance from the position he had attempted to
to recover his ground. He was so effectively helped by the mob that the officers on
the spot were brushed out of the way, and
tlie orator was soon pressed up against the
monument. lie quickly reascended the pedestal accompanied by a number of other Socialist leaders. Burns bore a red flag, and
lie waved it to the assemblage as a signal
of his triumph over the authorities. He was
greeted with deafening shouts repeated
again and again.
Burns then leisurelv finished his address
and read a forcibly worded resolution. This
denounced the “authors of the present distress in England,” demanded that Parliament start public works to give employment and bread to the tens of thousands of
deserving men who are out of work through
no fault of their own, but because of bad
government; declared that it was the duty
of the government to afford every facility for
the employment of British capital at home
for the benefit of the British people and to
give British enterprise the'preference over
foreign; and asserted that the time had arrived for Parliament to earnestly legislate
for the relief of the depression in the English agricultural industries. The resolutions
demanded the immediate appointment of a
minister of commerce and a minister of agriculture. They concluded with the resolve
that copies should be forwarded to Mr. Gladstone, Lord Salisbury, Mr. Parnell and the
board of public works.
The reading of the resolutions was accompanied bv fierce comment and short speeches
of explanation by various orators who stood
with Burns. Some of these orators went so
far as to warn the government that, although
the “starving machines” of London were attempting to draw' attention to their needs by
a quiet and peaceful agitation, they were
bound to get bread and would get it by attacking the bakers’ shops next, if the government did not collie to their relief.
in one
of these side
Burns himself,
speeches, denounced the present House of
Commons as a body of landlords and capitalHe
ists, for whom hanging was too good.
also declared that the people had assembled
to summon Parliament to relieve immediately the distress of the British working men;
that the people wanted the question settled
at once, and peacefully if possible, otherwise
a revolution was inevitable.
All this so aggravated the excitement of
the huge mob that the police formed with
increasing force and made another assault.
They succeeded in forcing their way up to
the pedestal. They reached this point just
as the resolutions which had already been
offered and seconded were about to be submitted. They ordered the proceedings to be
discontinued on the pedestal, dragged Burns
and his colleagues down by force and drove
them from the pedestal. It was evident that
Burns expected that an application of force
to him would precipitate a riot, and that it
was also apparent that the officers immediately edgaged in removing the orators
feared an attack. But the men composing
the mol) were not yet in fighting humor, and
the mob contented itself for the time by
hooting the police and smothering them with
The officers beflour, dirt and garbage.
haved admirably under this abuse and attempted no revenge.
After they were ejected, neither Burns nor
any of his colleagues made any further attempts to get back.
They at once left the
scene and proceeded to the wall of the National Gallery. They mounted the wall,pointed to the doors and bitterly denounced the
inmates. This looked like an attempt to set
the mob on the building.
The mob was excited, but not up to the point of violence

yet.

Burns and his colleagues seeing this, vacated the National Gallery wall and proceeded to the Carlton Club, where they repeated
their tactics. By this time the mob was tremendous in numbers and verging on desperation. Stories of what the police had said
and done at the Nelson column had been circulated from mouth to mouth, to be exag-

with every repetition until the
“starving mechanics” were convinced that
the authorities had actually dared them to
eonltict, and such fire as was ready for ignition ami within touching distance was inllamed by the speeches delivered on the Carlton Club steps.
The mob was then split up into many divisions by being forced down different
streets by the pressure from Trafalgar
Square to get nearer the occurrences at the
club houses, and various divisions started
off, hooting, howling and challenging the authorities. The invaded streets were at once
abandoned to the rioters, who. finding themselves no longer opposed, vented their illwill against the well housed people, and

gerated

officers were terribly whipped for their interference.
That part of the Trafalgar Square mob
which went to Ilyde Park was composed of
hordes w hich had fdled up Cockspur street,
Pall Mall and St. James street. When the
Carlton Club was attacked this long drawn
out throng bent at Regent street, which begins at Pall Mall, about half way between
Kelson’s monument and St. James street,

and moved northward through Regent street
to Piccadilly, a quarter of a mile away, then
passing around Regent’s circus went north
again through Regent street half a mile to
Oxford circus. The rioters then turned here
to the left and went west down Oxford
street to Hyde Park, some three-quarters of
a mile.
This route was undoubedly chosen
by the leaders for the purpose of keeping the
crowd on safe ground as they would be on
the north side of the Park. If the mob had
gone along St. James street to Piceadillwand
hence to the Park land, it might have nin too
near the military barracks on the south side
of the Park.
It was that part of the mob which was
drawn east through St. James street to Regent that attempted to enter the war office,
opposite St. James square, but which was
scared away. Arnold Morley’s residence is
in the Piccadilly portion of this route. The
house was formerly occupied by John Bright
and was well known to many of the mob.
When the rioters approached the house today Morley was in. lie loudly called for
help and a number of brave policemen for a
moment stood in the way of the men but
finally they were swept aside and a host of
desperate men rushed up Morley’s steps. He
had locked and barricaded his door but it
was burst open against his face and the
house was overrun
despite liis frantic
When the invaders
screams and protests.
went away they left scarcely a sound pane
of glass in' the building. A very great number of other private houses along the mob’s
route fared much worse than did John
Bright’s old home.
The Devonshire Club’s house, which had
been previously attacked, is in St. James
street. The attack upon this building took
place at the very beginning of the riot and
was very savage. Hatchett's Hotel is a large
and well-known hostelry, at Nos. 67 and 68
Piccadilly. When the mob passed this locality many of the rank and file were hunand these made a rush for the hotel.
liey had it in their possession in a moment
and they sacked it of food and drink and
left the building badly wrecked.
As the
men were leaviug the hotel they saw a carwhich
had
been
riage
pressed up against the
curb by the passing procession and been
abandoned by its frightened occupants. It
was seized and in an instant broken up, and
the snokes. shafts and other good nieces
were carried away for clubs.
The Turf Club’s house being in Piccadilly
presented a temptation to the rioters as they
went by, and they smashed all its front doors
and windows with stones. All along Regent
and Oxford streets between Piccadilly and
Ilyde Park.houses were attacked indiscriminately and their windows [smashed in.
After Burns had been driven away from
the Nelson monument by the police and had
spoken from the National Gallery wall and
Carlton Club steps, a savage light took
place between his adherents the Socialists
and the anti-Socialists. The battle raged for
some time, but the Socialists‘proved victorious and they lifted Burns to their shoulders
and bore him aloft to Regent street, where
with him they succeeded in bending the
crowd towards Hyde Park, Burns leading
the way. At the park when the mob had all
collected Bums again addressed them and
this speech was even more violent than the
others he had made. His language was exciting, and the whole address was well calloose upon the
culated Ito jset the crowd
town. Bums was followed by several other
Socialistic speakers all of whom did all in
their power to sir up strife.
When the speaking was over the mob broke
up into sections and disappeared from the
scene.
The main body went back east along
Oxford street again. The affrighted residents along this thoroughfare were not yet
recovered from their panic and the mob had
the street to themselves.
They smashed
Wine
every sound window they noticed.
in
and
their
contents diswere
broken
shops
tributed|freely to whomsoever wished a drink,
and beer saloons were similarly treated.
Tailor shops were broken into and clothes
and rolls of cloth were thrown out into the
street to be taken by those strongest in the
Every person met
fight which resulted.
who looked like a foreigner was stoned or
beaten from the street. Scores of stalwart
policemen attempted to save the assailed
property and to make arrests, but were every
time beaten and compelled to surrender

fry

their prisoners.
In the meantime, several thousand rowdies
remained in Trafalgar Square, occupying

obnoxious persons. In one of these rushthe mob overthrew two heavy granite pillars. and these fell across Charing Cross and
blocked traffic to and from the Charing Cross
The police made several
railway station.
most desperate exertions to clear away this
obstruction, but were easily resisted every
This mob held their
time by the mob.
ground so well at Trafalgar Square, that until they voluntarily abandoned the scene the
entire power of the police proved insufficient to clear a way to one of the most important railway stations in the world, large
enough to permit even a single carriage to
pass to or from the depot.
Some time after dark, the mob gradually
left Trafalgar Square, and they went away
satisfied that without having actually collided with the police they had won the day.
As the mob dispersed, its sections made
havoc in the streets until they dwindled
away.
The scenes which characterized the retreat
of that section of the Hyde Park mob which
went through Oxford street also attended
the retreat of the other sections of that
crowd, and every street they entered was
surrendered to them,
At midnight the police reports concurred
in stating that never before in the present
generation has such a tremendous disturbance occurred in London with so little loss
of blood. Some officials declare that upwards of 50,000 men must have been rioting
for at least six hours with absolute possession of every thoroughfare they chose to iner
es

against the clubs, by stoning the dwellings

and club bouses along the way.
At the time of the closing despatches, all
that part of the city in the neighborhood of
the National Gallery, Carlton Club and Reform Club is in possession of mobs. Several
faction fights have already taken place
among the rioters, and a furious mob is now
—7 ]). m.—marching through St. James
street and Piccadilly, on its way to Hyde
Park to hold a meeting. The mob is cursing
the authorities, attacking shops, sacking saloons, getting drunk and smasfiing windows.
On the way to Hyde Park the front of the
mob made an effort to enter the foreign
office, but hurried away when the sentinel at
the entrance confronted the intruders with
his bayonet.
Conspicuous among the buildings attacked
by this mob was the Devonshire Club and
the residence of Arnold Morley, the recently

appointed patronage Secretary.
The police along the route to Hyde Park
were brushed out of the w ay by the Hotel's
as so many men of straw, and many of the
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taken. If the police had been strong enough
to attack the mob at any point there might
have been terrible records to make but at
midnight everything is pretty much as it
was yesterday. The whole tiling appears to
have been a sort of nightmare and while it
lasted the city was thoroughly excited but
the mob was essentially English and it made
a frightful demonstration but was not resisted and went to bed at the usual time.
London, Feb. 8.—According to later estimates there were 15,000 persons engaged in
Two
the Trafalgar Square demonstration.
thirds of the crowd were bona fide unemployed working men while the remainder
were socialists.
The two sections were not
in accord and there were frequent collisions
The workingmen took no
between them.
part in the riotous acts that followed the
meeting in Trafalgar Square, but the Socialists aroused to furylby the violent tirades
of the speaker in the Square created a thorough reign of terror. Jewelry shops were
broken into and their contents carried off by
by the mob. Carriages containing ladies
were stopped on the streets and their occuThen some of the ripants forced to alight.
oters entered the vehicles and drove at the
head of the crowd. The mobs swept through
the streets shouting, “smash the windows,
All decently atlet’s get inside the shops.”
tired persons who encountered the rioters
were maltreated, the wearers of silk hats
meeting with particularly rough usage.
Lord Randolph Churchill appeared at the
window of the Carlton Club building when
the mob reached there and he was loudly
hooted and menaced with clenched fists by
the rioters. The leaders of the Socialists,
especially Burns, Hyudinan, Williams and
Champion, the last named of whom is an excaptain of artillery,will probably be prosecuted.
Probably two hundred shops and a dozen
club houses were seriously damaged and
about fifty shops were pillaged, including
jewelers, bakers, butchers and wine shops,
while hundreds of inoffensive people were
maltreated. The police were powerless at
first but they ultimately succeeded in restoring order by breaking up the ranks of the
The military
rioters into small squads.
were kept under arms all the evening while
policemen patroled the streets.
The establishment of Messrs. I’eckett, jew
elleis, Oxford street, W'as completely gutted
by the rioters, who carried away jewelry valued at many thousand pounds.
At midnight the city was all quiet.
Sir. Justin McCarthy, in a letter says that
tlie Salisbury ministry fully intended to do
something for the mass of the unemployed
in London and other large cities, but tipped
over before the opportunity came.
The evil
is growing more alarming every day. Vast
without
work
or
masses,
food, are determined not to starve without striking a blow
somewhere. Nothing will be done by Sir.
Gladstone, therefore the fall of Lord Salisbury is a distinct misforture for the working
classes. The Liberal party confines its at1 here
tentions to the agricultural laborer
is likely to be a dangerous uprising in many
is
over.
winter
cities before the

SOUTH AMERICA.

The President of Ecuador Attacked
and HisCuard Routed.

LABOR INTERESTS.
Cood News for the Operatives.
New Bedford, Mass., Feb. 8.—Notice
has been given in all the cotton mills In this
city that a general advance of 10 per cent. In
wages of the operatives over the present
rates will bo made March 1st.
Lowell, Mass., Feb. 8.—L. \V. Faulknor
& Sons have announced an advance of 10 per
cent, in wages in their woolen mill, to toko
effect March 1st.
Manchester, N. N., Feb. 8.—It was promulgated tonight that there Is to be a general
advance of wages in the mills in this city,
thus following in line after Fall River, LowThe
ell and New Bedford manufacturers.
schedule is not yet made out but the advance
will probably wipe out the reduction of 10
per cent, that went into effect here 13 mouths
ago.
A Mill Starts Up.

Lawrence, Mass., Feb. 8.—The carding
and worsted departments of the Washington
mills were started up today with a small
force of help, after having been shut down
over 18 months.
Riot in the Coke

Regions.

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 8.—A serious affray
took place this forenoon at the Henry Clay
coke works of Frick * Co., near Bradford.
About 300 strikers from Leisenring marched
this morning to the Henry Clay works where

a few men were at work and began
firing on
the workmen. Several men were slightly injured. One man returned the Are and hit
one of tlm men who fell and was carried off
by his comrades. The strikers then set upon Wm. Loisson, the foreman, and gave him
a severe drubbing.
The strikers then set
the tipple house on fire and then they went
to the Sterling works where they did some
little damage and injured a couple of men.
After leaving Bradford no further violence
was indulged in and the strikers marched
to Seottdale, where they helped to
quietly
swell the crowd. At the meeting there were
at least 8,000 and it was held with a view of
showing the operators that the backbone of
the strike was not broken.
Reports from
all over the region showed that but a few
men were working at an advance. After deciding to continue the struggle the meeting
adjourned and fully 5,000 of the strikers then
started in a body to the Jimtown works
where a meeting was called and nearly all
the men came out and promised to join the
strike in the morning.
The men then dispersed for the night and no trouble has since
been reported.

A Pawtucket Mill Idle.
Providence, R. I., Feb. 8.—The mill of
Littlefield Bros., at Pawtucket is idle today,
owing, it is stated, to a misunderstanding
about the notice of a raise which was not
generally received by the help. The weavers
at Knight’s mill at I’ontiac all returned to
work tliis morning, a settlement having been
arrived at on a basis of 50 cents per cut of
50 yards and an increase of the length of the
eut to be announced to the weavers in advance and accompanied by a proportionate
advance in wages.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
WORCESTER, NASHUA

AND

ROCHBSTUB.

The following table shows the comparative receipts and expenditures of the above
road for the past two years:
1885.

1884.

Total income.8633,074.30 8669,417.13
Total expense. 441,107.43
458,026.84
Net income. 191,966.96
181,421.29
Dividend (3 per cent)..
78,576.00
65,809.50
Passenger Department
earnings. 215.663.S1 226,084.41

Department

Freight

earnings. 408,316.35
Number of passengers
carried.
431,142
Number tons of freight
carried.
495,564

414,865.24
433,430
537,068

NOTES.

Boston & Maine has advanced J to 189.
A railroad from Pittsfield to Hartland is
among the probabilities.
Eastern has made another recovery of 1? to
81$. The Railroad Commissioners’ decision
in the Salem case gives the Lowell railroad
what they had before and granted the
Eastern the right to construot the extension
to the terminus jtsked for.

i'ust

IN THE RINKS.
RACING AT THE BIJOC.

In the race at the Bijou skating parlor last
night, C. F. Hutchinson and F. W. Hartwell
The conditions were
were the contestants.

&^n^c^^eM,torconve? rmtl? aid
one-eighth. The
laps to the mile.

measured twenty
start was made at 0
o’clock. Hartwell had the lead, but it was
Hutchinson’s race Irom the first, and at the
completion of the half mile the runner was
leading the skater, and maintained his advantage to the close, winning in just five
minutes. Hartwell was half a lap behind at
the close, giving his opponent a had of three
laps under the conditions of the race. The
prize was a silver medal.
course

The

NEW ENGLAND POLO LEAGUE.

The following games played last sight in
the New England League resulted :
At Boston—Bostons, 3; Wobnrns, 0.
At Somerville—Salems, 3; Somervilles, 2.
At Waltham—Walthams, 3; Cambridges 0.
POLO NOTES.

arriving home at Roekland last night,
from their two Bangor victories, the H. M
B. polo team were met by a band, put into a
four-horse carriage, and amid cheering
crowds escorted to the hotel and given a turkey supper.
On

Cone West to

Fight

Indians.

Another Maine boy has gone West to fight
Indians and grow up with the country’ as a
scout. Capt. Jerry H. Hamilton of Vlnalhaven, has a son, Leslie E„ a boy of 17, described as being remarkably bright and intelligent. Recently, Capt. and Mrs. Haniilion leu me lsiauu on a vish 10

menus,

leav-

ing Leslie in charge at home.

On their return they met film at Iioeklnnd. He appeared pleased to see them, and said he
would join them at the boat. He did not
make Ins appearance, and they went home
without him. Two days later Cant. Hamilton looked over his papers and found that
Leslie had taken 8300 in cash. He traced
him to Boston, and from there to Chicago.
THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
made a short stay la Lewissays the Journal. The trouble was, his au«leuces demanded all banjo and no chalk talk,
and wouldn't pay for either. So he went back to
Dexter, held one or two meetings, and now announces that he Is going to leave that town to
visit his brethren In Massachusetts and Connecticut. He promises to return in time to get In another ebalk talk before doomsday (next spring,

Prophet Nickerson

ton

sometime.)

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

assembly of the Kniglits of Labor has bcoa
organized at Vassalboro.
Mr. J. W. Harlow of Augusta, relates that his
pet canary bird “Ned” gave up the ghost one day
last week at the ripe age of 23 years, and had ho
Aii

survived until the 4th of March would have boeo

24.
An assembly of Knights of Labor was orgaaized ill Watcrville Feb. 3d by lieo. F. Duttoo of
Lewiston. The assembly starts off with 52 charter members, and bids fair to bo the largast organization in town.
A new hospital is much needed at the National
Soldiers' Home, says the Kennebec Journal, und
it is expected that the present Congress will make
an appropriation for a new building.
The hospital accommodations of the Institution are much
too small anil the present building is crowded
with patients.
While it has a caprcity of only
about seventy patients, there are now some 180
under treatment, and it is found necessary to
quarter the convalescent ones in wards located in
the main building.
Vassal 1). Pinkliam, one fof die most widely
known men who ever resided In Augusta, died at
Belgrade Sunday morning, aged about of70 years.
Belgrade
Mr. Pinkliam was a native of the town
and his father lived to be over 100 years of age.
Since then he
He first went to Augusta in 1833.
has been the owner of many stage lines ill Maine,
and has long been known as the veteran driver of
the Kennebec.
KNOX COUNTY.

The people of ViuCamden Herald says:
alhaven have for many years been trying to get a
on -Two Bush” Island at the
built
lighthouse
western entrance of renobscot Bay.
They have
The

petitioned frequently and imimerously, 'Vinalbeing supported by North Haven, Rockland anil St. George. A light is very much needed
at that place as a guide to vessels bound to Vlnalliaven, North Haven, Rockland, Camden. Belfast,

fiaven

Bangor, etc.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Spring term at the Maine Stale College

commences

today.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
At a recent meeting of the Bath city government a petition signed by L. W. Houghton. M G.
Shaw & Son, 8. T. Woodward, Win. T. Donnel,
& Donnell ami J. T. Donnell &
Cc., to expeering
tend the Maine Central track south along the river
front to the Shaw mill, was referred to the joint
standing committee on highways, bridges and
sidewalks. This request is based on the greater
facilities that will be afforded the mill for shipping and receiving stock, and in view of contemplated enlargement of the mill in the shape of a
planing mill and sash, door and blind factory.
Others whose business Is located on the line of
the proposed Water street extension also claim
that they will be benefltted.

Mr. Runsell, the war correspondent, was
story teller and had many reminiscences

a good
of his

earned with him wnoB
adventures In India
travelling ail India-rubber pillow, which at nlgBs
he
showed lttoaemei
he inflated. One evening
“No good; log of wood much better."
Mr.
R.
“Why?” asked
"Because It Is flat,” replied the chief.
Mr. Russell then inflated it and handed Hi*
the chief, who exclaimed "It is good, very goon.
He

Four Men Killed and Several Wounded in Cuayaquil.

GiiAYAqi ii., via Galveston, Feb.8. Scnor
Don .1. M. P. Caamaro, President of Ecuador was attacked Saturday at Gaguacha and

"Because by and by you wilt lie an “W iaan, and
you, and you ail get

one

will have blit little breath in
some out of this bag."

the melee the chief of police and
three others were hilled and several person*
were wounded.

r An operative in the Merchants mill at Fall River, Mass., named Basse fell through a hatchway
In the two story cotton house yesterday neon, a
distance of 40 feet. The base ot the skull was
fractured and the man cannot live.

of his aides killed. Scnor Caamaro made
his escape to Guayaquil by his adherents.
On his arrival in the city a disturbance occurred with some of his political opponents
and

during

■

THE

made, except for cause, and with that
practice contrasts the practice of removals
for political reasons, which began sixteen
years before, and had been general twelve
years. Webster and Clay strongly supported Calhoun in denying the power of absolute
removal to the President. Webster affirmed
the power of Congress to reverse the action
of 1789, and Clay offered an amendment to
Calhoun’s hill providing that if the President’s reasons were not satisfactory to the
Senate the removed official should resume
his office. Webster affirmed the constitutional right of the Senate to demand of the
President the reasons for his removals.

TUESDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 9.
conummWe do not read anonymous letters and
the writer are
catlons. The name and address of
not necessarily for pubn all cases indispensable,
lication but as a guarantee of good faith.

We cannot undertake to return
communications that are not used.

or

preserve

The new postmaster at Columbus, Ohio,
has received twelve hundred applications for
the six positions at his disposal.
This is the

“Ohio idea" intensified.
The
are

proceeds

to be

of the French crown jewels
devoted to the establishment of

A GOOD NAME AND TELEPHONE

not in

Congress"

The astonishing Bargains in Overcoats that we have been disposing
of daring the past few weeks are now surpassed by another

of ODDS and ENDS in Overcoats, Ulsters, Suits, Pants, Vests, Ac. THIS
ANNOUNCEMENT indicates onr determination to close out certain
lines of goods this mouth at VERY LOW PRICES.
Hen's good $8.00
$(,00 each.

E. B. & B.

Among the alleged improvements in the
diplomatic service is Judge Stallo, the American minister to Italy. It was only the other
day that he left a dinner party because the
Pope's chamberlain was among the guests.
He is now credited with saying in a speech
before a German club at Rome that the more
he saw of German civilization the more lie
felt that Americans were barbarians in comparison. It was doubtless not difficult for
the judge to convince the Germans.

now

OPENING

$6.60, $10

OVERCOATS AND HEAVY WARM RIDINO

Cull aod examine our
fTV INTERS
See our
Special Bargains in Men’s Ail Wool PANTS ana VESTS.
All Wool Cnnaaa Gray Pants at only #1.50- (Genuine #3.50quality.)

-OF-

URGE STOCK OF LEATHER JACKETS AND VESTS

Ladies’ Cotton Underwear
-ON-

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

TUESDAY, FEB. 9.

1IAMFACTURERS, JOBBERS, WHOLESALE MD RETAIL DEALERS,

255 Middle St.,

EASTMAN BROU BANCROFT

HEIBgUARTEBS

AND WHOLESALE ROOMS 395, 397, 399,401 & 403 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.

Silver Ware and Jewelry Free!
--AJT-

Morrison & Co’s New Jewelry Store.
Call and register your name for presents to bo given away
New and elegant designs In
Uareh 1, free of charge.
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware, at lowest possible prices

Fine Watches and Jewelry Repaired by Workmen of
Ability and Experience. No Apprentices employed.

STOCKS.
correspondents.

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Branch Office, for the purchase and sale on commission of all Bonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York Chicago, Philadelphia or Baltimore
“Stocks purchased toruasnTvr cammoii margin.
A private wire connects the two offices, and we
are also connected with New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.
Members of new York and Boston Stock Ex-

S6S Congress

w*

to advocate the cause of protection at Yale
in opposition to the free trade Professor
Sumner is a part of the “new education”

which will work very well in this case but
which cannot be applied to advantage in
other departments. It has long been felt
that it was a mistake to give the young idea
at Yale but one direction in which to expand
on the important tariff question. Professor
Thompson’s advent obviates the difficulty
and puts a certain part of political economy
among the electives, so to speak.

changes.
The quotations and the
the day will be bulletined

Woodbury &

partanship
Republican Journal.

running

Moulton.

RICHARDSON, HILL & CO.,
Janll

Bankers, Boston, Mass.

Fond is
Rockland.6s & 43
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Anson.4s

ARETAS
No.

194

—

:osr

GREAT SALE OF

OVERCOATS AND SUITINGS! LINEN BOUSEKEEPING AND SILK GOODS
CONTINUED.

—

—

of curtailing Executive patronage and
made a very able report. In 1844 a third Senate committee was raised on this subject and
was headed by Senator Morehead, who made
his report June 13, 1844. Mr. Morehead said
that the power of removal without cause and
without the consent of the Senate was not
only not conferred on the President by the
Constitution, but was expressly withheld
from him. He admits that that power had
been exercised without impeachment anti
with the aequiescence of the constituted
authorities ever since the organization of
the Government. But he points out that for
the first thirty years removals were scarcely

~-<A

wm+r

in want off

1 0 «nll iliom

—a

EIRST-CEASS CEOTH-

IOO Six Yard Boxes 37 1-2 cents Ruching for 25 cents
8
12 cents Sea Foam Batting
“
“
121-2
Turkish Towels
26
“
“
“
“
10
20
“
12 1-2“
Hemstitched Handkerchiefs
25
“
“
10
Colored Border
20
“
15
White Flannel
25
37 1-2“
62 1-2 oents Merino Underwear
75
100 Black Satin Rhadames
SI.00
1371-2 Colored Satin Rhadames
BETTER QUALITIES EQUALLY CHEAP.

PRICES.

BOTTOM
3>snerw

FRED

We shall continue

stors.

FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,

Middle Street,
208
jaiilG

-

Special Sale of Sheet Music!

LEE, HIGGINSON & CO., Boston.
Quotations constantly displayed.

Superior Linings.

eodtf

ft3>8

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which governs the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
propeities of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
our breakfast tables with a delicately
avored beverage which mav save us many heavy
doctors’ hills. It is by the judicious use of such
articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to res'ist eveiy ten-

dency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point.
We may escape many a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”
Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers; labelled liras:

and

a

at Reasonable Prices

Business Sleigh for $65.00, That Can’t Be Beat!

t

will warrant all my sleighs to be made of good
stock and the best of work.

C. E.

SPECIAL SALES

appointment, no ridicIVou?, tints; remedies
tno
ill effects of bad
n.ves; leaves the hair
soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explnnatory c i rcularp
sent
postpaid in sealed

envelopes, on applicotion, mentioning this
paper. Bold by all druggists. Applied by exports at BAT CM E
liOR’R WigFaetory.30

EastlOtliSl.N.Y cll>.

may 10

from 3 cents

ment of

eodnrmly

our

C.
feb2

upwards.

yer will be found

Wo.

office,

Sale of

SPECIAL AiOiCEMiT.

jan30

we

CRAGG
In

FAMILY,

absolutely new and original programme. Including the rollicking burlesque on Mikado,

an

entitled

!

IT HAS NO EQUAL—DO NBT MISS IT.
Seats 76 and 60
of seats Saturday,

richly ornamented at a reduction of 75 cts to 81.26
each from former prices. HORSE & CARRIAGE

By order

8AEE—Suits for horses.

of

shall sell 15 suits (blankets
manufacturer
FOR
reduction of from 83 00 to $5.00
at
and
we

a
hoods)
each from former prices.

Hal*
cents; gallery 36 cents.
fet>4dtd
Feb. 6.

SULLIVAN.
John L. Sullivan with Lester & Allen’s Minstrels.
Tickets now on sale at Stock bridge’s.
febt)d4t0

HORSE & CARRIAGE

MART.28-1
HALE-To

window, Chris-

in the

haug
tian cards; moral and Instructive; sent anyFOR
Address the PORTLAND
where for 10 cents.

in Aid of tbe First Evangelical Lutheran
Church of Portland,
—BT—

NOVELTY CO., P. 0. Box 1539, Portland, Me.

18-4

T30R HALE OR TO EET—House No. 269
J: Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
1-tf
F. HOBBS, 3 OMarket St.___
SAEE OR RENT—The two story
brick house and frame stable No. 88 Brackby Mr. George
ett street owned aud now
Milllken; the house is convenient and pleasant,
and drainage excellent. Pos-

FOR

occupied

heating apparatus
BENJAMIN SHAW,
session given Feb. 1st.
48Mj Excliauge St._23-*

FOR SAFF.
in

first-olass order,

TANNERV,
with old established Belting and Supply
STEAM
investment. Only
a safe and
profitable

trade,
son for selling, to close

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,
novl4

Sneo.

HON. W. W. THOMAS, JR.,
—AT—

CITY
Wednesday

“SWEDEN AND THE SWEDES.”
Lecture at 8 o’clock* Music by Chandler's
TickBaud one-half hour before the lecture.
ets, with Reserved Meats, 25 and 13 cents.
feb3dlw
Now for sale at Stockbriclge’s.

Maine.

Wednesday Evening.

SALE-Drug store In enterprising tewn
a very fine store,
up In first class
largest
manner with best of fixtures and stock: good
sell
at
low
rent;
trade,
bargain. Particulars of
PONi) & BRITT AN, 831) Washington St., Boston.
28-1

LET.

—TO BENT—Convenient tenement
for a small family, on May St., one
from Spring St. M. G. PA1.MER.6-1

UT—Party Sleighs of all description on
Also single and
the most favorable terms.
double teams at short notice. Hacking promptly
&
EASTMAN
GOODWIN, Robinattended to.
son’s stable, 36 Green street,28-4
LET —A rent of six rooms, No. 2 Horton
place (Dow St.); small children no objection.
27-1
Apply to 4 Adams Court. S. W. JOY.

TO
TO

building, Nos. 31 and

floor of

EXTRA,

GILBERT'S

d3m

few miles from Boston;
FOB
and best in town; fitted

LET-Second

lWb*

Febmary

—ON—

BUSINESS CHANCES.

T0

HALL,

Evening,

rea-

estate.

an

33 Pearl street, 66x70, light
TO
if
vator and steam heat and

sides,

3

on

ele-

desired; also
power
floor, 66x50, will be ready March 1st.
St.
7-tf
320
Fore
No.
MEGQUIER a JONES,

SCOTTW FROM 8 TO 9 O’CLOCK.
jan!8_dtt
DR. WILSON,

Will repeat hi. populnr lecture*. Sobjaii
The Brain is the Index of every Mental and
Physical Condition. Public examinations will
conclude with the audience examining the skulL
with the symbols of accidents suffered in Ilf. ana
First lecture.
the disease that eaused death.
Wednesday, January 20th, at 8 p. m., and every
Wednesday until further notice. Free,
Library Hall, Mechanics, Building. janlBdtf

CONCERT

GRAND

AT

—

—

E. Church,
By State Street Choir,

Chestnut Street M.

HerThursday Evening, Feb. It, ISM.
Tickets twenty-five
Kotzschmar, Pianist.
cents. Concert at eight o’clock.
Tickets for sale at Stockbridge’s, Turner Bros,
and S. J. Stevens’ drug store, cor. Congress aad
North streets.
Jan28d2w
man

mo LET—Joiner's shop with three goodbench-

qlire"‘oYX’.'^.lafi.,£¥Wl?fWi,c»rCemmercte
__4tf

street.

To Let.
No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
by L. C. Young; possession given October 1,
of
JOHN T. THOMAS, No. 151 Middle
Enquire

STORE

aug29d'f

street

WANTED.

WANTED.—A

Immediately,
WANTED
steady work and good pay.

G. H. YORK, Woodford’s.

of age.

Address

pant

Apply

makers;
at

an

an
man

14 to

Z., Post Office, City.
room

P^O.,

once.

a meeting at Hall .f ibe Young
.Hen's Christian Association,

at 7.30 o’clock,
are in favor of

of the friends of temperance who
nominating Independent Prohibition Candidates for Mayor and City Officers at our
approaching municipal election. All who believe
in the nomination of officers who can be depended
upon to thoroughly enforce our Prohibitory Liquor
Per order
Law are cordially Invited.
feb9d3t
CITY TEM. COM.

4-1

honest, intelli-

The Ladies

16 years
4-1

with board in a
nurse.
Ad-

WANTED—Furnished
private family, for invalid and
BOX

There will be

__

office,
WANTED—
gent and active young
In

Temperance Rally!
Thursday Evening, Feb. II,

number of young people to
attend the Red, White and Blue party and
entertainment by the young people of Pine St.
Church, Wednesday evening, Feb. 10. Supper
served at 0.30. Admission 25c.feb8

678._

of

the

Martha

Washington Society

WILL HOLD THEIR AtiNUAL FAIR

4^1

—AT—

male atteudant for an aged
Best of references required.
gentleman.
2-1
Apply by letter to Box 830.

Reception Room, City Hall, Thursday nnd

Munjoy
SCHOOL—Anyone
Hill wishing to patronize
PRIVATE
first class private
Press Ofschool for
address

A great variety of useful and fancy articles will
be for sale; also refreshments, confectionery, iee
cream, &c. A pleasing entertainment w ill be provided for each evening, consisting of vocal ana
instrumental music and readings, notice of which
will be given hereafter.
served on both
evenings from 6 to 8; on Friday dinner will be
served from 12 to 2.
■Admission Afternoons Free: Evenings 1C
cents; Mapper and Dinner M rents each.

WANTED—A

on

fice.

“E,”

children, please
Best of reference given.

2-1

serviceable team horse; price
reasonable. Tobe paid for In painting. Address Box 528, Sacearappa P. O.
feol-1

WANTED.A

active
purchase for cash,by
WANTED-To
business
with good business experience;
interest
the whole of
well
an

established
Address BOX 1713, Portland, Me.
or

business.

some

__18-2
TI7'ANTED—One

or

pleasing addaytime for

two men of

TT
dress to canvass evenings or
an article of good intrinsic worth, self recommendand on which from ten to twelve dollars per
week can lie made by evening work alone. Ref-

Friday Afternoons and Ereniugs. Feb. II A 12

Supper

Refreshments, &c., Solicited.

CITY

erence

required. Address, CALCIUM LIGHT,

Office.__6-1
men

to

young
rate Birthday and Easter Novelties.
WANTED—Ladies
of

ly learned; good prospects

decoEasi-

&

Evening, Feb 13.

-THE-

GILBERT
Presenting

steady employment

wages. Material furnished, and all work
mailed post paid. For full Information address
Decorative Art Works, 7 Exchange Place.
TuTh&S12t-feb4
Boston, Mass. 1*. O. Box 5148.
and lair

febsdtd

HALL,

Saturday Afternoon

ing,

OPERA

COMPANY,

the Reigning Operatic Success,

stenographer and
WANTED—Position
experitypewriter by young lady of
Address
references.
as

some

“M,” Press
(VI

con-

that the ele-

TURING CO., Kenuebunk, Me., are the lightest
Strongest and bests trunks in the world. Wardrobe trunks for ladies and gentlemen; sample
trunks for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for illustrated cir-

_janl5d3in

cular.

person owning a piano to
know that all instruments under my exclusive care will be kept clean inside, rendering
them less liable to become damaged by moths.
J. D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner. P. O.
address, Deering. Me. Order slate at Horse R. R.
i Station. Portland, Me.
15-4

WANTED—Every

With the following unprecedented cast of
characters:
The Mikado of Japan.Mr. S. H. Cut to
Nankl-Poo, his son, disguised as a
wandering minstrel.Mr. J. A. Osgood
Ko-Ko, I,ora High Executioner of
Titiput.Mr. James Gilbert
Poo-Bax, Lord High Everythingelse. .Mr. John Bamsey
Pish-Tusli, another “Lord High”.Mr. F. W. Sowle
“Three
Yum-Yum,)
(Stiss Harrlette Ernst
Fltti-Sing, j Little Maids j lliss Florence Bate
Peep-Boo,) from School” (Miss Mabel StGeorge
Katisha. elderly, but affectionate,
.Miss Helen Adelaide Russell
Maidens, Courtiers, Attendants, etc., by theCborus
Richard Lindsay, Jr., Musical Director,
New and beautiful costumes from V. II. Hill’s,
Boston. Japanese Scenery by D. O. Story.
Tickets 25 and 35 cts. Matinee, 25 cts., Adults;
Children 16 cts. All tickets reserved.- Sold at
febSdlw
Stockbridge’s Tuesday morning.

BOOT and shoe salesman for the State of
Maine. To a first class man who has an established route and an established trade that he
can control, amounting from $60,000 to $100,000
per year; liberal arrangements will be offered.
A. J. STEARNS,
None others need apply.
Wholesale Dealer In Boots and Shoes, 185 ConMass.
Boston,
Jan27d3w*
gress St.,

leading
same

a

desiraat less

regular wholesale cost.

The

day will

be

respective de-

PORTLAND MECHANIC BLUES

ASK FOR THE

W. L. DOUGLAS
Best material, perfect fit, equals any *5 or $6shoe;
every pair warranted. Take nono unless stamped
^
“W. L. Douglas’ *3.00
Shoe, warranted.” Congress, Button and Lace.
If you cannot get these
shoes from dealers, send
address on postal card
to W. L. Douglas, Brockton, 31ass.

partments, so that all may see them
when looking through the store.
Sale to commence Monday.

at
jan!4_

335

Table and Dairy Salt

UNITED

IS THE BEST.

STATES

HOTEL.
I am pleased to announce to my friends
that I may be
! ind the public generally,
I bund with Mr. C. AY. Bond, Merchant
t
Pailor, 228 Middle St., w here it w ill be
WBCIALIST,
] ny earnest endeavor to please those who
'frmrts emBtdlenteil
me with their patronage,
1 nav favor
<tod
oasis
them. tucAc
rhankful for your favors of the past, I
tdiroalo by moJp**tio«.
i
lope to merit a continuance of th# son.
So erne B« pay, mm toy
; it my new place.
oietBrtne
Respectfully yonra,
WM. M. LElfmTOU,
«ou»iitiRMmi
inti Pmnlltilriiuii Jtat«■
h
im
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{►».
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Lately with L. C. Young.
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THE HURON
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DR.

some

to be sold each

Federal Street.
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and the wonders of the world the
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marked out in their

Deane Bros. & Saw-

their

DAY,

241 Middle Street.

NOTICE.

store,

article—selling the

goods

complete,

Wlielesale and Retail.

WEEK.

Every day tliis week, in each Depart-

than the

Satin, Lace and Silk Fringed Cards

MINSTRELS,

A

ble

Our Stock of Yalentincs is now
consisting of

American Enropenu

one

by

Special

Lincoln St.,
PORTLAfiD.ME.
ESTABLISHED 1881.
Best ia the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No dis-

kets.
FOR
By order of manufacturer to close,
lot
shall sell 3 tuts 40 Inch kersey blankets,

know

eodw

VALENTINES!

HAVERLYS

HALE-Stable blankets, made, bound

STEEL

THIS

Return of the Favorites,

and strapped, to close for account of mill; 4
FOR
CI-OAR.-DO
lots reduced from G6 to 40 cts.. 81.26 to 75 cts.,

one to
WANTED—Every
gant
LINED LEATHEROID TRUNKS,
manfuactured
the LEATHEROLD MANUFAC-

Something Ifeir.

fei>e

cor.

BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE

FOR

superior
present business, new
grade of artificial butter. Address, stating terms
&c., P. O. BOX 1053, Providence, it. I. jan4d3t

237 Middle Street.

WHITNEY,

91 Preble St.,

decAdtf

4-1

HALE—Street blankets. To close for
mill account, eight lots of square blankets, as
follows: from 90 to GO cts., #1.00 to 80 cts.. #1.26
to 90 ct,s„ *1.36 to 81.00. 82.00 to S1.25, *3.26 to
*2.26, *4.00 to *2.26. HORSE AND CARRIAGE
MART28-1

connection In

CO.,
Condon, Eng.
STu&wly

good

AU8.

at

a

having established
the wholesale butter trade, to handle, in
SALESMAN,
nection with
and
a

SLEIGHS.
Light Fancy Trotting Sleighs

HALE-Sleighs
bargain,
P. FULLER £ CO’S., 432 Fore St.
130It

a

MERRY, THE HATTER,

Srovided

I have some

dlw

on

CYCLONE OF Bl'BlVED COBB.

FOR

at

Tickets now

__feb9d4t

PORTLAND_THE ATRE,
A

SAEE—I shall receive a lot of the celebrated St. Andreasburg canaries on Saturday afternoon, February Cth. It will bo to the
benefit of the purchaser to call soon, before the
best ones are picked out. Also a nice lot of male
ami female canaries on band for breeding; now Is
the time to buy. Also parrots, goldfinches, Japanese robins. Virginia nightingales, etc., on hand.
PORTLAND BIRD STORE._4-1
1

City Hall.

Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 9 and 10.

HAEE.

ence; good
Office.

•

ISKEAKFAST,

EXAMINE MY STOCK.

Farrington Block, 421 Congress St.

MINSTRELS.
Lester & Allen’s, at
sale at Stockbrldgc’s.

Wedding Cake

to

best

and

CHANDLER’S MUSIC STORE,

$3.50.
WOLF ROBES rT~
PLUSH LINED WOLF ROBES $5.00.

EPPS’S COCOA.

I invite people wanting a first-class Sleigh to call
and

__3-2

feb5d4t

it 7.

place buy
is at DEERING'S Bakery, 89# Congress St.
FOUND—The
29-3m

Press

Don’t Forget tlie Place l

Our Feather Weights.
Merry’s Hats are Always Correct.

GRATEFUL—UOD1FORTIHG.

mar7

|

We *iiall offer To-Day a lot of Sheet music anti musical Instruments
that was slightly damaged in the late fire on middle Street, by smoke
Now' is the time to buy a musical Instrument cheap.
and water.

HATS!

—

Houaopnthic Chc.u.iMtN,

pupils.

SI.00;
Mechanics’ Hall.

avoid disturbance the doors will be

cept closed during the perfermance of any nuin>er on the programme. Concert at 8; doors open

618 Congress St..

Gallery,
the place to get 2 elegant cabinet pnotos lor
FOUND-At
also lessons in the art to
Opposite

Wanted.

GREEN & BATEMAN, New York,

A

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS!

--IPff—

PRIVATE WIRE TO

EPPS

Reserved Seats 75 cents; Admission 50 cents;
sale at Stoekbrldge’s. Half fare on M. C.

store on Congress St., and J. A. Merrill’s
bouse, 19 Pine St., a poekst book cent&lning a
small sum of money. Finder will be rewarded by
returning the same to the PRESS OFFICE. 5-1

dress

511 Congress St.

-

lonettc and Saxophone; Mr. Uco. W.
Nie wart, Baritone and Trombone.
low on

evening, between Mr. Chase’s

LOST—Thursday

Quartette!

Bnglry, 1st Cornet; Mr. B. Boiv
2(1 Cornet; Mr. B. Miren«mr, Clar-

*lr. E. 1H.

22-4

man

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

THE—

Germania
ton,

a

®«ttf

EXTRA FINE
SPRING

MISS EMM HAYDN EAMES, Soprano.
HR. LEOPOLD UCHTENBERG.

'.Vote—To

an

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
Members of the New York Stock Exchange.

Stanley T. Pullen, 1
llantl’
Frank C. Crocker, j101
) Vf.,,. York
I). A. EASTON,
"ew YorKs. H. Nichols. I
ilecl

or

7____~_dtf

febS__

Portland.

OUR SPECIALTIES

CONCERT!

by the following Artists:

article
stamp.

an

EOST AND FOUND.

—

50 cents
37 1-2“
“
50
“
75
deception of any kind cheaper

JkJSTTy

Brokers,

AND

sale of Fine French Dress Goods this week.

J. M. DYER & GO.,

H.

Bankers and

onr

Goods for
75 cent Black Dress
“
“
“
“
Colored
76
“
“
“
“
91.00
“
“
“
“
1.26
We Will sell good goods without any hnmbng
than they can be bought elsewhere.

FARRINGTON,

R.

THE CLOTHIER AND

PULLEN,' CROCKER k CO.,

kind of a law

first of these committees reported in 1826,
and had Thomas H. Benton at its head. In
1833 John C. Calhoun had a committee created to consider the growth and the proper

vvd*7

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

INN
Below are the names of a few Savings Banks in
New England who hold a large amount
of these securities:
Rhode Island Hospital Trust Co., Providence, R. I.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. People’s Savings Bank, Providence, H. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank. Concord, N.H. Keene Savings
Bank, Keene, N.II. Nashua Savings Bank, Nashua,
N.H. Littleton Savings Bank, Littleton, N.H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.
d2m*
janl2

JA9IEN

regulating the exercise of the
appointing power by the President. The

—

fan

EMERY,
Middle Nlreet, Portland.

enforce upon

Senator Edmunds lias been hunting up
precedents to sustain the position of the
Republican Senators relative to reasons for
removal from office, and finds a good many.
Three Senate committees have considered
the whole subject of the relations of the
Executive to the Senate, and all three have
taken substantially the position that the
Senate has aright to participate in removals
with the President as it has a right to
participate with him in appointments, and that
Congress lias a right to enact almost any

BY

in

third

are Cream linen Table Cloths, fringed, sizes from 56
Oar specials for this week
f„«», ai AAwfo In il 19 1 -9. wliluli ifl awIt ohnnf half nricn.

ISO at the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES,
will do well to call and examine. I also keep
a large and tine line off

—

Cent Intercut.

FOR SALE

WILLIAM

one

J

AT

STREET, Portland.
janldtf

Per

—

to

Any

JIB ■

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central. .7s & 5s
P. & O. R. R_6s

NEGOTIATED BY

flearingJ9evcn

of the feeling that is general among all
classes on the Pacific coast that the Chinese
should
and was
go
sympathized with
of
by the majority of the people
Seattle.
Congress has recognized this
sentiment by passing a
law excluding
tli* Chinese, but it seems to be full of holes
that render it to a large degree useless. If
the policy of the government is to keep out
this race the law should be made strong
enough to accomplish it. Failure to provide
sufficient legal methods operates as an invitation to supplement them with illegal ones,
and inevitably tends to such outrages as
those at Seattle and Tacoma.

shops

111 Cl I'ltL X5 VJI

2

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.

It appears that the first report that the.
of Labor were the movers in the
recent outrages on the Chinese at Seattle
unfounded.
was
Doubtless there were
Knights of Labor In the mob, but as an organization they had nothing to do with It.
The riot was simply a violent manifestation

houses and

I have decided to lower my stock and have
t
2

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON BONDS

Knights

their attention of the wealthy the sad and
deplorable fact that thousands of men willing
to work were; on the verge of starvation.
Of course the proceeding was unlawful and
reprehensible and demanded the sternest repression. And yet it is the only effective
method which the British workingmen have
of enforcing their righteous demands against
the rich, frequently made such and kept
such by unequal laws and unmerited privileges. To suffer in silence is to suffer indefinitely. Agitation is their only resource,
and if they sometimes overstep the hounds
of law and indulge irf such wild freaks of
turbulence as yesterday’s they ought not to
be judged harshly. They are fighting for
existence, and the character of the contest
extenuates the use of weapons which otherwise would he indefensible.

dtf

SHURTLEFF,

HUDDLE

January 1.1884.

a

It Is Impossible not to feel a good deal ol'
.sympathy for the thousands and tens of
thousands of unemployed men who rushed
through the streets of London yesterday,

of
Messrs.
news

Cor. ITliddle nud Excbau^r Si*.

United States District Attorney Dorsheimer of New York has resigned.
He finds his
duties as a journalist imcompatible with
those of district attorney.
Had he been a
Republican he would have been turned out
long ago for offensive partisanship. Running
a Republican newspaper was one of the offenses which Postmaster General Yilas specified in his famous circular to Democratic
congressmen, instructing them how to get
rid of fourth-class Republican postmasters.
Running a Democratic newspaper smacks as
as

current stock
at the office of

Maine._22-ti

It;
—Agents; money
AGENTS
very popular with ladies; enclose
J. C. BARDWELL, Paxton, Mass.

door

febl___

—

a

silly tale.

sure
profits
K. M. GORDON, Lewiston,

tilOOK

St.,

PORTI.AJiB.

SD&fSVNmife.

eodtf

We have established at the offce of our Portland

WANTED—To sell the best sellInvented; large
particulars address

AGENTS
ing household articles yet
und
to sell. For

MORRISON & CO..

GREAT REHUTIM IJ PRICES

for Savings Banks and Trust
Fundsconstantly on hand.

Mr. Manley went on to notify the Senate
that Mr. Blaine did not think !t profitable
for the Senate to carry on the contest with
the President about removals from office any
longer. Senator Frye says that not a word
was said on the subject by Mr. Manley, but
that will not prevent the repetition of the

Portland, Me.

-

"Wp O. WARE, Manager.

feWS

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

octl

TO

MART._28-1

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

The Democratic papers are indulging in a
[rood deal of nonsensical talk about the
recent visit of the Hon. J. H. Manley to
Washington. One of their stories is that

221

EET—The spacious chambers over B. B.
Farnsworth & Co. For full particulars ap21-tf
ply to WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.

HALE—Fine extra kersey horse blan-

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

H WINTER CLOTHING!

i

were handicapped at the start.
But the action of Dement himself has been
a vindication of the journalists.
They nre
ahead in the race.

GRAND

HORSE AND
81.00 to 76 cts., *1.15 to 90 cts.
CARRIAGE MART. __28-1

of the Best Quality.

Bankers and Brokers

truth, these

gentlemen

much of offensive

$16.

WE REPLENISH OUR STOCK DAILY FROM OUR WHOLESALE HOUSE*

SWAN & BARRETT,

giving

Mr.
paper correspondents
On
Dement more trouble than anyone else.
account of the traditional belief in regard to

v«man*

and

$8.00.

Bargains in Boys’ All Wool Suits in both
Knee and long Pants at the lowest
prices ever named for good goods.

Hen’s Heavy. Long, Wool Lined Biding

FINANCIAL.

The question of veracity
between Mr. Dement the Surveyor-General
of Utah, yet to be confirmed, and the news-

and

only $8.00 each.

military victory?

which has arisen

Bargains in Overcoats for boys, ages 4
to 11 years, 82.50, $8.00, $8.60,
$5.00, $6.00, $7.00 ami $8.00.
Extra good Overcoats for larger boys,
11 to 17 years, at $5.00 $0.00, $7.00

Overcoats at only

Hen's good All Wool Scotch Tweed Overcoats, color black, former price $12,

Ulsters at

ANNUAL

City Hall, Tuesday Evening, Feb. 9.

EET—Rooms at 72 FEDERAL ST.; bath

TO room, hot and cold water.

FOR

A CASE FOR THE G. A. R.

him by millions.

DOWN

MARK

SITUATION?

Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.
We have called the attention of the Grand
Army of the Republic to the fact that a comrade has been dragged from Missouri—on a
requisition by Proctor Knott on Marmaduke
—to be tried for murder, the incident being
that he killed a rebel in fair fight twenty-four
years ago. The killing was done in a quarrel growing out of the war, and there is reason to believe that the pursuit of the old soldier, who served three years after the killing
in the Union army, is because lie was a Union soldier. We have several times stated
the particulars of this case and propose to
Are murderers so scarce in
do so again.
Kentucky that they have to he sought in Missouri upon accusations growing out of inciAre the
dents of the war of the rebellion ?
men who took the side of their country and
fought for it in the transition times of the
war, to be hunted down and hanged now, because they were on the side that won the

ROOM

Harris’

by

plained his position in the telephone suit,
and was acquitted by the President of ail
improper connection with it. Nevertheless
it can never be made to appear right to the
groat American public for a man to remain
at the head of a department which is prosecuting a suit that if successful will enrich

means

D. AUSTIN.
_(Mill*

L.

t«B«

Re-

the situation.
THE DEMOCRACY’S ONLY GREAT LEADER.
Alla iy Journal.
Saturday Mr. Samuel J. Tilden celebrated
his birthday. He is now 73 years old,, palsied
in limb, feeble in frame, but strong in Intelleft and indomitable in will. Ills retirement
from public life in 1880 was one of the greatest acts if not the greatest act, of self-abnegation in the history of American politics.
But it left the Democratic party without its
most sagacious and successful loader, with
What little success
no great leader, in fact.
in the eyes of the Democratic party the present administration has had is due to the inhermitspiration drawn from the Greystone
That success would have been magnia"o
fied an hundred fold if all of Mr. Tilden’s admonitions had been heeded and all of his
suggestions obeyed. Let us hope that Mr.
Tilden will be spared for many years to enjoy
as an altruistic philosopher that serenity of
mind and body which lie could not have as
the greatest of American politicians.

AND BOARD -Front room on first
floor furnished or unfurnished, with board,
treasonable rates; also table board, Gents’ #3.00;
#2.50 per week, CHADWICK. HSDSE,
la-1
Congress St., rear of Odd Fellows Hail.

STOC KB RIDGE.

17th

—AND

BETTER THAN YOU EXPECT!

In dealing with subjects of large importance Mr. Cleveland has had the good judgment or the good luck, or both, never to
have made a serious political mistake. Is
this painful telephone trouble to be a pittall
in so remarkable a career? If AttorneyGeneral Garland remains in the Cabinet lie
must remain
the President’s blindness to

It is now authoritatively stated that Attorney-General Garland will not resign. At
a Cabinet meeting solve time ago he ex-

gutting

grades of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, Pantings, Suitings, Overcoatings, &c., &c., always In stock. w»

Brooklyn Union.

The Whig peeresses are apparently boyThe Duchess of
cotting Mr. Gladstone.
Bedford and the Duchess of Westminster
have refused appointment to posts in the
Queen’s household, and others will follow
their example. This is a process, however,
that is not likely to break down ttie Premier
with the people to any great extent. On the
contrary, such manifestations of petty spite
will strengthen him and Iris administration.

[IJ'J'UIU

OPPOSITEII. H. HIV'S.

•

STJOCK.

interviewing

IS HE BLIND TO THE

the qualifications of a public officer
should be considered in secret any more than
tho merits of a piece of proposed legislation.
The public is as much interested in the one
as in the otlier, and lias as much right to
know about the one as about the other.

A arr

who is

STREET._0-1

AGENTS WANTED.

them to vote for the confirmation of
Eben F, Pillsburv of Maine as internal revenue collector at Boston ?

why

—

IT SME III MIDDLE It,

ging

The Senate committee en rules will report
against open executive sessions. Senator
Frye favored them, but all the rest opposed.
There is no very good reason, it seems to us,

the

I am pleased to inform the public generally, that after a term of yew* a* n euttw,
and for Ibe last five years as cutter for L. C. Younj, 1 have pwchased the eld stand
at Woodfords and shall continue the business as heretofore.
I shall offer Special
Prices for the next thirty days. 1 shall endeavor to keep stoek up to a* full Due of
Woolens as can be found in Maine, and can make prices that will be an object for
my city friends to examine.

publican Senators at Washington and beg-

primaries.

and

middle street tire must be sold in 30 days,

Springfield Union.
Who is that “Massachusetts Republican

be too much said on this subject. There
will be no danger Unit first-class men will
not be nominated if all the Republicans turn

newspaper reporters

Furnishing Goods damaged in

SOMEWHAT INCREDULOUS.

A correspondent elsewhere endeavors to
the duty of attending the ward caucuses. There cannot

to be

and

Clothing

New York Sun.
and clear conscience are
worth
$1,500,000 of Pan-Electric
stock. The attorney-generol of the United
States possesses the Pan-Electric stock

impress upon Republicans

EET—A furnished room, with board, in a
Apply at No. 14 BROWN

TOprivate lamily.
lidles

name
more than

it will not be necessary for him to mention
offensive partisanship as a cause, either.

WATER!

SMOKE!

FIRE!

A good

If the President wishes to make a removal
without raising a big storm of opposition lie
now has an
excellent opportunity. And

seems

18 0 8.

FOR

JaulS

homes for aged workingmen. Thus they will
return again to the people who paid for them.

out to the

_

MR. GEO. H. YORK, TAILOR.
All

CURRENT COMMENT.

CKEANC3-E

A

AJIC8EMK.NTS.

BOOHS TO EET.

MISCELLiNEOl'S.

tuntaijwmBoiB

ever

PRESS.

t>b #

Ask Your Grocer for it. Take No Other.
rfftrn
dce8

STORAGE.

WILSOI,

.

First-class storage Tor Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise iu the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipt* given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. 8. DOUGLASS, Agent,
lv-14dM

No. .‘OS •Olirtwnrrtlnl l«m.

—

CITY

AT

—

HALL,

TUESDAY EVEAIiYW, FEB. 16.
Prof. Vrimmrr anil Orchestra will give a
concert from 8 to 1) o’clock, during which time the
trick horse»OI,I.Y will give an exhibition, tvi
be followed by the Dancing Elephant, Aerobatic
Mookev. Polo between the Pot and l.eau
Clrand March to
Men. and other novelties.
commence at » o'clock, and will be led by
Costume*
Dolly Oil roller skates,
FurnUbed.
by I.ittlefleld; Ticket* 50 Cents.
Beserved seals 26 cents extra. For sale by
Stockbridge on and after lltli Inst.
feb6
(ltd

Ticket sale, Lester & Allen's
.Uinstrel
Company, with
John L. Sullivan, at City Hall,
Saturday Evenins. Feb. 20lh.
Tickets
sold
at
Stockbridse's
this liiorntas. All tickets reserved
at 50 and 75 cts.

Big

dlw

feb8

Bijou Skating Parlor,

Federal Street.

If,cuing Admi**ion!
Gants.15 cents | c^f^res....
Ladles.lo emits i01*”1
Afternoon %dmi**iom

lOconts
to cams.

!«•«««.

...

P. s.—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admu
sl.rn will lie 28 cents, .Saturday Afternoon Game*
ldeents.

dec!Odd

..

C. fl. kNOWLlON, Manager-

Quo pref. 80(4
Oregon Nar.108(i
Richmond <S DahtUIs. 77(4
Adams Express.
Amarlean Express.18»(*

THE PRESS.
TUESDAY|MORm'G, FEBRUARY

9.

C.3. Express.
Wells. Fargo Express.
LoulsTUle & Nasn.
3t Pauls Omaha. 4£}J
do pref...
Union Pacific 1st.
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.1„o
St Loins & San Frau. 22

WIT AND WISDOM.
A little girl, walking
day with her mother ir
a graveyard, and reading one after another the
praises of those who slept beneath the turf, said:
“Mamma, ;1 wonder where they bury all the
sinners!”
one

J2
Manhattan Elevated.126 4
Metropolitan El.i®9

I had the rheumatism in ray knees and hips se
I could not walk. I have taken foul
bottles of Athlophoros, and am perfectly cured
doing all the house work, with not a particle ol
rheumatism about me. Mrs. Harriet Strong
Westville, Ct. |

Lake Erie & West

badly that

Union Pacific stock
Central Paciiic. *2Vs
Hannihal & St. Jo.
doureferred.
Canton. "g
is
Central Iowa.

The scientists claim that the blizzards of continental extent that prevailed several days age
were

sun
produced bywas

storms of

great magnitude

and violence,
apparent from the appearance of angry groups of sun spots and other indi
solar
disturbances. Perhaps
Immense
of
cations
the suu had a storm at the same time the .United
Is
not probable that the
but
it
had
one,
States
mercury went below zero up there.
as

OJ1/*

Erie 2ds
Lone Island. °7
Cenfral Pacific lsts .11*
Denver & R. Gr, lsts.110

Kansas lsts, Den div.11*
Oregon Nav. lsts.1121/2
Lehigh & Wlikesbarre.108
Fort Wayne.1*7

Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Fell 8, 1880.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day;
Colorado Coal.24 00
Quicksilver. 0 50
uo preferred.
Homestake.!•••■•.20 00
Ontario.29 00
New York

Culgau’s Tally Tolu sells like hot cakes.

A

tab-

let of It ohewed after meals will relieve Indigestion.
_

In poetry the toad has only oueJtlie “loathed,”
counaspect, although In popular estimation of all It
Is a
tries It has both a sinister and a benign.
a
of
the
wedding
If
one
crosses
omen
path
lucky
party bound for the church. Did not St. Patrick
—all pictures to the contrary notwithstanding—
spare them when lie drummed “the vermin” out
of Ireland'.' Just as hi Cornwall a mail dares not
shoot a raven lest he should kill King Arthur unawares; so in Tuscany you may not hurt a toad
lest you should do a mischief to some youug princess or heroine who has been transformed into the
shape, and who is only waiting for the beautiful
prince Ito come, when the maiden will resume
her charms and “live happily ever afterward.”
The Necbet Aet of Beauty lies not in

metics, but Is only In pure blood and

a

cos-

healthy per-

formance of the vital functions, which
tained by using Burdock Blood Bitters.

can

be ob-

“Please, sir, let me shine up your boots,” simultaneously ejaculated two bootblacks In front of an

Austin hotel. The man with the boots hesitated
which to employ. The smaller boy said:
"Let aie shine ’em, sir, for I have to support a
sick brother at home, who is deformed ana can’t
“Don’t do It.” said the other one.

“I am Ills

dBforuied brother, and 1 don’t want to he under
ho obligations to snch a liar. He hasn’t got no
brother, nohow, and I

can

see

than he

better

cun.”

Vegntine will give you strength and vitality to
withstand the cold of a New England whiter.
Both the Greeks and the Homans rode horseback without stirrups, and either upon the bare
back or upon a saddle pad which was mostly covered or concealed by a piece of colored cloth
thrown over It, but never upon a regular saddle
made like ours upon a frame, which was a late Invention towards the decline of the Homan Em-

pire. Tile
pad. The

women
same

rode sidewise like

ours

upon a

fashion was also adopted by

men.

All cases of weak or lame back, backache, rheumatism, &c., will find relief by wearing one of
Oerter’s Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache
Plasters.

Trice 26 cents.

Colorado stopped all
prospecting party
night at a stage stand, sitting down next morning
to one of those dreadful breakfasts that can be
toned nowhere hut In the West—Slate colored
coffee, yellow biscuit and pork swimming in lardfndians were, reported as being In the neighborhood. The landlord proposed that he would send
his sob with them across the mountain as an additional protection against the savages.
"Will he tight?” asked Maj. Smith.
•‘Fight?*’ replied the landlord. "Well I should
say so. Why he'd a durn stglit sooner light tliau
eat breakfast.”
“Yes,” said tho major, glancing at the breakfast table. “I wouldn’t wonder; so would I.”
lu

A

Carter’s Little Liver Fills are free from all crude
Irritating matter. Concentrated medicine on
ly; very small; very easy to take; no pain; no

Caledonia. B. II..
Bodie.
Con. Cal. & Ya.
Eureka.

no

purging.

__

Bobble went to church one Sunday and was very
proud when his mother let him put a shining silquarter into the contribution box. But the
deacon had hardly got to the next pew before
Bobble remarked in a disgusted tone, audible
clear up to the pulpit:
“Say, mamma, be didn’t notice that quarter any
more than if it was only a cent.”
ver

2 00
2 20

(By Telegraph.)

SAN FRANCISCO. Feb. 8. 1880.—Tbe following are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day:
Hale & Norcross. 2(4
Con. Cal. A Va. 2(4
Bodie Con. 1%
Savage. Ivs
Eureka. 2(4
Best & Belcher. 1*4
1
Yellow Jacket....
Crown Point. 1%
Savage ...I’/s
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Feb. 8. 1886.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00 a 13 25; short cuts 13 00
13 50-.backs 13 25tt13 50; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 12 75413 00; pork tongues at *13@13 25;
prime mess at $12 00@12 50; extra prime at 9 50
at
@810 00; mess, old, at 10 75@11 00; do new75.
812 00; Western prime mess pork 10 75@11
In
10in
lb
at
Lard
tlerces;7@7(4e
0(440(4c
lb pails;7(4@7VsC;iu 6-lb palls; 7Vs@7(4c In 3-lb

“Did yon say the man you introduced uic to last
uight, was from Dakota?” asked Kbenezer Jones
<*f Zebedee Smith.
■That's what he told me.”
"Well, he’s an Imposter.”
"How do you know?"
“How d« I know!
Why, I talked to him for
two hours, and he uefer once said a word about
Dakota having (he finest climate the sun ever
shone upon, or that tho average yield of wheat
was forty-two bushels to the acre.”
“That does look suspicious.”
Slade's Epicurean Spices are double tbe strength
ef ether brands, they are the best selected spices,

powdered perfectly

pure.

GOMM?rSl

FINANCIAL AND

PORTLAII0 WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Feb. 0,1880.
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.:
Floor.
Superfine aud
low grades.3 26®3 60
X Spring aud
XX Spring..5 00*6 26

Patent Spring
Wheats.6 OOaG 25
Mich, straight
roller .5 25®6 60
clear do_5 0<X®5 25
stone ground.4
Ht Louis st’gl

76*6

00

Gram.

High Mixed Com.51®62
Cora, bag lots
54*55
Meal, bag lots. .63® 64
Oats, car lots.. ..42:843
Oats, bag lots....43*45
Cotton Seed.
car lots.. 23 00824 00
do bag... 24 00*25 00
Suck’dBr'n
ear lots.. 19 00®20 00
—

do

bag. ..20

00*21 00

roller.6 50*5 75 Middlings, lb 50823 00
oiear do_6 25*5 50 do bag lots,20 00*24 00
Frariaien*.
Winter Wheat
Patents.5 7588 001 Pork—
Fish.
I Backs ...14 00®14 50
13 00*1 3 50
Cod, £> qtl—
; Clear
Mess.11 60® 12 00
large Shores 25(28 60
Large Banks 00*3 25 Mess Beef. 9 50*10 00
Ex Mess. 10 00*10 50
Small.2 75*3 00
10 60®11 00
Plate
Pollock.2 25*3 26
00
ExPlate.il 25*11 75
60*2
....

....

ake.1 75*2 25
gaildock.1
Hermit—
Scaled &

Lard—

Tubs

bx..!4@18c

|?..G5/a@G%c
G%®Gidc

Tierces—

Fails.7
No 1.12®16c
®7%c
lb
Hams
Mackerel *1 bbl—
9%®10 c
do coveredlO%®ll%
Shore Is.10 00*21 00
Oil.
Shore 2s. 7 00* 8 00
Med. 8s. 6 00* 0 00 ICeroseneSmall.2 75® 3 50 Port. Ref. Pet. 7%
FroUncr.
i Water White.10%
I Pratt’s Ast’l.Dbbl.
Cranberries—
Jl.'i
Maine.3 GO®4 601 Devoe’s Brilliant.13
Cape Cod.. .4 50®5 50|Ligonia.10%
Pea Beaus. .1 75® 1 851 Silver White.10
Medium....1 75*1 85 i Centennial......10%
Bnixius.
Uerman mdl 05 a 1 75|
Yellow Byes.l 00*1 701 Muscatel_ 2 5083 50
Irish Potatoes .00*701 London Lay’r 8 15*8 37
St Potatoes
400*4 25 lOiMluraLay. 12%'® 13
Oultus.3 7584 O0| Valencia.7 *10%
—

Siisar.

UaDDttges.Jjiua.vizi

Turkeys.l(Vgl71granulated p lb.0%
Chickens.12*15 Extra C.6%
Meed*.
Fowls
...10*12
Ducks
®15|Ked Top— §2% fe*2%
Seea2 15*2 25
Geese.
TUuotliy
*14
Clover.10%*llc
Apple*.
Ctieeee.
Ne. Spy.1 50*2 50

Suow .2 0O«,2 26 Vermont —10 felly,!
TnUmau Swtsl 25*1 50 N.Y. factory 10 @11%
Batter.
Nel Baldwlusl 5«S.l 75
ib. ..24*25
Greenings 1 25*1 5 0 Creamery
Gilt. Edge Ver....21@28
Ciioice.18ft20
lb
Evaporated p
Sfellc

Good..15*16
Flethio.4 00fe4 25 ] Store.10*12
Messina.3 75*4 00
Egg*.
jfculagors.2 (K>«2 50(Eastern extras... 23®24
Canada & Western...23
Orange*.
FhreidK.3 60*4 50 Island.22
Lriuwu.

■

Limed.18,320

Boston Stock Market.

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are received
daily:

Topeka and

a tat

Mexican Central K

Santa Fe Kailroad.
7s.

PareJSiarquette Kailroad pref.

Flint A

Chicago

1*7litlWh

fin fnir

■

tfl

By Telegraph.]

®3 50,
Sheep—Receipts 3500: shipments 1000;inarket
lower; natives 2 0034 46; Texans -a} 2 00®3 50
Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
market—
NEW YORK,
Receipts 14.600 bbls; exports 761 bbls and 050
sacks; in buyers favor with better demand; sales
13,200 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 16®2 80; superfine
Western and State at 2 7033 20; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 15®3 60; good to
ctioice do at 3 C535 50; common to choice Wliite
wheat Western extra at 5 00®5 25; fancy do at
at 5 30®6 45; common to good extra Ohio at 3 10
25; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 153
40; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75a5 10; choice to double extra do at 5 15®
5 50,'“'including 4500 bbls city mill extra at 4 85
<34 06; 700 bbls tine do at 2 16®2 75; 400 bbls
superfine at 2 7033 20: 800 bbls extra No 2 at
3 1033 60; 2700 bbls winter wheat extra at 3 10
,®6 45; 3400 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 1035 45.
Southern nuur barely steady; common CO lair 4 so
liye 1 lour
80; good to choice at 3 85®5 40.
•m at 8 2533 65. I Wheat—Receipts 15,950
busli; exports 71,617 bush; spot lots (lull and in
buyers favor; sales 24,000 spot; No 2 Spring at
93y«e; Red State at 97e; No 2 Red nominal; No 1
Red'State at 95Vic; Nol Wliite 9Co. Rye nominal. Rarley is steady. Cam-spot lots firm and
more active; receipts 183,600 busli; exports 18,238 bush; sales 487,000 bush oil spot; No 3 at
48Vi u 44*4 c; No 2 at 61®51%c clev; Y ellow at
51 e; White Southern 49c. Oat* steady; receipts
68,900 hush-.exports —bush; sales 49,000 bush
on spot; No 3 at 37V4e. White do 39'Aer No 2at
38Vfc 338Vic; No 2 White 4oy*c: Mixed Western
37® 38 Vi : Wliite do39®44e; White Stiite 38Vic.
Cefiee firm. Sii2r«i* nominal; refined quiet; C fit
5V8®5V*c ; Extra C 5s,-»g5 9-16c; WlijtelExtra C
6%®6%c; Yellow at 4Vh@5c; MouldA6ysc;
Off A 5Vse; Standard A OVs; granulated at evfec;
Confectioners AH%; cut loaf and crushed 6%c;
Powdered 0%:®6% ; Cubes 6%<g6 11-lOc. Pfr
troU'Kiu-uuited 79%c. Tallow is steady at
4yae. fork is steady. Beef dull. l.ai-H is 2@3
points lower and moderately active; steam spot at
6 45; refined at 6 75 for Continent; 7 05 for S. A.
Balter firm; State at 16.2,85c; Elgin creamery 35
Feb. k, 1886— Flour

f5

f3

Cheese is
Western 12334c.
at 7®10V4c; Western flat 7®9%.
Freights steady; Wheat steam 2d.

®3Gc;

do com.
.30%
New York and New England Kailroad.Bello Telephone.160%
Eastern Kailroad. 81%
Malne.Central Kailroad.120

Money

Market.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YOKE, Feb. 8, 1886.—Money on call
continues easy at 1%®2 per cent. Prime mercanExchange eontmtile paper at 4*5 per cent.
and steady at 4 87 and 4 89. Governnes cfn~
ment bonds quiet but firm. Kailroad bonds active
and strenu. The stock market after 2 15 p m
continued moderately active and firm until late in
the honr, wnen on increase of business the whole
liet became decidedly strong.advaneing fractional
which rose 1
amounts, except for Jersey Central,
and strong at
per cent. The market closed active
about best figures of the day.
The transactions at the Btoek Exchange aggregated 486.656 shares.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
Dnlted States bonds, ..
New4%s, reg .
New 4%s, coup.f4
New 4s, reg.iHt,™

New

eoup.144%
Fmrtfie 0s of
.12°
The following are today’s dosing bids of stocks
Chicago & Alton....it}.'
Chicago & Alton preferred.150
Chleago, Burlington & Quincy.138%

26%
Erie preferred
54%
Illinois Central.142%
Lake Shore. 89%
Mlobluan Central. 75%
New Jersey Central. 47%
North western.109%
Northwestern preferred.135
New York Central.106%
Rock islands.
127%
St. Pan] ..E. 93%
St. Paul preferred.12.3%
Union Pacific. 58
Western Union Telegraph. 73%
Alton & Terre Haate. 40
.„..

...

pref.

00

Boston Air Line...100
Bnrftngton & Cedar Rapids. 65
Canada Southern.
45%
Chesapeake & Ohio. 11
-•

preferred.,18%

1 st
Dd. & Ilud. Canal.100%
Del., Lack. & West.132%
Den A Rio Grande. 17
3%
K. Tenn., V. & Ga.

7%
do pref.
#3
Houaton & Texas.
& Texas
.,80%
.112%
lrl Pacific.
i&Ohlo. 16

Ss
Mjoiyle

A

Essex.136%

Northern Pacific. 27%

iliUUlliOlUl,

ui

JGtaoii

lutiuimo,

White at SOMjc ; No 2 Red 89c; No 3 Red 83c.
Receipts, 19,900 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Fob. 8,1886.—Cotton weak;
middling 8%e.
MOBILE, Feb. 8, 1886.—Cotton Islqulet; mid8 11-lOc.

SAVANNAH, Feb. 8. 1886.—Cotton is quiet;
middling 8%c.
CHARLESTON, Feb. 8, 1886.—Cotton steady;
middling 8%e.
MEMPHIS, Feb. 8,1886.—Cotton quiet; middling 8%c.
___i____

Wheat
Hd@7s
Id'aTs Id; spring
steady at
club
at 68 Od
Id; California average 6s 6dgfas8d_;
peas 5s od.
®6s lid; corn, mixed Western,4s 7d;
lor
at ols
prime
Provisions, &c.—Pork, new mess clear
and 298 for
Eastern: bacon at 30s for short
for American; lard,
longelear; cheese at 49s 6d
26s for Aiueriprim e Western at 32s 8(1; tallow

LIVERPOOL.Kebniary.8.1886.—Winter
wheat 6s
6s 1

_^___

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Foreign Ports.
Cld at Melbourne Dec 3, ship Ivy, Lowell, for
Guam.
Sid fm Lisbon Jan 31, barques Hattie G McFarland, Dodge, New York; Feb 4, Nicola, Brown,
Para.
At Buenos Ayres Dee 21st, barques Charles R
Lewis, Strout; Kennard, Peters; Woodside, Race,
and Thos FletclierBates, unc; brigs L F Munson,
Smith; JH Lane, Shute, do; sch Geo V Jordan,
Lynam, and Ellen Crusoe. Mountfort, do.
At Rio Janeiro Dec 23d, barque St Cloud, Barstow; Mary Jenness, Winslow, and Geo Treat,
Treat, unc; brig Josefa, Goodwin, do.
At liio Janeiro Jan 9tli, barque Mary Jenness,
Winslow, for New York; Geo Treat, Treat; St
Cloud, Barstow, unc; brig J L Bowen, Randall,
do; and others.
At Carthagena Jan 18, brig Motley, Harper, for
New York.
Ar at Demarara Jan 28, brig Victoria, Spencer,
New' Yolk.
Sid fin Navassa Jan 20, sells Cumberland, Webber, Wilmington, NC; Will Demine. Hodgins. do.
Ar at Cardenas Ctli Inst, barque Rachel Emery,
Wyman. Boston, 18 days.
Sid fm Havana Jan 28, barque Agate, Powers,
Boston.
At Bermuda Feb 4, ships Republic, Smith, New
•York for Yokohama; Martha Cobb. Greenbank,
for Liverpool, repg: sch Lizzie Lane, Herrick,
xiTOuXlimnrexpiiTSTOr-rm«.,-iieaiTy-rrrmJ-.Spoken.
N. Ion 74 W, ship Thos Lord,

BraFeb 2, lat 35
dy, from New Orleans for Boston, with loss of
mizzen

topgallantmast.

9
York..Rio Janeiro-Feb 10
1
...New York..Bremen.l'eb 10
Werra
Feb 10
St Germain.New York Havre.......
.New York..Liverpool—Feb 11
Kritanie
11
..Portland
...LUerpool....Feb
Peruvian
Feb 11
City Alexandria..New York..Hav&VCruz.
13
...Feb
York.
.Liverpool
Aurania.New
Moravia.New York..Hamburg ...Feb 13
13
....Feb
Waeslaud.New York..Antwerp
Feb 13
Newport.New York.-Havana
17
Fob
York.
.Kingston,&c
Allmno.New
York..Port Liiaon Feb 17

Finance?.New
Philadelphia.New York..Laguayra....Feb
..

Ailsa.New
Fulda.New York..Bremen

FeU 17

Laurent.New York..Havre
Adriatic.New York.. Liverpool....Feb
Liverpool.... Feb
Polynesian.Portland...
Merrimack.New York. Hav&V Cruz Feb
..Feb
York..Cienfuegos
Santiago.New
Feb
Saratoga.New York..Havana ...Feb
Atlios. .New York.. Hayti..
F eb
Rico
Porto
York..
Antiiles.. New
••• —

Fej>

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC
Sunrises.7.49

-.

1
18

18
18
18
20
2o
21

FEBRUARY 9.

Hlgbwater}'

v•

“S5

^rscif,.(lay.:...i1o067 Height....};;; ^’in
MARINE

JSTEW S.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

MONDAY, Fell. 8.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland. Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch R F’ Hart, Haskell, Annapolis, NS, (Jan 15)
for Havana.
Sell Clotilde, (Br) Evans, St John, NB, for
**
(Br) Starkey, St John, NB, for
Sch
\ew \ork.
Sen United States, Archibald, Boston.

^Adeline,

Cleared.
Sch
°

Lucy

M Collins, Hall, Bridgeport, Conn—

UzMe'MaSq

Stanley, S W Harhor-N Blake.
Sch
Sch Julia & Martha, llopps, Calais-N Blake.
SAILED—Sch Florida.
EXCHANGE.

MERCHANTS’
Ar at Matanzas 31st, barque Proteus, Peterson,
Havana; sell Lizzie Dewey, 1 cters, do; lstinst,
barque Levi s Andrews. Watts, Boston; schSA
Fuller, Hart, tavaunah.
Sid 80th, brig John H Crandon, Johns, lor Delaware Breakwater; 2d lust, brig Ernestine, Norton, do: 4th, barque Wandering Jew, WafeeU,
Punadeiphta; Naverelnk, Hall, do: brig TenertSe
Traev, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Magna Jaw sorb, sch M A AchoiTl, Aolioin,
Mobile.
FROM

rapid and vigorous growth,

and impart
to it the lustre and freshness of youth.
I have used Ayer’s Hair Vigor for a
long time, and am convinced of its
value. When I was 17 years of age my
hair began to turn gray. I commenced
using the Vigor, and was surprised at
the good effects it produced. It not
only restored the color to my hair, but
so stimulated its growth, that I have
now more hair than ever before.—
J. W. Edwards, Coldwater, Miss.

nair

Ayers

vigor,

Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers.

If you are suffering from debility
and loss of appetite; if your stomach is
out of order, or your mind confused;
take Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. This medicine

will restore physical force and elasticity
to the system, more surely and speedily
than any tonic yet discovered.
For six months I suffered from liver
and stomach troubles. My food did not
nourish me, and I became weak and
very much emaciated. I took six bottles
of A.ver’8 Sarsaparilla, and was cured.
—J. M. Palmer, Springfield, Mass, tt

Ayer’sDr. J.Sarsaparilla,
Mass.
C.

NOTICE.
heretofore existing under

copartnership
the lirm name of Smith & Abbott is dissolved
THE
bv death of W. B. Smith, June 23,1885. All bills

contracted by and due said lirm will be settled by
G. H. Abbott. The undersigned having purchased
the interest of the late W. B. Smith, will continue
the business of steam heating, water, gas piping
and plnmbing and repairs under the old ttrmname
of Smith & Abbott at old stand 64 and 06 Union
GEO. H. ABBOTT.
Street.
eod2w
f«b2

dissoiutioTw

EDWARD~M.
Counsellor

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
MAINE.

ORGANIZED

18 4 8.

IN

Has had thirty-five years' experience

JTS

RECORD IS

Death losses paid,

$7,892,511.71

Endowments paid.

3,140,251.96

Surrendered policies,

5,592,112.84

Dividends,.

4,208,602.74

a

payment

total

Showing:
Policy-holders of nearly

riiwenty-one millions of
JL EARS, equal to
HUNDRED

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.
As

THOUSAND

PRESENT ASSETS ARE

001.07, while Its liabilities
022,370.30.

are

To-Day we will show on our counters the largest line
of fine Self-conforming Stiff Hats,
elegant Spring Designs.

dolDOL-

POLICY CONTRACT Is plain and
definite In all Its terms, and no chance

ITS

misconception.
POLICIES ARE
INCONTESTABLE
After three years for any cause except fr aud.

ITS

DEATH CL ALMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 90,
or any number of days.
PAYS

premium

approved

plan

and

NON-FOItFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
Adjusted
sseclal features of this company and issued

by

DR, PORTER'S | The Most Wonderful Family Remedy

ADVANTAGES of iht* Company are
EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANAG E,
CIAL CONDITION. LAKGYs SURPLUS, EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

Rheumatism,
CHIRES
gia, Sciatica. Weakness of
Lame Joints,
the
and

are
none

other.

known.

THE

Ca[l or send to any Ageney Office for
of its plans.

JAMES

a

circular

mar*

SIIMKINSON,

Portland, .Maine.

Xeural-

>

Limbs,
Spine
if
ft I I Sprains, Kidney Complaints,DiphII 8 I SI I theria, Croup, Asthma, Sore
VIS n Li Throat, and all Lung and Chest
\ Diseases. Its effect is like magic.

■

■■■■■
I I

•

NO

MANAGER EOR MAINE AGENCIES,
codtf

aTid

of

All

1111s
i | 1
WIL

PREPARATION

ON
IT.

EARTH

EQUALS
to
j Thousands say so. Never tails
give relief, and effects cures where
! all other remedies fail
Parties unable to obtain Vital
1 Oil of their
druggist, will receive
! it. express paid, by sending 50
I cents In stamps to

Hat, for which we have secured the
Nobby Stylish Hat for Young Gents.

SOMERS/ha™er,
PRACTICAL MANUFACTURING AAR RETAIL HATTER,

febC

tieiiiK

our

AfiMtcy of 2.1£6Br*i.

aSthorized

Lii. ju.,

»

Gen’l Manager.

novaodtf

ALLAN LINE.
1885.

1886.

Arrangements.

Winter

Liverpool

and

Portland Service*

steTm^pm^1
THURSDAY,
Jan. 14
21
28
11
25

Feb.

Sarmatian.

T^fT7?®
heb.

1'kruvian.
Polynesian.
Caspian.

March

Circassian._“

4

Brldgton Junction.r.'js,

Leave Brldgton., •
?
Portland, arrive.a
W. F. PERBE, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.

OCtG|

Portland and Worcester Line.
Portland & Rochester R. R.
arrangemenT’of trains.
On and alter Monday, Oct. 13,
rT:1'-'?'"‘i'!'TlNS3, Passenger Train* will leave
__

Portland at 7.30 n. m., and
—“1.03 p. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. in. and 7.27 p. m. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.08 a. ■). and 11.16
1.25 p. in. and 5.46
a. m., arriving at Portland at
—

(Tinton, Ayer Junction, Fi(chb»He.
Nashua, Lowell, Windbnm and lipping
at 7.30 a. ni. and 1.03 p. m.
North
For Manchester, Concord, and poihts
at 1.03 p. m.
..._,
__
Alfred,
»««<;For Kochester.Mprtngvale,
b«ro an«l Waco River, 7.JO
p. m. and (mixed) at 6.JO p. u*..
leave Rochester at (mixed) b.45 a. m.. 11.fO a.
m. and 3.40 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m.. 1.25 p. m. and 5.46 p. m.
For Ctorhana, Soccarappn, C'uwbfrlaBi
ITlilb, HedbroaU nmd WaadferdN at7.3t
a. m., 1.05, 6.20, ami mixed at *6.30 p. in.
The 1.03 p. m. from Portland connect© at Aj-et
Junct. with Hoonuc 1 uaael Roul« for HI©
West, and at Cnion l>«-pot. W»rvencr, (ur
New York via Norwich L»e and nil rn«,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. Jk N. K* ••n
(‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for FhU«d«lpk»*j
Baltimore, lVanbinglon, and tlie Mont*, rutd
with Boston A Albany B. H. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Main* Central B. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and Bench
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot (< Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange 8t.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
oct!2dtf_

Beturnta|p

Portland and

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5,1885,

nov28dlf

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 0.00 n. an., for
Fabyans, Bethlehem, Littleton, Lancaster, Woodsrille, Montpelier, 81. Johns
bury, Newport. Burlington, Mwaaton,
Ogdensburg, and all points on connecting
:t.oo

p.

stations.

TREMONT and FOREST CITY

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
WHAK*
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m.. and INDIA
excepted.)
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays a
comfortable
secure
line
Passengers by this
and Inconvennight’s rest, and avoid the expense
ience of arriving in Boston late at night.
via the various
Through Tickets to New York,
Rallroaa and Sound Lines for sale.
taken ^

^COYLE,

£$ht

for

and intermediate

Bnrtlett

ARRIVALS.
from Bartlett and way stations.

GRAM) TRIM KAlLtVAi W IMARA.

STEAMERS

EIRST-CEASS

at.,
*

10.40 a. in.,
3.33 p. in., from Mwunton, Burlington an
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Snot.
oc3dtt
October 3,1885.

FARE $1.00
THE

Ogdensburg R. R.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

I®
4
1°

Cabin
850 to $80: intermediate, $30; steerage, $20.
For passage apply to H. Si A. ALLAN, UenArnl
Fassenger Agents, 80 State St.; Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exeliange St.; T. P. McGOWAN.
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to ll. «£
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

JR., Manager.

Sailing* Between Liverpool and Portland,
via. Moville and Halifax.

CHANGE OF TIME.
IMStJ,

On mill after IHOADAl’) Oct. 19,
train** will ran aa follawa :

DEPARTURE*.
Lewiston, 7.05 a. in.,!1.15

For Auburn and

and 5.20 p.

m.

For Oorham, 7.20 a.fu. and 4. 00d. m.,mixed.
For <4orhnin, Montreal and Chicago,1.30

p.

m.

For

Quebec, 1.30 p.

m.

ARRIVAL*.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. U.
12.05, 3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From Ixorham, 9.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. in.,
mixed.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 p. ffi.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train aa
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

l

STEAMERS.

February.
February’.
February.
Oregon
4th February I
BBISTUL SEBVTCK:
For Avonmonth Pock (Pirccl).
Avnmnrmth

I

STEAMERS.

[

23d January.

I

Montreal

,13tli February.

Rote, of

Cabin.*60 and
Intermedlate*30

Pa»»»S«

and *160
..Return. *60
rates
lowest
at
..Return
to

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
...

East

n

r,

River, New

Saturdays at 4 p.

m.

pi

on
Btnrniiig.

IN POKTEAND AND VICINITY,

the Late Storm !

NOW READY.

ARB

The object of sight has been most carefully selected, with a view of
obtaining the most picturesque effect, as well as to show the greatest
to an
damage done. We have succeeded in obtaining a large variety,
studio.
inspection of which you are invited to call at our

General Agent

SPRING

being at band

warns

11s

that the change of head-gear must lie made. A\ e are
public a full line of Stiff and Soft Hats of every

ready to show the

now

sail from San Francisco regularly for
ClSte’amers
China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
Japan,
and Australia.

For Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and further
Information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
A.

A O A JIM

4k

CO.,

115 ."State Street, Cor. Rrond St., Boston.
dtf
feb8

DIRECT

_____

__

_

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st. 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all tho above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

E.

STEAMSHIP LINE.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf,
iSx Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
insurance one-half the rate ol
_’sailing vessel.
West by the Penn. R. I!., and
for
the
Freights
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip 918.
Paxxnge 310.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Long Whm t. Roatoa.
31dtf

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,Stateof Maine. February 1, A. D. 1880.
In ease of CHARLES H. FRENCH, Insolvent
Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the first
day of February, A. D. 1880, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of the Court of Insolvency for said County
of Cumberland, against the estate ol said
CHARLES H. FRENCH, of Portland,
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
Debtor, which petition was filed on the
first day of
February, A. D. 1880, to
which date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will he held at a Court of
Insolvency to he holden at Probate Court Room in
said Portland, on tire fifteenth day of February,
A. D. 1880, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT.
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Inof Cumberland.
for
said
Countv
solvency

»ed

by

us

to-day.

Customers

w

ill iind it to their advantage to have their bats made to order.

No extra

charge.

fehSftO

lii

Robert F. Somers & Co.
232 MIDDLE STREET.
Thomas J.

Somers

can

found

be

wills

codtf

febti

iiebebv given, that the
lias been iluly appointed ami
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of
the estate of
CHARLES H. SMITH, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
persons havgiven bonds as the law directs. All
ing demands upon the estate of said deceased,
are required to exhibit the same; and all persons
Indebted to said estate are called upon to make
is*

Notice
subscriber

payment

to

ELLA M. SMITH, of Watervilie, Me., Adm'x.
Portland, dan. 10,188(1.
Jan2CdlawTu3w»

Dirigo Mineral

Water.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water im
it; is always palatable, refreshing and
eaRhful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 3(1 to 48 hours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

Eroves

RUNWLETT RItOS., Pipprf'etois,
J#JS

ns.

419 Bore Street.

dtf

IMPORTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL

FOB SALE BY

R. STANLEY &

SON, importers,

NO. 410 FORE ST.,
Managers

for New England for the

AlsoUoncral

PORTLAND, ME.

Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FROM

UARKINOTV.

MAINE

DR. £. B. REED,
Clairvoyant

ami Holnnir

Medioal Rooms 502 Congress St.,

Consolidated Electric Light Company ot
fer« one hundred dollars reward to anyone
who shall secure the detection and arrest of any
parson or persons guilty ol maliciously interIfcrliMi In any way with the lights .poles or wires ot
deel2dtf
sSrawmplHV

PACKAGES,

Physician,

Portland, Me

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to: all cases that are given up as incurable
I
by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians.
will take their ease to treat and cure them. I lind
about four-ftfths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their fnll name and placVof residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination second
sight and consultation free.
Office Hour*—9 n. m« l© 9, p. ui. novlOdSir

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
\VM. EDGAIt, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

Rumford Falls and Buckfleld Railroad
Winter Arrangement, in Effeot Oct. 12.1886.
Connection* Tin Grand Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.46 a. in., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.46 a. in.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic rails Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.69 and Canton at 4.26 p. m.
Keturning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. m., connecting tor Lewiston, Portland and Bov
„.

..

connections daily with passenger train at
t0Stage
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld lor
West Sumner, Chase's Mills ami Turner; at Canltuinford Falls;

ton lor reru, DUnenL Mexico and
also for Bretton’s Mins.

L. L. LINCOLN. Snpt.

oct9dtf

Mil CENTRAL RAILROAD
Vnnceboro, St. John, Halifax, and tb.
Province,, St. Stephen and Aroostook
County, 1.20p. m., via Lewiston, 1.25 and
tll.15 p. m., via Augusta; and for Bur Harbor, anti Bangor A- Piscataquis B. R.,
tll.15 p. m., for Skowhegnn, Belfast nad
Dexter, 1.20,1.25, tll.15 p. m.; « ntervill.,
7.10 a. ni., 1.20,1.25, tll.15 p. in.; and on SatHalurdays only at 5.16 p. in.; for Augustn,7.10
a.
lowell, Oardinernnd Brunswick,
m.. 1.25, 5.16, tll.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.10 a. m.,
11.16
at
1.25, 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only
and Lincoln
p. m.; Kocklnud and Knox
K. B., 7.10 a. m., 1.26 p. m.; Auburn and
l.nviston at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 p. in.; LewPinton via Brunswick, 7.10 a.
in.; Farmington. Monmouth. Wiuthrop,
Oakland and .lorth Au**on, 1.20 p. m.;
Farmington via Brunswick, 7.10 a. Dl.
and 1.25 p. m.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
tThe 11.15 p.m. train is tho night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundavs included, but not through to Skowhegax on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The m.rning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a. in.;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.; the day trains from Banconnectgor ami all intermediate stations and
the aftering roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. m.;
noon trains from Waterville,
Augusta, Bath.
Rockland and Lewiston at 0.40 p. ni.; me uiXu»
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Uuiited Ticket*, fir*t aud « foud cla**9 far
nil point* in the Province* ou «nle at reAll

duced rate*.
Experiment not successful.
last trip Dee. 16th.

Steamer will make

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
no30dtf
Portland, November 30.1885.
E. E.

In

THIS

that has been made up.

—

On and after TUESDAY, Dee. 1st,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:
For Bnngor, Ellsworth, Ml. Desert Ferry,

California,
Japan, China,-

Boston; Philadelphia

514 CONGRESS ST.

-

7

febl

leave l’ler

and
YorkVon^Wednesdays
J. B. COYLE, Jr.

To

RECENT DISASTER TO OUR TREES!
by

Wednesdays

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf

38,

TO

Canada. Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Ht. Louin, Omaha, *nginnw, *t. Paul, Malt Lake City,
Denver, Man Francisco,
and all points in the

t

DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
Foot of Ilidla Street.

decSdtf

and Depot Foot of India Street.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES

*80..Return..*60

Steerage.....*20
For freight or passage, apply

Exchange St.,

0Cl2dtl

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO.

-or THE-

Caused

r,aS5d~~

|

111th
;18tli
|25th

Toronto
TBXAB

I

36

—

PATE8!__

8A1UXG

sept21-dtf

FINE VI EWS!

THE

I mUSI I
N.

D. vU

For NEW YORK.

253 MIDDLE STREET, DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS STREET.
eod«

Dr. J. H. PORTER & CO., P.O. Box 1757, Boston, Mass.
deudlm
Jau2l

"THIS
PAPER>to‘c*?%$gMK~
wTaY eTHon.

J*

street.

Mtatc

Railroad Wharf, foot

Office

Company's

mation at

P. M.
A. M.
Leave Portland (P. & O. K. B.) —V

__

BILIOUSNESS.

to

ARRAIGEMMT.

Mt earners of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of state street, every MONDAY and THURSDAYat 5.00 P. m., for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN with above connections.
Ttirough tickets Issued and baggage checked to
destination ETFreight received up to 4.00 r. M.
Staterooms, apply at the Union
F r Tickets
Ticket Office. 40 Exchange St., or for other infor-

LIVERPOOL ROM MAIL SERVICE.

Bilious symptoms invariably

arise from indigestion, such as
furred tongue, vomiting of bile,
giddiness, sick headache, irregular bowels. The liver secretes the bile and acts like a
filter or sieve, to cleanse impurities of the blood. By irregularity in its action or suspensions of its functions, the bile
is liable to overflow into tho
blood, causingj aundice, sallow
complexion, yellow eyes, bilious diarrhoea, a languid,
weary feeling and many other
distressingsymptoms. Biliousness may he properly termed
an affection of tho liver, and
can be thoroughly cured by tho
grand regulator of the liver
and biliary organs, BURDOCK
BLOOD BITTERS. It acts upon the
stomach,i bowels and liver,
making healthy bile and pure
blood, and opens the culverts
and sluiceways for the outlet
of disease. Sold everywhere
and guaranteed to cure. r

—

1885-6-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS-1885-6

MIKADO !

msiihJmm PHOTOGRAPHER,

Work on Mnnhnoil,
Great Medical
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Dein Man, Errors of Youth,
decline
Premature
bility,
and untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
A hook for every man, young, midor excesses.
dle aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions
for all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which is invaluable. So found by the Author,
whose experience for 23 years is such as probably
300
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
pages, bound ill beautiful French Muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaranteed to be a finer
work in every sense—mechanical, literary and
professional—than any other work sold in this
country for $2.50, or the money will be refunded
in every instance. Price only $1.00 by mail, postIllustrative sample u cents. Send now.
paid.
Gold medal awarded the author by tho National
Medical Association, to the President of which
the Hon. P. A. Blssell, and associate officers of
the Board file reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It
will benefit all.—London Lancet.
There is no member of society to whom the Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth, parent, guardian, instructor or clergyman—Trgonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr.
W. H. Parker, No. 4 Bnlflncli Street, Boston,
Mass., who may he consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases that nave baffled || I,1 t T
skill of all other physicians a speci*AAx.t».AJa]ty
Such treated successfully with-rivi|~Y'(J yvt tv
out any instance of failure. A aa a CjJjaia
Mention this paper.
jan31eod&wly

THE

IT

WINTER

Commencing Oct. 5, 188*.

__

HEARN,

86,222,only 83,-

nil

_dly

OF

DOMINION LINE.

YORK.

FOR YOUNG AND MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
O.HLV 81 BY' MAIL, POSTPAID.

dealings with its policy-holders.

on

au

SPRI N G
STYLES.

preparation

A STANDARD MEDICAL W ORK

UNION MUTUAL recognizing its mutuality, is the most liberal company in its

POLICIES
plans, and its

ATKINSON,.MANAGER.

febn

public trial of

IS BEAVER STREET,

HAS

ISSUES

A

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON & CO.,

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
8400.000.00 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of 8725,200.00 by the New
York standard.

IT

trirpni >- -wy
or other causes,

for these purover 80 years
oration in every section of onr country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

every other

company’s

IT

general
beverage and necessary
ttotci TCTnnjrnr

vegetable decomposition
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, Ac.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to

SIX
LARS, paid policy-holders for each year of
existence.
the
ITS

a

xuniif life in

A

d2w

lebl

OF

WOLFE’S

ALL PARTS

AND

Fassenger accommodations unequalled.

SPRING SILK HATS N#W READY!

mm

ST.,

—

IVew Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward* Island, and Cape Breton*

Ranges

ISAAC C.

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

COR. PEARL& MIDDLE STS., PORTLAND,

827
Branch of the Great Nassau Hall Furniture and Carpet Store,
Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
and Our Contraot System. Net Necessary to Send Stamp, We are Glad ti Know You.
Write for Cuts ot

poR

_

BRIOGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

tor

STEAMSHIP CO.,

30th January.
y

RAND,
at Law,

93 EXCHANGE

International

Liverpool

__

The

BUILDING,

DONNELL

Our Mikado
agency, is a

NEW

FIRM OF J. & E. M. RAND Is tills day
dissolved.
JOHN RAND.
EDWARD M. RAND.
Portland, January 30, 1886.

every Tuetute and Friday Evening,
o’clock, or on arrival of 7 p. m. train from Boston
over B. & M. R. R., touching at Rockland, where
connections are made for landings on Penobscot
Bay and River with Boston & Bangor 8. S. Lo.;
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West and Bar
Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Mt. Desert Ferry, connect&c., Milling with morning train from Bangor,Maclnasnort
bridge and Jonesport, arriviug aj
M;u
leave
RETURNING,
in
the
evening.
early
at
cliiasport even Monday and Thursday Morning
4 o’clock, touching as above, connecting at Mt.
at
and
Desert Ferry with trains for Boston. &c.,
Rockland with steamers of Boston & Bangor Line
at
midnight,
for Boston, and arriving In Portland
(usually connecting with Pullman Express for
Boston and the West. Freight taken at usual
rates and forwarded with despatch. Ticket# and
staterooms on board. For further information apto agents at the various Landings.
ply
1
E. CUSHING, Manager,
Railroad Wharf, Portland, Me.
jan8dtf

-COME RIGHT TO-

feblTT&Sly

mar 10

copartnership.

The swift sea-going steamer LONI5FKL.
LOW.Capt. G. A. Hopkins, will leave Portland
at 11

“

“

Ayer & Co., Lowell,
Prepared by
Sola by Druggists. Price $1; six bottles, $5.

Soses.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

FOR

Liverpool.... Ken

■

When, in consequence of age and disease, the hair becomes weak, thin, and
gray, Ayer’s Hair Vigor will strengthen
it, restore its original color, promote its

Philadelphia.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Feb. 8, 1886.—U. 8. 4s, 12G3/i.
LIVERPOOL, Feb. 8,1886.-Cotton market is
ouiet- uplands 4 15-16d;Orleans at 6 l-16d; sales
8.000’bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.

St

natural and healthy condition of the scalp, and of the glands
through which nourishment is obtained.
a

“

“

10
A 40 Parlor Suit
»
A 20 Carpet
„
„
5
A 20 Range and Ware |4
4<
5
A 20 Parlor Stove
44
7.50
A 30 Secretary
down
$1,000 worth of Furniture, Carpets, Bedding, Stoves and ltaugetfor $250
for
and $35 per month. Young married people, don’t pay out all yon can earn
the home
board and lodging when you could be living in your own homo with all
comforts thrown in, and apply the proiit which has heretofore gone to your lodg.
Yoa will
ing and boarding house to the payment of Furniture and Carpets, etc.
We have furnished thousands of
have something to look at at the end of 188«.
comhomes in this way, thousands of young men have got a fair start in life by
made happy aud have
mencing right, and thousands of young people have been
furnish ibis
helped pay for the furnishing of that parlor which you ought ato new Kange inyear.
tms
Thousands of housekeepers have been made happy by buying
Go thou and no likewise.
way, and have paid for it, and never missed the money.

from Iloilo.

.__

FROM
York..

Indicates

—

in nnn tm:

Wyoming.New

Perfect Hair

ticiii-

nucjr

154,000 bush; oats, 15,000 bush; rye, 2,000
bush barley, 15,000 bush.
.Shipments—Fiour,5000 bbls; wheat 22,000bu;
corn, 22,000hush; oa(s 8,000 bushjrye, 1,000 bu;
barley, 1,000 bush.
DETROIT. Feb. 8, 1886.—Wheat dull; No 1

oan.

mar7__dly

"eit

corn

dling

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 160 Wall St., N.Y.

,,

JUUCT

Pure*

Absolutely

New York.

at33%@34V6C.

...—

“

POWDER

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT AND MACHIAS LINE.
Two Trips Per Week—Winter Arrangements tor 1886.

for $10 down, balance $5 per month.

A $40 Chamber Set

PHILADELPHIA—Cld Oth, sell Clias H Fabens,
Curtis. Clenfiiegos.
NEWCASTLE, DEL—In port Oth, sells Alpert I
Butler, from Philadelphia for Demarara; Mary E
Amsden, do for Boston; Nellie Woodbury, foi
Cape Cod.
NEW YORK— Ar 7tli, ship Charger, Conolly,
Portland; brig Mary E Pennell. Mitchell, from
NlI6Vit&S.
Cld Oth, ship John Harvey, Stewart, for Syd-

steady;

4s,

Erie.

do

State

CHICAGO, Feb. 8.1886.—Flour quiet; Southern

.....

New York Stock and

weak;

Winter Wheat 4 4035 85; Wisconsin at 4 0“@
4 65; Michigan at 450@4 75; soft Spring Wheal
3 70 34 00; Minnesota bakers 3,50@4 50; patents
4 600)5 00; low grades 2 00 3 3 00; Rye Flour at
3 3033 GO. Wheat lower jFe.bruary 78%@79% ;
No 2 Spring at 79 <£8114 c: No 3 at 71 VaC. Corn
easier at 8014c. Oats easy at 2»Vic. Rye quiet ;
No 2 at 58' ac. Barley is dull; No 2 at OOc. fork
lower at 10 90,310 95. Lard easier.
ST. LOUIS. February 8.1886.—Flour is
XXX 3 1033 25; tamifv at 3 30^.3 40; extra at
3 703.3 50; patents at 5 10®5 50. Wheat lower:
No 2 Red at 89Va-3 90c. Corn lower; No 2 Mixed
Oats firm; No 2 Mixed 28V4®
...

Veimont wliere
Goods delirerod free in any town in Maine, New Hampshire and
1-*
there is a railroad depot. Terms Cash, or on our Contract System,
or under, »nd
time of purchase, and $5 per month when the. amount is $50 worth
i*uu
increasing the payment p#r month as me
$ 10 per month ir$ 100 or under,
amount is Increased. We will sell

Cld 8th, barque Clotilde, Hlggius, Bermuda.
Sid 8th. brig Morancy.
SALEM—Ar 6th, sell Jona Bourne, Thompson,

Cattle Market.

CHICAGO,Feb. 8,1886.—Cattle—Receipts 400;
shipments 1800; steady : shipping steers at 3 50®
5 60; Stockers and feeders at 2 4032 50; cows,
bulls and mixed 1 75@3 75.
Hogs—Receipts 24,0o0; shipments 7000;lower;
rouL'h and mixed 3 70@4 10; packing and shipping 4 10@4 50; light at 3 00:34 10; skips 2 60

92

45%

gins,

PORTLAND,

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.

PENSACOLA—Ar Oth, sell Willie L Newton
Pendleton, Amboy; Dora Matthews, Brown, New
Bedford.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar Oth, sell Annie P Chase
Poole, New Yolk.
SAVANNAH-Ar up 4th, sell Faunle E Wolston. Marr, Port Spain.
NORFOLK—Sid 3d, sell E R Nickerson, Hig-

worth, of Machias; Nellie, of Belfast; Trenton,
of Ellsworth; Alpine, of Deer Isle.
Sid 5tli, sch Elva E
VINKYABD-ILAVEN
Pettengill, (from Iluckspori) for New York.
In port, barque Evanell: brig Don Jacinto; schs
Cora Etta, Commerce, Eri, Geo Bird, Elva E Pettengill, Frank & Willie, Lettlc Wells, H L Whitten. Lois V Chaples, Olive Elizabeth.
Off Bishop & Clarks Light, Vineyard Sound, 7th
schs Oliver S Barrett, from Baltimore for Boston;
Clias E Balcli, Amboy for Boston; Chas B Cliurch,
Philadelphia for Boston.
HYANNIS—Sid 6th, sch Charles E Balcli, from
New York for Portland.
Outside, sell Mary A Drury, Nickerson, Philadelphia lor Boston, (ami sailed.)
BOSTON—Ar Ctli, sell Mabel L Phillips, Farrow
Baltimore for Salem.
Ar 7th, barque Carrie Wyman, McNeil, Turks
Island via Herring Cove, wliera she was ashore:
eeh Laura E Messer, Gregory, fm Weymouth for
Wilmington, NC,
Ar 8th, sells Navarlno, Ives, Sierra Leone: Nellie A Drurv, Wilson, St Simon, Ga; Willie H Higgins, Newport News; Geo Nevinger, Smith, Wood
End via Frovincetown.
Below 8tli, barque Belle of Oregon, Matthews,

fcaull

Lambs }:> bead 4 00@5 20.

Scott’s Emulsion of Pure Cod Llvor
it» use in
OH with Hypophosphites.
hang troubles. Dr. Hibam Cakdouktto, of Jacksonville, Fla., says: "I have prescribed yourEnuilsIob to a nnmber of patients with lung troubles,
and they have been greatly benefited by it,”

Tampa.

8@llc; strictly imitation creamery, extra,
22®26e. Jobbing prices range l@2c Higher tlian
these auotatlons.
Cheese—Northern extra at 10@l0V4c: lower
grades accordion to quality; Western at 0y»®10.
Job lots >4e higher.;
Eggs—Neal by nominal 26®27c; Eastern extras
at 24325c; Southern cboice extras at 23.324c:
New York and Vermont 24®25c; Western fresh
23®24c; good to choice held stock at 20@21e,
limed at 18®20c.
Beans—Choice small hand picked pea at 1 70®
1 75 tJ bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 55®1 60; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 76®1 80
Apples—Choice Massachusetts Baldwins, 150;
fancy Maine baldwius 1 75; No 1 greenings 1 50;
No 2 apples 75c® i 00.
Hay—Choice prime hay, ®19 00@*20; fair to
good at *18g$10; choice Eastern Sine $16®*18;
fair to good do at *15®*1G; poor do at *133814:
East swale Sll®$18. Rye straw, choice, *20 00®
ton.
*20 o0; oat straw *11@$12
Potatoes—Houlton rose 70®73c ;doHebrou 75c;
N H Rose 65c; Me Central at 65c; Burbank seedlings 60®70c; N Y Hebrons 50®65c; do Rose ,65
(gOOc; do prollfles 60c.

ln.ll.. nnnlrn/1

PIIR. PEARL & JIDDLE STS.,

sold 8th fust, for $1,000.
Kennebunkport, Feb 8—Sell Lizzie K, from si
John, NB, for Boston, wrecked on Goat Island
has been moved a short distauce up the liarboi
and will be sold by auction 9th, noon. The caret
of laths were sold by the captain at private salt
and are being stored on Plnkliam wharf.
Rockland, Feb 8-Tho D S steamer Dallas re
leased the following vessels from the ice between
here and Belfast,—R F Hart, of Boston: C M Gil
mor, of St George; Frank Barker, pfBoothba>
D D Haskell, of Deer Isle; Relief, of Bath; Ueai
the Track, of Portland.

Hams 9(4®l0c D lb, according to size and
cure; small 10@10(sc.
Dressed hogs, city, Otic # lb; country at;5(4c;
Western 5(4c: live bogs 4“4c.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 27@
28 ;common to good 20@;25c; New York fall made
dairy 20.422c; Vermont do 20®22c;selections 22
®24c; fair to good at 15®20c; winter made dairies 15@18c, as to quality; extra Western fresh
made creamery 33@34c; good to choice 25@30c;

good at

Branoli Store

was

4th, sell Susan N Tick
cling. Haskell. Boston.
MOBILE—Sid Oth, sell Carrie Nelson. Arey,

Hall Building, Boston,

FURNITURE, CARPETS, BEDDING. ETC.,

By See general news columns for particulars
of tlie rescue of the crew of brig Ada L white.
Steamer Montreal, wliicb cleared at Liverpoo
Oth Inst for Halifax and Portland, has the caret
of the Sarnia, which put hack with loss of rudder
Sell May Munroe, (of Kockland,) Hall, fm New
York for Barbadoes, has been abandoned at sea
and the crew have arrived at Pensacola. The cap
tain had his wife and two children with him.
Sell Laura E Messer, Gregory, from weymoutl
for Wilmington, NC, was towed to Boston 7th h
distress, having been caught iu heavy fields of ice
in Nantasket Roads, where she lost an anchor anc
chain, and dragged over four miles.
The wreck of sclir Mary A Klllen, with cargo

City Island 7th, (frozen In) sobs Speedwell,
from Kockland; Helen Thompson, from Thomaston; John Douglas, for Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar Oth, sell Lottie, French
Tliomaston for New York.
PROVIDENCE—In port, laid up, sch Annie Lee
of Machtas; Anna S March, of Ellsworth; Ben]
Carver, of Bucksport ; Caroline, of Clierryfield;
Darius Eddy, of Bangor; E L Leonard, of Boston;
Eagle, of Waldob*ro; Emma L Gregory, of Rockland; Ellen Morrison of Winterport; EClosson,
of Bangor; Geo D Perry, of Maehias; H Curtis,
of Deer Isle; Harmona, of Belfast; Ida L Kav,
of Boston; Isabella Jewett, of Bangor; J Whitehouse, of St George; John Somes, of Ellsworth;

palls.

Nassau

Memoranda.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid Oth, ships Eeuce. Ad
do.
ams, Dublin; Cyrus Wakefield, Young,
Chartered 1st—ship Louisiana, wheat to Cork
direct
7s
6d;
port
U K. Havre, or a ntworp, at £1
£1 5; If to Marseilles direct £110s.
POUT TOWNSEND—Ar 29th, ship Two Bro
thers. Hayden, San Franscico.
GALVESTON—Cld Oth, sell Minnie Smith,Arcy

_____

CO.
B. A. ATKINSON &Hast.,

..

^APALACHICOLA—Cld

California Mining Stocks.

and

griping;

2 10
1 60

HMCELLAKE01I8.

Cld at Bio Janeiro Jan 7, brig Josefa Soodwin
Pernambuco.
At at St Paul de Loando Jan 18, barque Horace
•cudder, Coffin, Brunswick. Ga.
Sid fm Port au Prince Jan 17, sells Maggie Ab
bott, Mclntosb, St Marc, to load for New York
22d. Anna Bell, Macomber, Cape Hayti, to loac
for Boston.

RllLBOiOI.

•TEAJLKBS.

niSfELLAVEOO.

IiiNolvpncy.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
February 1, A. 1). 1880.
In case of JONATHAN R. RYERSON. Insolvent
Debtor.
is togivenotice, that on the first day
A.
D. 1880, a Warrant in Insolof February,
vency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge ot
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
JONATHAN R. RYERSON, of Windham,
adjudged fo be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition ot
Benjamin B. Farnsworth and others which petition was filed on the twenty-sixth day of January. A. D. 1880. to which date interest on claims
is tobe computed.
That the payments of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to lie holden at Probate Court Room, in
said Portland, ou the fifteenth day of February,
A. 1>. 1880, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writ
E. N. JORDAN,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messeuger of the Court of Insolvency lor said County of Cumberland.
feb2&0

THIS

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PA88ENOEB THAIS SERVICE,
in effect Sunday, Ocluber 11, 1986.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE POBTLASH
For Boston at C.15,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.80 p. m.
Boston for Portia nd 8.30 a. m., 1.00,8.30 p. *l
Scarboro and Pine Point 0.16, 8.40 a. ia.t
3.30. 5.45 p. III. Old Orchard, Haro, Riddofordand Rcnnebnnk 6.15, 8.40 a. nr., 13.86,
3.30, 5.45 p. ni. Well. Bench 6.16, 8.40 a.m.,
3.30 p. m, North Berwick, Crrat Falls, Bo.t«4
rer, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence
Lowell, 0.15, 8.40 a. in., 12.30, 8.80 p. m.
Rochester, Farmington and Alton Bay
8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. m.. Mnnebertrr aed
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.1*8. m.
3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. in.
•Tlie 8.40 a. in. and 12.30 p. in. Connerts Wit*
Kail Lines to points West and South; f»e 12.3*
with Sound Lines for New Y'ork.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland S,4S a.
m. and 12.30 p. 111., and Boston at 8.80 a. m. end
1.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS
for Boston 1.00, 4.15 p.m.; arrive 6.60,3.43 ».«.

EASTERN DIVISION.

For Boston at 2.00 and t!».00 a. m., 11.00 aad
LSO
t6.00 p. ni. Returning Leave ■—« **•
E*r
and 9.00 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p.
aaatt.no
1.0*
Biddrford at 2.00 and !).00 a. m.,
w*UIJl>
p. 111. For Portsmouth till I*•
Par
2.00 and 9.00 a. 111., 1.00 and 6.00 J-im
Pormnimni

Amesbury 9.00a.ill.and 6.00p.m.

and Lynn at 2.00 and OOO a.
trains.
PULLMAN CAISS on above
n m
P
in. trains conneet
tThe 9.00 m in. and 1.00 p. est.
8
and
South
to
Lines
with Kail
with ntgbt htaa
tThe. 6.00 p. ni. train connects

f°Throug*

Tickets to nil pol.itsSonth
1 ickc4 (Mlivi,
for sale at I*«rtlnud Ocpol
40 Dir*.**,
and at Union Ticket OlHee.
Street.
Gen.
P. ft T. A.
p , fladdkRS,
JAS. T. FUKBER, Gen’I -Manager.
3M

jau5_

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

To tlie Harbor Commissioners of
tin* City of Portland.
of Custom House Wharf ar«
rfUIE proprietors
X desirous of filling witli a pile structure alt
portions of tlieir dock between Custom House
Wharf and Maine Wharf not already filled, lylna

THIS

Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger
solvency for said County of

of the Court of

Cumberland^

one

from Commercial street and parallel
ask your permission so to do.

(Signed) Proprietors of Custom House Wharf,
by Peleu Barker, its President.
Portland. Jan. 27.1886.
Is ordered:

this PAPERr&a»

That

the foregoing petition it
ON hearing
“ie appointed for Thursday, Feb.
at the head of Cusn

11th, next, at 3 o’clock p. m.,
tom House Dock, where all parties Interested
n
may be heard; and it is further ordered, that
notice of the above petition together with tills, our
order thereon, be given by publication In tv*'0 ™
tlie daily papers published in Portland for seven
to the hearing.
davs; previous
1
JACOB McLELLAN, ) Harbor
CHARLES MERRILL,! touirais-

^„i..^',^UiY'

FISTULA 1*“^ W‘*LLTAM
AWD

In-

^

Commercial street and a line not exceedhundred aud fllty (15u) feet southerly
thereto, and

between

ing

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Ciimberlrtiul,
February 1 st, A D. 188b.
State of Maine.
In case of WILLIAM G. HA RT, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the thirtieth
dav of January, A. D. 1880, a Warrant in InC. Peabody, Judge
solvency was issued by Henry
of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumof
said
estate
the
berland, against
WILLIAM G. HART, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor which petition was filed ou the
thirtieth day of January, A. I>. 1886, to which
date interest on claims is to lie computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, anu the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of ids estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room, in
said Portland, on the fifteenth day of February,
A. D. 1880, at ten o'clock in tile forenoon.
Given under my hand flic date first above written.
II. B.SARGENT.

a.id_West

K van*

'SSS&

55m

lloiwf,

Ml.,

I.KB and AftI* OIMtAMiSB
without
OF THK RECTUM

P|I i; ^ |^'r^ntn’msend3i[‘r panSr
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PRESS.
0.

PORTLAND AND VIGtNITY.
ADTEBTINEMHXT*

TO-DAY.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Ladies’ Gloves—Hines Brothers.
AMUSEMENTS.
Minstrels—Lester & Allen’s.
Martha Washington Society
Annual Meeting.
Citizens’ Temperance Bally.
Sullivan-Lester & Allen’s Minstrels.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Last Bed Blankets—Bines Brothers.
Wad ted—Canvassers.
New Employment Office—Mrs. Beasley.
—

Wanted—Situation.

Valentines—Lorlng,

To Let—Store.

Short & Harmon.

Removal—Eastman & Cutts.

Wanted—Clothing.
Oliver

Ditson & Co., Boston.
To Let—Tenement.
Boll Top Dtsks-F. O. Ba.ley & Co.
To Let—Boom.
Special Notice—M. C. M. Association.
Wanted—Fred Grosstuck.
Teelmicon—Samuel Thurston.

State Senator G. W. Plunkitt, of New York, was
a sufferer for six years from dumb ague and feverHe was completely cured by taking live BranOne or two
dretli Fills every night for a week.
taken every night are perfectly safe for old or
Fcb8d&w-lw
young, male or female.
tired taking the large old-fashioned
griping pills, try Carter’s Little Liver Fills and
take some comfort. A man can’t stand everyFebOd&wlw
thing. One pill a dose.
If

you

are

Wilson's lecture next Wednesday, Feb. 10.
Subject: “Intellectual Faculties.” Those wishing
Ur.

good

scats must come

early.

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
UEFOUE JUDGE WEUH.

Monday—United States by indictment vs. HiStaples. Indictment for an assault and battery (upon lands ceded to the United States by
the State of Maine,) upon Marcus A.
Hanna,
keeper of flic lights in Cape Elizabeth, January
1, 1880, upon arraignment pleaded not guilty,
subsequently retracted his plea and pleaded nolo
coitie/ulere. Sentenced to pay a fine of twenty
dollars. Btaples was an assistant light-keeper
ami was removed on occount of tills affair.
•
George K. Bird, U. S. Attorney.
Symonds & Libby for defendant.
ram

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

;

Burns, of McCarthy & Burns,
the clothiers, Is quite ill at his home on Mechanic street.
Dr. E. M. Plummer, formerly of this city,
is at the Harvard Polyclinic for the purpose
of making a special study of diseases of the
throat and ear.
It is announced that Rev. Mr. McWhinnie,
formerly pastor of the Free street Baptist
church, will lecture in this city some time
The exact date is not yet sethis month.
lected.
Charles Butters of Haverhill, Gen. G. L.
Beal of Norway, R. B. Humphrey of St.
John, N. B., J. M. Nelnian of New York, F.
R. Thomas of Boston, G. VV. Hansen of
Lynn, S. F. Blanchard of Newark, N. J.,
and E. N. Merrill of Skowhegan were at the

Falmouth Hotel last night.
I. H. Maraud and G. A. Harriman of New
York, Geo. II. Morse of Marlboro, W. A.
Kelclier of Worcester, E. A. Parmenter and
G. W. Barnes of Boston, J. Slafter of Minneapolis, Charles McKenney of Bar Mills,
and J. P. Boyd of St. Louis, were registered
at the City Hotel last night.
Mr. John Green, of Portland, one of the
first engineers on the old Kennebec & Portland railroad, was in Augusta Saturday. At
the time of the great fire in Portland he
pulled the throttle of the locomotive which
took a steamer from Augusta to the fire. Old
firemen who made the trip grow eloquent as
they relate the breakneck speed at which
they shot to the rescue of the blazing Forest

City.

The Phillips Phonograph says: “There
was a quiet wedding at the residence of Rev.
Mrs.
C. W. Foster, Thursday forenoon.
Foster's brother, Herbert F. Libbey and
Miss Flora Hawes of Portland, arrived on
Wednesday’s train, and before their depart-

Thursday noon, were joined in holy
wedlock by Rev. C. W. Foster. We learn
that they are the recipients of many beauti
ful wedding gifts from their friends in Portland and elsewhere. Mr. Libbey has been in
ure

the Clerk of Courts office, Portland, for ten
years. After a trip to Boston and other cities
they will occupy their home at 38 Spruce
street, Portland, which is already furnished
and awaiting them.”

UEFOUE JUDGE IIASKELL.

Monday—Mr. Levi W. Hougliton of Bath, having declined to serve as a member of the commiton the Ferry ease, Hon. John S. Case of Bockland was appointed by the Court to serve in his
tee

place.
Judge Haskell then retired and Judge Virgin

took

upon the bench for the disposition of
interlocutory matter in a case in which Judge
Haskell had been referee.
Inhabitants of Cape Elizabeth vs. diaries S.
Jordan et als. Tills was an action against the
collector of the town mid sureties imon Ids bond
for tlie recovery of money claimed io be due tne
town. The ease was heard before a jury at tlie
January term, 1885, when the jury found that
tlie condition of the bond had been broken.
X!y
agreement of tlie parties the ease was then referred to Judge Haskell for the assessment of
damages. The report of the referee was filed this
morning. Tlie referee finds that tlie plaintiff town
should nave judgment for tlie penalty of tlie bond
in suit, but that tlie same .should be chancered so
that the plaintiff have execution for the actual
damages suffered by tlie breach of tile condition
of the bond, and costs of court to be taxed by the
court: and also finds tlie actual damages suffered
to be $5,388.7!), with interest thereon from March
29.1883, amounting to $924.17, in all amounting
to the sum of $0,312.96. He ported accepted.
N. & H. B. Cleaves for plaintiffs.
Strout & Holmes for defendants.
Judge Virgin then retired and Judge Haskell
resumed his seat.
-'.The Court, at noon, adjourned sine dir.
a

seat

au

SUPERIOR COURT.

were

im-

posed:

James Freeman, for polygamy, was sentenced
to two years in State prison.
William Smith, for breaking and entering the
dwelling house of Ambrose G Hidings in Windham,
There was
was sentenced to 30 days ill jail.
nothing stolen and Smith has already been io jail
four months.
George Parker, for an assault upon Officer Luther K. Sterling with a loaded pistol, was sentenced to four years in State prison.
Harry Austin stole a horse and wagon of Charles
W. Brown and was sentenced to two years in
State prison.
Thomas Nolly, upon two complaints for larceny was sentenced to one year in county jail.
Thomas King was sentenced to pay $100 and
costs on a nuisance indictment or to six months in
jail. Upon an Indictment for assault and battery
he was sentenced to four months ill jail, and upon
another for riot and assault lie was sentenced to
five months additional in jail.
Eliiot L. Walker was serving out a sentence for

larceny in January, 1885. when Thomas J. Libby
was brought in suffering from a self inflicted bul-

let wound in tlie head and unconscious.
Walker
took care of him and stole $50 from Libby’s clothing. For tills offence Walker was indicted at the
May term, 1885, and was yesterday sentenced to
two years hi State prison.
George Murray, for the larceny of a travelling
hag filled with clothing, the property of Hannah
E. Wall, was sentenced to four months in jail. He
has already been in jail live months.
Benjamin F. Kolfe sold a horse as free and clear
of incumbrance when lie had already given Oren
This is tlie secoud
Hooper a mortgage on liim.
time Kolfe lias been brought before tlie court for
cheating by false pretences, lie was sentenced
to two years in State prison.
Willis W. Gray, for the larceny of $18 ill money,
was sent to jail for six months.
Hattie Dubois, convicted at this term of keeping a house of 111 fame under tile nuisance act,
was sentenced to ten months In Jail.

John Holland paid $125.99

on

search aod seizure.

Festy King,

a

complaint for

on a nuisance indictment was sena fine of $100 and costs, and if not

tenced to pay
paid in ten days to six months in jail.
John A. West, on an indictment for breaking
and entering the store of Koseoe G. Hall in Gray
and tlie larceny of jewelry, was sentenced to three
years in State Prison. On another indictment, for
and entering and larceny from tlie store
of Janies B. Hail in Gray, lie was sentenced to
two years additional in tlie State prison
Michael Driscoll, indicted witli West for one of
the breaks at G ray, was sent to State prison for
two years.
John A. Carroll, indicted witli West and Driscoll, was sentenced to eighteen months in State

breaking

prison.
John W. Smith was sentenced to 30 days in
jail on a nuisance indictment, and on a searcli and
seizure complaint to pay a fine of $100 or three
months in jail. Committed.
S'otice to counsel—All cases continued for sentenee and all cases where bail is to be given will
be disposed of tills (Tuesday) morning.
Counsel
are requested to take notice ami have their
parties in court promptly.
Bltltl-

JOTTINGS.

The Portland High School, class of ’80,
will have a sociable at Gilbert's Hall this

evening.
Rocky Hill Lodge, Knights of Pythias, has
sent a very touching letter of sympathy to
the children of the late David Moulton.

The Rev. Ilenry Blanchard’s lecture will
be postponed from this evening to February
23d.

Remember the usual temperance meeting
to be held at the Gospel Mission tonight at
7.30 o’clock. All are cordially invited.
Work on the Maine Central railroad’s new
steamer for the Mount Desert

ferry

is

being

pushed rapidly forward.
Attention is called to the advertisement of
the M. C. M. Association, in which they announce a

proposed change in their building

Congress street.
The iron for the Maine Central railroad
bridge at Augusta has arrived, and the
bridge is expected to be completed and in
use before the middle of March.
The boys’ meeting of the Y. M. C. A. Sunday was largely attended. Masters Sammie
Merrill and Georgie Foster were awarded
on

prizes for proficiency in memorizing passages
of Scripture.
Ivy Council, No. 1, United Fellowship,
Union Square Park, Boston, was visited last
evening by Mrs. C. E. Littlefield of Cumberland Council, No. 3i, of this city, and sang a
number of choice selections.

Sweden and the Swedes.
The few descriptions of Swedish life and
manners that we have are all written bytourists who
necessarily saw everything
from the outside and took only a superficial
view, Mr. Thomas was the accredited Minister of our country to the King of Sweden
and Norway, and as such was admitted to all
the ceremonies and pageants of the brilliant
Court of Sweden, w here it would be impossible for the ordinary- tourist to enter. Mr.
Thomas’ lecture will embrace a vivid description of scenes at the Swedisli Court and
among the Swedish people, such as it is impossible to find in books or cyeloptedias, and
we are

confident that in no way can a more
instructive or pleasant hour be
passed than
In attending the lecture of Mr. Thomas at
Hall
on
to-morrow
City

evening.

Congregational Club.
The February meeting of the CongregaPortland

tional Club w as held at the Pieble House
last evening, a fine supper being served.
Members assembled in the parlors of the
hotel, and after the social hour adjourned to
the dining hall, where the exercises of the
evening were held. The subject for discussion was “Modern Socialism; what it is;
what to do with it.” Rev. Frank T. Bayley

read the leading paper, and other members
of the club followed in short addresses.
Rev. Llewellyn Pratt, IJ. I)., of Hartford,
Conn., w’ill address the club at the March

meeting.

___

Accidents.

Benjamin Cushing, of Long Island
going from his house to Steamboat,
wliarf yesterday, fell on bis face cutting and
bruising it very badly. He is over 80 years

Mr.
while

of age. When he came to bis senses he
could not remember anything about what
had

happened.

was nnp

nf flip

fpn

nliildrpn

nf

Benjamin Ilsley, of whom fair only are now
living. These are Captain Washington Ilsley of Limerick—who commanded the Sarah
Sands, the first Liverpool steamer to enter
this port—Rev. Cyrus Ilsley and Mr. Stillman
Ilsley of New York, and Mr. Leonard Ilsley
of Texas. Joseph was born Oct. 20, 1807,
and was consequently 78 years of age at the
time, of his death. Ho began life as clerk in
of the Portland banks where he remained a number of years, and then became a
one

pension agent, procuring
ment tlie pension money

the governof old soldiers of

from

the war of 1812 and the Mexican war. After
the great fire Mr. Ilsley pursued the occupation of a real estate broker, having his office

in the Merchants’ Bank building

UK KOBE JUDGE BON.NEY.

Monday—The following sentences

Joseph Ilsley.
Joseph Ilsley, an old time resident of
this city, died at the residence of his nephew,
Mr. 1). P. Ilsley, in Chelsea, Mass., Sunday
evening of erysipelas. He had been out of
health for some time, gradually breaking up,
and the end was not unexpected. He passed
away very quietly.
Mr.

Mr. TIsIpv

on Exstreet. He was an ardent Republican
in politics but never held office.
Mr. Ilsley was always interested in current

change

He was a great reader and read his
newspapers through literally from one end
to the other. He was also fond of traveling,
except by water, and his fear of the ocean
prevented his ever making an European
trip. He was exceedingly fond of music,
and one of his greatest pleasures when at
affairs.

home,
listening to the choir of the First
Parish, which church he constantly attended. He had resided for a year past with his
nephew Mr II. P. Ilsley, and was much interested in the success of the firm of I). P.
Ilsley & Co. of Boston. He leaves beside
was

the brothers mentioned, a large number of
ueices and nephews, among them Mrs. Chas.
B. Nash, and the Ilsley Brothers of this city.
The remains will be brought to Portland
today, and the funeral will probably take

place Wednesday or Thursday.
Burglars Working Maine.
At Babcock’s machine shop, on Exchange
street, can be seen ruins resulting from the
work of burglars that are operating in different sections of this State. There is the door
from a small safe which was blown open at
Milo Junction, in Penobscot county. Then
there is a combination lock from a safe broken open in Oxford county;
also ruins of the
inside work of another safe wrecked at another point in the State. Mr. Babcock says
he is satisfied there are two gangs of burglars

operating here;

one use gunpowder to blow
open safes, the other crowd, he judges, are
mechanics from the manner in which they do
their work.
The safe door at Babcock’s exhibits the
work of the “gunpowder crowd.” About
half way down the door is a quarter inch hole
nicely drilled through the outside plate. Into this hole the powder in sufficient quantity
is poured and then ignited by a fuse. The

door was forced completely off the safe and
bent almost in the form of a bow. Ordinary

gunpowder is

used and it

“gets

its work in”

every time.
The combination lock exhibits the work of
the “mechanics.” They knocked the knob
and dial off the outside of the door, then
with a tool adapted to the work drove the
whole combination lock out of the door back
into the safe, so that the door easily swung
open at the burglars’ bidding.

Knights

of

Pythias

The next two weeks will be taken up with
matters of some importance in the order of
Knights of Pythias. On Tuesday next the
Grnnd Lodge of Rhode Island convenes at

Providence; the day following the Grand
Lodge of Massachusetts, at Boston. On
Tuesday, the 16th, a new hall is to be dedicated in Bridgton; also one at Bath during
that week. On Friday, the 19th, the anniversary of Pine Tree Lodge of Portland will
be celebrated. Grand Chancellor Lewis A.
Barker of Bangor left on Saturday evening's
train to take, part in these various celebrations and also to make official visits to a
number of lodges in the western part of the

State._
Benefit for the

Aged Men’s Home.
Congress Square sociable committee
will give their annual ball for the benefit of
the Home for Aged Men, at City Hall, on or
about the 17th of March. It is to be hoped
The

that all

citizens will be interested in this
most worthy object.
our

The Cadets.
At the election of the Cadets held lave evening the officers elected at the former election, which was ordered repeated by the Ad-

jutant General

account of a
ror were re-elected.
on

technical

er-

about

five years would be sufficient to obliterate all
In our Western
traces of the early graves.
Cemetery in front of the tombs, is a line of
Some of them have
lots fenced about 1850.
been abandoned for twenty-five years, and
the iron rails are broken, the posts split, and
the ground overgrown, but still recognizable.

Now if L. B. C.’s “theory” is correct, there
must have been in the Eastern Cemetery the
graves of George Cleeve and Joan, his wife;
of Michael Mitton, his, son-in-law, who died
in 1660-2; Thomas Brackett, John Munjoy,
Isaac Wakely, and Nathaniel Mitton, killed
by the Indians in 1676; George Munjoy, who
died in 1680, Elizabeth Cleeve, (Mittou’s
wife), who died in 1082; Anthony Brackett,
George_ Hram hall and nine others killed or
mortally wounded in Church’s fight of 1689,
(all of whom were brought in), and others
unknown, besidej the large number who fell
at the taking of Port Loyal],
ea
ground was small, and the
children of these people were
strangely remiss it they failed to identifv and
mark a

single one

ot the graves after tfieir return at
the re-settlement.
The “facts” go back to the time of the resettlement, and only the “theory” goes back
to the period before 1691.
I simply ask our
historical students to give due consideration
to the lack of evidence that all these graves
are in that little southwest corner, and if the
seems

well taken, that they will help

find the earlier burial

plane.

The

Adam Newbeoix.

Commissioners’

Park

of

Duties

Defined.
Tlie Board of Mayor and Aldermen iuet
yesterday afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Birnie, Russell and
Absent: Messrs.

Sawyer.
Mr. Noyes moved the

licenses of tlie Fal-

Congress skating rinks be revoked, and the motion was seconded by Mr.
Gallagher. The motion was laid on the
table to await the action of tlie full board
upon call of the chair.
Tlie following order was offered by the
mouth

and

Mayor:

Ordered, That tlie City Marshal be directed to
instruct tlie police force to prevent ail unauthorized opening of tlie streets for tlie purpose of
entering or making repairs in the sewers; and
that tlie Portland Water Company and the Portland Gaslight Company be requested to issue
printed “permit cards” whenever they give permission to make connection with their mams;
and that tlie police be instructed to stop all excavating of the streets unless done by tlie direction of, and under tlie superintendence of some
committee, when paities making tlie excavation
have not received proper authority to do so.
The order was passed.
Mr. Burgess said it was a very common
tiling for people to steal into a sewer.
The following communication was read :
7’o the Honorable Boartl of Mayor and AUlermen:
A communication in the Argus of tills morning
implies that tlie City Government lias made no
provision for trimming the shade trees, injured in
tlie late storm, but is leaving tlie matter in tlie
hands of private individuals. Ido not so understand it, for it was distinctly stated at the meeting
of the Board on the 1st inst. tliat house owner*
who desired to do so were given permission to
trim trees in front of tlieir premises, because tlie
existing ordinances forbid tills. On the 1st iust.
tlie Board passed tlie following order; “Ordered,
that tlie Street Commissioner he authorized to
employ suitable persons to trim tlie shade trees in
tlie public streets, the cost of said work to he
charged to tlie appropriation for contingent expenses.” This was rendered necessary since tlie
Commissioners of Cemeteries and Public Grounds,
to whom was given charge of these trees by order
of May 13th, 1885, had signified tlieir intention of
doing nothing for these trees, but would attend to
those oil tlie public grounds.
In accordance with
tlie authority conferred on me by tlie above order,
I have had a force of thirty-two men and three
teams constantly at work removing tlie limbs of
trees which seem to be most dangerous. Not all
trees can he trimmed at present, they being still
heavily coated with ice, but the work will be
prosecuted with all possible diligence, and with as
much rapidity as the nature of tlie work and
state of tlie weather will admit, if anv citizen
knows of any especially dangerous break and
will notify me of the same, it will receive my
immediate attention.

Respectfully

yours,
G. S. STAri.ES,

Street Commissioner.
The communication was received and
ordered on file.
Mr. Smith of tlie Park Commissioners
AAUULCU

IU &UUYV

AVIlCtllCi

cxic

timuuisoiuuuxB

expected to take the trees under their
cliarge after Mr. Staples had made the streets
were

safe for travel.
Mr. Smith was given to understand the
Park Commissioners had nothing to do with
the shade trees in the streets, and that their
manifesto of the

tirely

morning previous

was en-

unnecessary.

Fraternity Primary.
As I was coming down the primary stairs
tlie other evening, 1 caught sight of our little
Joe—a scrap.' of a boy, with gray eyes and a
pinched little face,—regarding me most wistfully from over the top of an Immense pair
of men’s boots, in which his small personality seemed quite lost.”
“Please, can I have a pair of mittens?” he
said, thrusting out his small, red hands,—a
size of his

droll contrast to the apparent

feet.
We had only two pairs of mittens left to
be divided among all our mittenlcss boys,
and they were far too large for him, so the
only comfort I could give little Joe was to
tell him that I hoped some more mittens
would be sent in.
Later in the evening when 1 had just finished tying a great warm scarf sent us by
Mrs. Storer, round a little fellow, in such a
manner as to take the place, as far as possible, of both coat and underflannels, and
was

putting

on

my own warm wraps to go

home, I looked up and met the reproachful
gaze of my forlorn little friend.
It was impossible to resist the pathos of
his eyes, and boots, which I -hunk would
have melted the proverbial heart of stone.
So as the primary cupboard was quite bare,

The Duty of Citizens.
la Via Mitor of Via Pres*:
I notice In a recent Issue of your paper an
article on citizens attending the ward caueuses and thereby securing good nominations. It is a lamentable fact that of late
years voters have kept away from these caucuses, and when a nomination was made
which did not quite suit them, were very loud
in their denunciations of it. when, had

slzea pouts.

vrm nnr

..nr bi.hu

irtn[

intirus a
takes a

bravely.

Perhaps you think we ought to look' out
for this small boy ourselves, and so we
should if there were not under our roof
about 200 more, equally destitute of warm
clothing, and they all have little brothers
and sisters at home in still worse plight; so
badly off for clothes in fact that Mr. Reals,
the truant officer, tells us that he has either
to leave them to the infiuence of their miserable homes altogether,;or force them to
school half naked.
These are the cases which we wish to investigate, and, where it is wise, to help, but
our hands arc tied for lack of means.
AATe are thankful for the moral support of
many who believe in the work, but would
that our well wishers felt inclined, even if
they are already subscribers to the Fraternto give us a little extra help in this hour
ity,
of need.
AVe want warm clothing of all kinds, and
especially three or four dozen stout socks;
games and picture books; some paper .dolls to
amuse our“little sisters,” who faithfully keep
their eager promise to “be very good indeed,
if we will please let them in,” and we very
much want toy building blocks and a few
old rocking horses.
iou nave none oi- uiesc cnuaren s stores,
and yet own to a soft spot in your heart for
our neglected street boys, and would like to
see them cared for in both and soul ? Then
will you not put your hand in your pocket and
find a little odd change to leave in care of any
of the following members of tlie primary committee? He sure it will be most gratefully received, and conscientiously spent: Miss Hacon, No. 45 Park street; Miss Milliken, No.
142 State street; Miss Fox, No. 8ti Spring
street; Miss M. S. Daveis, No. 71 Free street.
We offer hearty thanks for tlie following

donations:
Miss Gerrisli, books; Mr. Edward Webb, games
and mittens; Mrs. G. Daveis, mittens; Mrs. M.
Butler, mittens; Mrs. C. .Jones, mittens; Moses A.
Fife, mittens; Mrs. Wood, clothing: Mrs. Kotzsclimar, clothing; Mrs. Weston, clothing; Mrs. F.
Allen, clothing; Mrs. G. Peters, clothing; Mr. J.
Bacheldor, boots; Mrs. J. I’. Whitney, clothing;
Mrs. W. C. Allen, clothing; Mr. II. L. Davis, toys
and magazines; Mrs. Cavazza, scarfs;,Jcssie,Jennie, Nathan and Ephraim Kimball, of Hiram, mittens; Annie Thompson, Hiram, mittens.
One of the Pbimaby Committee.
The Ada L. White.
The following further particulars of the
loss of the Ada L. White of this port, are
told by the first mate Mr. Cooper: “Tlie Ada

L. White sailed out of Rio Janeiro on
Christmas day, with 11,248 bags of coffee for
Boston. She was a staunch brig, only sevHer tonnage was 472, and she
en years old.
was owned by Winslow & Co., of Portland.
On Jan. 30tli, off Cape Hatteras, at just
about the edge of the Gulf Stream, the
lurching of tlie brig about noon showed that
The pumps were
sprung aleak.
sounded, and we discovered about eight
inches of water in the hold. Sail was shortened, and all hands took to the pumps; but
had

gained
Tlie

on

In other words, we do not claim that Hood’s
Sarsaparilla will do Impossibilities. We tell you
plainly what It has done, and submit proofs from
sources ol unquestioned reliability, and ask you
frankly if you are suffering from any disease or
affection caused or promoted by impure blood or
low state of the system, to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Our experience warrants us in assuring you
that you will not be disappointed in the result.

Every

vote and influence secure men for
office who will reflect honor upon the city
and thereby honor upon the party that nominates them.
This is a serious subject, and much too
and

by his

"1 have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla for dyspepsia,
which I have had for the last nine or ten years,
suffering terribly. It has now entirely cured me."
Mrs. A. Norton, Chicopee, Mass.
“After suffering many years with kidney complaint, I was recommended by my pastor. Rev. J.
P. Stone, to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It has done
Edwin C.
me more good than anything else.”
Currier, Dalton, N. H.

lightly passed over.
Temperance men

go to the Republican
ward caucuses and work for the men you
wish nominated. Work with a will, and in
the end what you wish for will be sure to be

Purifies the Blood
spring my whole family took Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. The result is that all have been
cured of scrofula, my little boy being entirely
“Last

accomplished.
It is through the ward caucus that the influence of upright and honest men is felt
more than by opposing
party nominations at
the polls, especially when they have not
taken enough interest to attend the caucus.
It is surprising to .see the apathy with w hich
this subject is regarded. It is no uncommon
thing to meet a man who has never attended
a ward caucus in his life, and yet when the

free from sores,

the war. 1 have not found anything do me
Wm.
much good as. Hood’s Sarsaparilla.”
Atherton, Passaic City, N. .J.

Another Old

For

Song Reader. Hooka.
(GO cts. or $fi per doz.) By Emerson and Brown.
Practical note reader, with good music.

snocessful High School Song Books. Price*
each, 81 or $9 per doz.
For Feuiiuou Schools*
Amsr’n School Music Readers, Book l
(35 cts,), Book 2 (50 cts.). Book 3 (GO cts.), by
Emerson & Tilden, are increasingly popular in
graded schools.
Song Bells, by L. O. Emerson, and
Colden Rofcin, by W. O. Perkins, are two
very popular general collections of genial school
songs. Price of each, 50 ets. or S4.80 per doz.
Any book mailed for retail price.

“TECHNICON”
A perfect bVHWSIDI for Fingers, Hands and Wrists. Ail Piano
Students should use it. A great
aid to ARTISTS
in perfecting
their technique.
Herman KotzscliReferences:
niar, W. II. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Will. Mason.
—

Women.

us, and the wind and

swept the deck. The
captain ordered 200 bags of coffee thrown
overboard to lighten tlie ship, but the benefit
Tlie water gained on
was only temporary.
tlie pumps, and bursting the bags, clogged
waves

the pumps with coffee. Then all hands turned to at throwing the cargo overboard to
keep tlie brig afloat as long as possible.
Throughout the night, in a driving rain
storm, wc worked to a man for our lives. We
tried to get out tlie long boat, but the sea
was too heavy. When daylight of Sunday,
the 31st, came, we saw that tlie brig was a
hopeless wreck, and might go down at any
moment. We got a quarter boat to deck after much work, and while all that could get a
hold held her, tlie rest of us managed to
stow in her a 10-gallon tank of water, a
water cooler lidding about a gallon, four
pounds of bread, and tlie captain’s instruments and mine.
That was all that we had
time to lay our hands.on. Then all hands
sprang into the boat, and the next wave
washed us clear over tlie rail into the sea. It
was tlie riskiest launch that 1 ever had a
hand in, but it was the only one that was
possible. Tlie boat shipped a good deal of
water in tlie plunge over tlie side, and the
In the hurry of bailmen began to bail out.
ing the 10-gallon tank of water was knocked
overboard.
We pulled about a mile away
from the brig, and at 12.15 (noon) saw her go
All that day and
down stern foremost.
night we had all we could do to keep the
boat’s head to tlie sea and bail ont. At daylight on Monday, Feb. 1, we saw a bark off
to the leeward, and pulled for lier with might
and main. We tied handkerchiefs and shirts
to oars, and signaled her, but our signals
were not seen, and she was soon hull down.
We gave ourselves up for lost then, because
wc were almost exhausted from hunger, loss
of sleep and constant work lor forty-eight
Hut ail hour later we sighted a
hours.
steamer on tlie windward quarter. We ate a
little bread and took a sip of water, and
braced up for a pull toward her. We had
rowed about ari hour when she saw mil- sigWc pulled and
nals and headed for us.
cheered and cheered and pulled, until we
She was the
were alongside of the steamer
Burkitt, Capt. Freeman, and his officers anil
crew gave ns a
sailor’s welcome, and
were made as comfortable as possible.”

of the Srockhrldge course will bear In
mind that this concert is changed from Wednesday, Feb. 10th, to tonight at City Hall. The
following artists will appear: Miss Earnes,
Messrs. Lichtenberg, Stewart, Bagley, Bowron
and Strasser. Tnere will be a special train from
Batli for those Who wisli to attend this concert
The following will be the programme:
Hunting Scene.Haenson
Germania Quartet.
Scena and aria— (Keine de Saha) .Gounod
Miss Emma Hayden Earnes.
Cornet Solo...Selected
Mr. E. M. Bagley.
« BOinanza.Sveudson
viniin
Violin solos. )
j,( Danse Tsiganc.Nachez

|8pring.Weil
Miss Earnes.
Mr.

Lichtenberg.)

Fantasie for bass clarionet.Balfe
Herr E. Strasser.
from

11 Trovatore.Verdi
Dn,.lnnn„.l LH„._-A

Ballad—Good Niglit, My Love.Kiug
Miss Eames.
Bella Figlea, from liigoietto...Verdi
Germania Quartet.
ST.
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3 1-2 ft. One Cabinet
4
Two Cabinets
“
“
412“
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LAWRENCE STREET ENTERTAINMENT.

Tlie entertainment given in the St. Lawrence
streeteliurch last night was well attended and
gave great pleasure to its patrons. Besides the
numbers by the First Parish choir, the other
selections were exceedingly well rendered. Miss
Tiufaut’s piano solos, Mrs. Beals’s readings and
Mr. George Thomas’s songs were ail excellent.

NOTES.

Tickets for the grand concert to be given at
Chestnut street church next Thursday evening by
tlie State street choir, assisted liy Mr. Kotzsehmar, are on sale at Stoekbridge’s, Turner
Bros.’ and Stevens’ drug store.
There was a large advance sale of seats for tlie
Lester & Allen Combination yesterday at Stoek-

bridge’s.

Tlie musical people of Sacearappa and Cumberland Mills are to form a chorus to be known as
the Westbrook Choral Union. The first meeting
will occur on Friday evening at Golden Cross
Hail.
____

SUBURBAN

NEWsT

BOWERY BEACH.

The late three day's unprecedented sleet storm,
left so thick a coating of Ice on the tower glass
and nil the windows on the north side of the station buildings as to render all objects invisible
through them, even to this date. The accumulation on the north and oast sides of the lanterns
attained a thickness of nearly four inches solid
ice. This, of course had to he removed during
the storm, and the task was not accomplished
without difficulty and peril.
In a recent communication I expressed doubt
as to whether the present stone house at Boon Island was tlie original one. I have since learned
that tlie station was entirely rebuilt—tower and

dwelling—in

1854.

I have also ascertained, on the very best authority (tilts will interest your correspondent W.
G. ) that the old stone monument which preceded
tlie Cape Lights, was built by authority of. and at
tlie expense of tlie general government in tlie
year 1811. I am also credibly informed, that
the curious old gneiss cap-stone, which since the
demolition of tlie monument in 1820, lias occupied tlie lowly place of corner stone to the keeper’s garden fence, was obtained at Blackstrap
where it was rudely fashioned to fit the beacon
before transporting it here.
There is a well autheuicated legend among the
people hereabout, that during our last war with
Great Britain, provision was made for displaying
a “danger signal” from tlie summit of the monument as a warning to tile people of Portland, and
to shipping In the habor of tlie presence of any
hostile vessel.

ITALIAN AND ENGLISH SINGING,
—

—AND—

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

SPECIAL NOTICE.

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

Charitable Mechanic Association,
a change in their Building on the corner of Congress and Casco St., that
will give a store with a floor space of about 3,000
feet, with a frontage of 33 feet on Congress St.,
and 24 feet on Casco St. Parties desiring to secure a store of those dimensions, are invited to
examine plan of same at the store of K. B. Swift,
Optician, No. 513 Congress St., and for further information, apply to either member of the committee.
SPENCER ROGERS,
FRANKLIN M. LAWRENCE,
FRANCIS H. FASSETT.
LEWIS B. SMITH,
GEORGE C. LITTLEFIELD,
WILLIAM II. PENNELL.
dtl8
febO
Advertiser copy.

—

AND

CARDS
—

NOVELTIES !
-AT-

LORI1VO?

SHORT & MRIHE

Announcement.
IRVING

No. 41 Free St., recently occupied by
Free St. Market. Apply to
febDUtf
MULMX, 100 Centre St.
solicit orders for

to

“The Cyclopedia of Practical Information,”
WANTED—Canvassers
in
volume,

over 1,000 pages; an exfacts, useful, instructive,
haustive summary
entertaining. Published by D. Appleton & Co.
For full particulars, address J. E. MILLER, Supt.
of agencies for Maine and New Hampshire. 40

complete

Exchange

one

of

St.__0-1

WANTED—Situation by

English servant

an

firstgirl as waitress in a private
class cook furnished, and girls for general houseto MRS. PALMER, 228ya Middle St.,
work.
over M. CL Palmer's store. A iirst-class employ9-1
ment office.

family;

Apply

vrEff EMPLOYMENT OFFICE.-Paris ties wishing first class male or female help
can find employment, by calling at MKS. BEASLEY’S Office, corner Myrtle and Congress Sts..
None
No. 385. Rooms 7 and 8 up one flight.
9-1
but good help ueed apply.
canvassers for
entirely ficw and a

first-class

WANTED—Two
local
Something
terms.
work.

monopoly; liberal

QUARTERS, Press

<§)wk} Job

BERRY,

his
cleansed to

who wants

or

or

price,

a

to

FRED W. GKOSSTUCK. 2(!(! Middle St.

WANTED—To buy $1,000

cast off

go to
9-1

Herbert G.

$3.25

Briggs,

Charles

o'clock,

tipped,

ALL.

very

FormcrlyS3.a#.

AT COST!

Ladies’ Goat Boots, solid, substantial,

pretty, $2.00,These are worth 93.30.

We shall sell Blankets,
Rohes and all Winter goods
at cost for a few days.
Don’t buy until yon see

THESE PRICES FOR 30 HITS OSLY.

THE GOODS

OF

188Middle St..Couni Bank Bnlldiug.
firm was dissolved by mutual consent of
the parties with the expiration of the month
of January, 1886.
Mr. Holmes will retain this office, and Mr. Strout
may be found until further notice at the same
A. A. STROUT,
place.
GEO. F. HOLMES.
Portland, -Me., Feb. 1st, 1886.

fresh and clean, the sizes and widths
regular.
We can lit all who call upon us at 421
Congress St., Sign of Gold Boat.
are

onr

Counsellor at Law,

is

SPECIALTIES

MO. 188 MIDDLE STREET,

to be found in no other store.
we will please yon.

(Canal Bank Building)

THE

Cali and

Portland,.Maine.
dim

febli

WHI. H.

HATTER,

HARKS,

Book, Card
—

AND

THE SHOE DEALER. 197 Middle St.
of Gold Boot.

—

Job Printer

421

PBINTEBS’ EXCHANGE,

97 1-2

Me.

Profitable and Safe Investments.
Au orange, lemon, lime, fig and guava grove,
with sugar cane, pineapples, bananas, cotton, tobaceo. sweet potatoes and vegetables (a harvest

novlleodtf

DYER,

ISAAC W.

every month in the year), in the fertile and healthful highlands of Florida. New town, New England colony at Belleview, Marion Co., Florida.
Five Acres of good Laud set to choicest
Fruit and fenced foi $400!
Five Acres of land so rich as not to require fer
ttlizers, set to fruit and fenced for $600 to $800.
Similar groves, in five years from the setting, now
vield from $2,000 to $4,000 per annum. Care of
such groves, with fertilizers, $175 per year! Busino
ness can never be “overdone,” as Florida has
competitor, and only a small portion even of tills
State is adapted to this culture.
Houses Built for $400 to $1200,
ean be rented at a good per cent, on cost! Designs
and specifications furnished free. Good schools,
church, sanitarium and hotels, railroad, stores
and best society, within 48 hours of Bostoi. Everything guaranteed by responsible parties! Best
plao# in the world for whiter or permanent homes
and for invalids.'
Board from $4.50 to $7 per week and upwards.
Now or never If you wish to secure comfortable
homes in the land of perpetual, comfortable sumLands may be bought
mer, at reasonable prices.
o» the Instalment plan.
Lands from $15 to $100 per acre. House lots
from $10 to $300 each.
The good lands like ours on which vegetables
can be raised the first year are Exceedingly
(Scarce in Florida, and are rapidly advancing In
value.

Counsellor at Law,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

—

„o
d3m

BROTHERS,

DEALEItS IN

—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, ME.
Melvin J. Hawkes.
Geo. E. Hawkes,
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
<l*Hn

ileelS_

SPECIAL Will

n.

TURNERBROS
will add

some

Special Bargains!
each day during

art mmmi
—

LET—Single front

room

Apply

Cor. Congress and Exchange £ts.,
WILL BB CONTINUED

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY.
feb8

with hoard. 8G

TOSTATE STREET, Cor. Gray St.

9-1

—JCST OPENED AT—

No. 3 Durant Block, 536 and
538 Congress Street.

D. P.

las ami Ulcers
Are diseases in which Vegetihb
performs more permanent cures
thun any other medicine known.
No combination of plants, roots,
and herbs that are known as
blood-purifying agents can
be more perlH-t than is found in
Vegetine, and no medicine can be
greater care. Its
prepared with
Immense success in the cure of
blood diseases is the best evidence of its real merit. When
a medicine will cure cases of
Scrofula of twenty years
standing, there can be little
doubt of its medicinal power.
This has been done by Vegetine
*
repeatedly. When you line! a
that will renew the acid condition of the blood
from the system, you
and drive rheumatic pain
have such a remedy
Should have continence In It. You
and we can furnish abundant evidence to
the trnthafthjs statement.

Smedv

fnVeKtine,
prove

Fine

to

GO., Agents,

HcftditoBo, Bideache, Biliousness,Coat.
S3 Tnnmie. Bad Taste In the Month. -No griping
86 cents; 0 boxes, * 1.0(1 By all

nStw.°nocolonicl.
amt bv Mail.

iira^hts
<fco..Fierce tfc Co., SO Hanover St.. Boston,

1

Cigars at Horr’s
Drug Store,

New

AO. 3 DURANT BLOCK, CONGRESS ST.
dlw*
feM

4cc22dtf

their

You are

MRS. A. 8. POOLE,

Cordially Invited to Visit

METAPHYSICIAN !

DRESS GOODS

—

WILL BE AT

—

5HBR0WN STREET,

SALE.

NEW BRANCH

PORTLAND,

EVERY OTHER WEEK FROM JAN’Y 4th.

Photograph Studio,

FOR WEDNESDAY
Summer Silks at 25 cents, worth
50. Quantity to each customer limited.

478 1-2
Opp.

fail to improve the opportunity of securing the greatest bargain ever offered in

Let

Congress

ICE FOLIAGE.

St..

§o»i« T.ry Ch.iee

Preble House.

MR. J. M.

TURNER BROS.,
468 A 490

Congress

a

dec2
1

-N

GHANDLERS MUSIC STORE
HAS

PECK,

all

Aim:—To Plonae.

eodtf

HJSMOVKD

TO

FARRINGTON BLOCK,
OOd Fellows Hall,
Uniter

branches of the Art

MOTTO:—Good Work at Modoialo Cost.

St.

/

experience In

Snbjeets at

CYRl'S
F. I>AVIS\
8T9 Sert^Tsss St., tustabo# Wfl St.
^

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer

of large

•

_

This new and beautiful Studio lias just been
fitted with all tlic new and Latest Improvements
for the greater perfection of our art. and possesses probably the largest and finest skylight uorth
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal
supervision of

DESIRABLE DRESS GOODS.

eodtf

jan5_

no one

__

Chtre

HORR,

PROPRIETOR.

31 Exchange St,

OR. E AT

Humors, Salt
Kheum, Canker, Erysipe-

i!8«

NEW DRUG STORE!

to

9-1

—

SEWING MACHINE ROOMS,

e. references who have visited and in
vested in belleview.

W. D, LITTLE &

AT THE

“DOMESTIC”

Goji. J. L. Chamberlain. Brunswick, Me.
S. H. Mayo, 121 Fulton St.. Boston, Mass.
Prof. G. G. Bush, 90 Pleasant St., Dorchester,
Mass.
Rev. L. H. Hallock, 62 Neal St., Portland, Me.
Ksv. I. D. Stewart, Dover, N. H., and others.
For pictorial pamphlets, maps and full particu-

lars, apply

clothing

Street.

TELEPHONE Wit.

FLORIDA.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail or telephone promptly attended to.

Congress

febOeodtf

Exchange St., Portland,

eo4tf

feb6

Sign

LET—A convenient lower rent of six

rooms, at No. (!7 Hanover St.
TO
WM. M. MARKS, 97 Vi Exchange St.

bargains.

COE,

GENTS’ GOODS.
Our assortment of Gents’ Goads
large and varied, containing many

GEORGE F.HOLMES,

furniture, &c., of all kinds. Highest cash
price paid; call or address immediately, MR. S.
9-1
LEYY, 97 Middle St., Portland, Me.

—

at his late residence. [Lewiston papers eopy.l
In East Deering, Feb. 7, Simeon Sawyer, aged
72 years 1 month.
In Buxton. Feb. 0, Mrs. Lucv A., wife of W. C.
Palmer, aged 58 years.
In Farmington. Feb. it, of typhoid pneumonia
Col. Nathan C. Goodenow. aged 5t) years. [Bos’,
ton papers please copy.]
In Biddeford, Jan. 18, r. Clayton, sou of Fred
H. nnd Ella C. Goodwin, seed fi week*.
In Lovell, Jim. 27, Mrs Deborah Deserve. aped
77 years.
Ill Andover, Jaw. 24, it. iiubler,aged GO veal’s
In East Oxford. Mrs. Eliza, widow of Dr. fctoartman.

Fly)

Regular price 93.75.

stylish, $2.75,

promptly
Jul2dtf

to Patents

faithfully executed.

THEM

price.94.50.

Ladies’ Pebble Goat Boots,

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

OFFICE

Boots $4.00.

(Boyd)

Ladies’ Straight Goat Button (Fr.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

SCROFULOUS AND

DEATHS.

HAS

Regular price

(qoaA

9-1

Every gentleman
suit repaired
old overcoat
WANTED—
reasonable
look like new, at

BROWN.

.

Ladies’ Eng. Walking Boots (A. Garside) $4.a0,
95.00.

No. 37 Plum Street.

HEAD-

Address

Office.

HATTER,

We shall offer five special lines
of goods at the following MARK
DOWN prices:

HAWKES

W. A. Taylor,
STORE
ANDREW

THE

jan§0_

OPPOSITE PBEBEE HOUSE.
d6”*
novl2

Jan22

To L«t.

COE,

re-

470 CONGRESS ST

LANCASTER BUILDING,

(11 w

febO

—

__

HASKELL & JONES,

Maine

THE
contemplate making

VALENTINE

IN

Mr. Merrill has had the most thorough training
in both instrumental and vocal music m this country, also three years study in Europe with Travultzi ot Milan, and Garcia and Shakespeare of
Loudon. Mr. Merrill will receive pupils 440 Cumberland Street.
..
REFERENCES—Bev. John W. Chickering, Mrs.
George L. Andrews, Mr. Herman Kotzscbmaj.
dim*

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

Cancerous

In Hollis, Jan. 23, Fred P. Wakefield and Miss
Minnie A. Newcomb.
In Spriugvale, Jan. 23, Edward L. Scott and
Miss Angie Yeaton.
InWinthrop, Jan. £7, C. S. Stetson of Greene
and Miss Mary K. Wood of Wmthrop.
In Kockland, Jan. £7, W. Leslie Hokes and S.
Ella Sherman.
In Oakland. Jan. 0, Benj. J. Hind of Belfast and
Lillian M. Belanger.

WILL BE

Portland, Wednesday and Saturday of each week to
ceive Pupils in Voice Culture, &c.

THIS

flole Agent, for SMITH & CO., Cornbill.
eoil2w
febO

MARRIAGES.

In Knightville, Cape Elizabeth, Fob, S,
W. Wing, aged 52 years II months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon 2.30

—TEACHER OF—

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

STROUT a HOLMES, COUNSELORS AT LAW,

oo-too
The equal of any machine made Roll Top Desk.
A
WHBTII
CO. manufacture the only Hand
Hade Dt tkn in this market.
They are the origTheir work is siminators of the Roll Top Desk.
ply perfection, acknowledged to be the best in the
world. Second-hand Roll Tops taken in exchange
for Smith & Co’s and for sale low.

HATS.

MR. REUBEN MERRILL, OF BOSTON,

Haskell TJonesT

$36
$42
$46
$52

oo-soo

STYLE

dtt

Jan24

DESKS.

THE MIKADO.
Tlie Concord Daily Patriot, speaking of the
Gilbert Mikado Company, which will appear at
City Hall Saturday afternoon and evening, says:
“The company is a line one, witli one or two exceptions, and carried out their difficult parts in a
manner that did them great credit.”
The tickets
will lie ready at Stoekbridge’s today.

STREET.

BOYD

7

aim

00-100

I

COLCORD,

W.

J.

fel>8____

Cfr*All business relating

TOP

SPRING

—

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

POBTEAND, ME.

and

__

are so

ICAL STUDIES

Centennial Block, 93 Exchange St.,

STEPHEN

NO. 4 DURANT BLOCK.

feb2dtd_

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS-

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

NO.4 DURANT BLOCK,
where we shall he pleased lo see our
friends and patrons.
In addition to our Millinery Goods we
shall keep a choice assortment of Caps
and Headdresses, Aprons, Handkerchiefs, Hamburg-s, &c.

ROLL

annual meeting for the choice of officers
and such other businass as may come before
it, will he held at Union Hall. Friday evening,
F. H. CLOYB8,
Feb. 12th, at 7% o’clock.
Secretary.

KDVCATIONAI..

GEORGE LIBBY,

former

febO

feb3__dtd

THE

■

Former

CUTTS,

ALPHEU8 G. ROGERS,
Secy, and Treas.

Haydn Association.

____

CARDS.

BUSINESS

Leopold Lichtenberg.

Terzette, from Lucia di Lammermoor....Donizetti
Messrs. Bagley, Strasser and Stewart.

(Violin obligato by

_

-*-OTT*""---

Patrons

Miserere,

febO

dtf

EASTMAN &

DAY,

BROTHERS.

RINES

REMOVAL.

general, Haverly’s United Ainerican-Kuropean
Minstrels, who will be with us tonight at Portland
Theatre, will eclipse anything recently seen In
minstrelsy. All the cities in which this organization has appeared since their return from England, are enthusiastic iu their praise of the company, and judging from the list of their people
they will come up to all expectations.

annual meeting of the corporation will be

at their Banking room, on WEDN ESTHEheld
the 10th day of February next, at 3 o’clock

known.

that all
Cotton Underwear Department we have taken great care
Prices
more handsomely than ever.
good material and uiaSe even
low for this week’s sales every one can buy.

Ladies’ Fr. Goat

iu

was ever

our

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

HAVERLY'S MINSTRELS.

SAYINGS BANK,

198 middle Sticct.

SAMUEL ROLFE,
President.

were of

No. 83 Preble Street.

febO

MEETIJItm.

MADE UP UNDERWEAR.
garments

GEN. AGENT,

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

THE STOCKBEIDOE ENTERTAINMENT.

at lower prices than

shall sell Seal Skin Sacks

dtf

4_

of best make

in

C. W. ALLEN

F. O. BAILEY.
marl

MAINE

SACKS $100.

"SAMUEL CHASE,
Carriage and Sign Painter,

_

bongs..

“od&w2\v

Wo have removed from our
stand under tlie U. S. Hotel to

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

We have nearly one dozen more Fine Seal Skin Garments, warranted
to the first half dozen cusin the world, to sell and will make specially low prices
from $37.50to $7u.00 on each garment.
tomers who call. Prices marked down

OLIVER OITSON A CO., Boston.

ties the sum of $505.
That they are not
weary in well doftig we know, from the fact
that preparations are being made for a ball
on the 22d of February, a part of the proceeds to go to the Maine Industrial School
for Girls. We trust that our citizens will do
what they can to help the Little Women in
their work. For ourselves we bid them God-

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

ANNEAL

SEAL

very

organized in the winter of ’83, and up to the
present time have donated to various chaii-

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

one
We shall sell this week a large lot of Horse Blankets very cheap, and any
should not
ho has a horse to be olipped, or is to require, more coverings for 1horses
etc.
forget this sale. Prices all, OH cents, $l.‘2o, $1.48, $1.75, $—00, etc.,

we

rooms

on WEDNESDAY, Feb. 10. at 10 a. in. and 2.80
Mr. Fisher had a stock of
p. m.. In lots to suit.
about $6000, consisting of Hats and Caps, Gloves,
White and Fancy Shirts, Underwear, Hosiery.
Neck Wear, Umbrellas, Rubber Coats, Ac., all ol
which will be sold without reserve.
F.O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer*.
dlw
fel>4

tv

Chorus, by W. S. Tilden.
High School Choir, by Emerson & Tilden.
Laurel Wreath, by W. O. Perkins, are three

“Many a time and eft” have we been asked the question, Who are the Little Women,
and for what object are they working? The
Little Women are a society of young girls,
gathered from all denominations, and banded together for the express purpose of doing
some good in the world.
The society was

our

CLIPPED HORSES.

This week

Flsber. M I'Ll le street, darn
water,
street,

stock ot M.

8,
THE
aged in the recent lire ba smoke and
18 Exchange
will be sold at

Quarter

cellent Horse Blankets.

Welcome

febO

BY AUCTION.

5‘°?

Public School Hymnal.
(40 cts. or 83.G0 per doz.) By Irving Emerson.
Large collection of well chosen hymns and tunes.

the great iamine,) took a
cargo of provisions to Londonderry, Ireland.
On this voyage he was accompanied by his
wife, who was formerly Elizabeth A. Jackson
daughter of the late Henry Jackson, a wellremembered school teacher of this city.
In 1846 kc went to Mexico with troops, and
continued sailing until 1850, when he retired
from the sea. In 1865 he moved from Portland to Gorham, where lie resided until the
time of his death.
To the last lie was an indefatigable reader,
always reading that which was substantial
and casting aside all that was light and
trashy. Having a remarkable memory, the
consequence was he had a mind well stored
with useful and entertaining knowledge, and
it was really a treat for a friend to sit down
and have a chat wita him on most any subject. For tUe past ten years he has been an
invalid, and at times lias suffered greatly,
but all his sufferings has been borne with
manly fortitude, and he died honored and
respected by all who knew him. He leaves
a widow, a son and daughter, Henry J.
Leavitt and Eliza J., wife of Josiah T. McM.
Lellan, both of Gorham.

Famishing Goods, Hats, Caps,
Hosiery, Gloves, Ac„ Ac.,

fa'-

Burnt Bed Blankets at 75c pair.
but Tor horn coverThese are burned on the edges and sometimes in the middle,
aie niucn cneap
ings, for small children or for covering steam or water pipes they
•“ than anything to be found. For Bed Blankets they are so burned that it will
take three pairs to make two extra good ones.
88 cents pair
Blankets
10 Quarter White
“
“
“
98
11
“
“
$2.19 “
part wool
3.00
Blankets
Border
Crecian
handsome
(i
S5.00
“
“
$8.50
Jacguard
marked down
$10, 15, 18 and $25 Jacguard Border Blankets
$1.50, $1.98,
98
cents,
and
89
Bed
Blankets, 48, 69,
Grey
$2.50, $4 and $4.50.
are
These Grey Blankets are now to be sold by us at retail at above prices, which
mills, lhey maKe exictually less than same can be produced in large lots at the
Half Wool 10 and II

A

School Book of Song.
(76 cts. or $6 per doz.) By E. Leslie. Fine collection of the best Part-Songs, Duets, &c.

oi

Mr.

At.

High

became Master. Most of his voyages have
been in the West India trade, though he has
often been up the Mediterranean, and in

speed.

BOOKS.

(Go cts. or 8G per doz.) By L. O. Emerson.
really admirable collection ol good songs.

captains that have about all left us. lie
commenced his sea life as cabin boy when
about twelve years of age, and continued to
rise from one position to another until he

Little

B‘{j

Real Seal Skin Garments.

Song Creeting.

Sea

FIRE! SMOKE!I WATER III

We offer for this week the last of the low cost Bed
„rned out
this year. Some were bought from a bankrupt stock, some
before
All were secured oerore
held
lots
last
out
corporations.
by
to
others
close
tory,
advance
in
wool.
iny

ADVEBTIMEIlEffTS.

High School-, Mcraiimries,

AUCTION WALES.
___

Rood quality for only $100.

d&wlynnn

SCHOOL SONC

sea

(the time

B.

IOO Doses One Dollar
NEW

Captain Passed
Away.
Died at Gorham, February 1st, Captain
Joseph Leavitt, aged 81 years, 11 months, 15
days. Captain Leavitt belonged to a class of

ism

so

Sold by .all druggists. 81; six for 85. Prepared
by C. I. IIOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

aprl

A

ADVERTISEMENTS^_

LAST BED BLANKETS.

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

■

■

——————————

■

NEW

and all four of my children look

bright and healthy as possibly can be. I have
found Hood’s Sarsaparilla also very good for
cdtarrh, with which I have been troubled since

nomination is made he turns up kis nose and
says that our politics are degenerating and
that there are no good and honest men to
lead ttie party. Yet there are just as good
men left in the party to-day as there ever
were.
But it is at the caucus that these
men should first be brought forward, not at
the polls on election day.
There are enough
able men in the Republican party. Go to
the ward caucus and work for their nomination. Take your friend with you and get
him to do the same, and when the nomination is made work till election day for his
election, and on that day work as if the safety of tbs nation depended on the choice,
and when your man is elected you will feel
a pride and satisfaction
that you nover felt
before. Go to the ward caucus and work for
and
will
never regret it.
C.
good men
you

■■■'

...

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

a

of mittens? And if some one will give
little money to buy him a shirt—it
very little at the rate which Mr. Rines kindly deals with us,—then little Joe will be
quite respectable and able to face the cold

she

It Won’t Bake Bread

they attended the ward caucus the result
might have beon different.
The ward caucus is the foundation of our
man should attend them
government.

I took him home with me and cheered his
soul with gingerbread and a scarf—the very
last.—and saw him shuffle contentedly home.
We shall try to get him a pair of moderate-

sea rose.

point
Thames street in his second communication,
I hope he may be induced to consider again
whether his “theory and facts” regarding the
Eastern Cemetery are absolute, and my
“speculation” simply “short-sighted.” His
argument that there “were no dead except
the servants of Cleeve,” if correct, wTould
simply go to show that the Eastern Cemetery
I cannot believe that twentywas not used.

point

Special Meeting of the Boartl
Mayor and Aldermen.

tlie water

“And Never Any Died.”
To the Editor of the Press:
As L. B. C. gives up his

GOVERNMENT.

CITY

Mr. Edward

TCBSDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY

NEW

PERSONAL.

■1

—

—

In Canton, Jan. 29. Jennie Mildred, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. R. A. Barrows, aged 7 months.
In West Baldwin, Jan. 22, D. B. Tarbox of Den
mark, aged 85 years.
In West Peru, Feb. 1, widow Betsy Howe, aged
83 years.
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